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Vermont Agency of Transportation
Vision, Mission, and Goals
Vision: The Vermont Agency of Transportation’s vision is a safe,
efficient and fully integrated transportation system that promotes
Vermont’s quality of life and economic wellbeing.
Mission: VTrans’ mission is to provide for the movement of people
and commerce in a safe, reliable, cost‐effective and environmentally
responsible manner.
The four goals that support the vision and mission are:
Safety: Ensure that safety is a critical component in the
development, implementation and maintenance of all systems,
programs and projects through staff awareness, best practices
and collaboration
Excellence: Cultivate and continually pursue excellence through
financial stewardship, performance accountability, and customer
service
Planning: Optimize the movement of people and goods through
corridor and natural resource management, balanced modal
alternatives and sustainable financing
Preservation: Safeguard assets through systematic condition
assessment and prioritized resource allocation
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1. Introduction and Purpose
A. Introduction
The Vermont Long Range Transportation Business Plan (LRTBP) is the state’s overall
multimodal transportation plan for bicycle and pedestrian facilities, highways and
roadways, public transportation, railroads and airports. It is a comprehensive 25‐year
plan for the transportation system to provide economic efficiency, orderly economic
development, safety and environmental quality. Required by federal law, the LRTBP
guides development and investment in the transportation system through:
Transportation goals and policies
Transportation investment scenarios and an implementation framework
Key initiatives to implement the vision and policies
The LRTBP both builds on and guides statewide multimodal and modal/topic plans and
regional and local transportation system plans. Although the LRTBP does not identify
specific projects for development, it provides a framework for prioritizing future
transportation improvements and developing funding alternatives.

B. Evolution of Vermont’s Transportation Planning
The Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) developed its first modern‐era Long
Range Transportation Plan in 1995 in response to the federal government’s
reauthorization of the surface transportation act as 1991’s Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). ISTEA represented a major change to
transportation planning and policy and established an intermodal approach to
transportation funding. New requirements in ISTEA required states to conduct a
statewide multimodal planning process that is coordinated with transportation
planning activities carried out in coordination with metropolitan areas and in
consultation with rural areas. The statewide transportation plan must cover a minimum
20‐year forecast period.
In 2002, in response to both the National Highway System Act of 1995 and the 1998
reauthorization entitled Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA‐21),
VTrans developed a major update of the Long Range Transportation Plan. The 2002
Plan built upon the basic foundation of the 1995 Plan and added considerations such as
the designation of National Highway System (NHS) facilities in Vermont and the general
policy of maintaining what infrastructure we have as a major focus of VTrans’ activity.
This latest Plan update incorporates, for the first time, a business perspective into
VTrans’ long range planning and policy.
Table 1 provides an overview of Vermont Long Range Transportation Plan evolution
since 1995.
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Table 1: Vermont Long Range Transportation Plan Evolution – 1995-2008

Year of
VTrans
Plan

Guiding
Federal Law

1995

ISTEA (1991)

2002

NHS Act (1995)
TEA‐21 (1997)

2008

SAFETEA‐LU
(2005)

Overall Vermont Transportation Plan Goals
Maintain existing transportation facilities
Improve all modes of transportation to provide Vermonters with
choices
Strengthen the economy and improve Vermonters’ quality of
life
Manage the state’s existing transportation system facilities to provide
capacity, safety, and flexibility in the most effective and efficient
manner.
Improve all modes of Vermont’s transportation system to provide
Vermonters with choices.
Strengthen the economy, protect and enhance the quality of the natural
environment, and improve Vermonters’ quality of life.
SAFETY: Make safety a critical component in the development,
implementation and maintenance of the transportation system.
EXCELLENCE: Cultivate and continually pursue excellence in financial
stewardship, performance accountability, and customer service.
PLANNING: Optimize the future movement of people and goods
through corridor management, environmental stewardship, balanced
modal alternatives, and sustainable financing.
PRESERVATION: Protect the state’s investment in its transportation
system.

Since the publication of the 2002 Long Range Plan, VTrans has also updated all of its
modal policy plans and has completed other planning initiatives related to corridor
planning, access management and safety. Regional Planning Commissions (RPC) and the
Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization (CCMPO) have completed
regional‐level plans and studies as well during this period.
VTrans’ prevailing theme since 2002 is the development of and continuing refinements
to a performance based approach to programming, planning, and asset management. To
support this effort, all of the updated modal policy plans identify performance measures
related to their stated goals and policies. Table 2 provides an overview of recent key
initiatives and programs.
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Table 2: Summary of Recent Initiatives and Programs

Year

Initiatives and Programs

Description and Goals

2000

Phase I of Safety
Management System

Developed mission statement, goals, and performance measures

2002

VTrans Asset
Management Vision and
Work Plan

Documented the current state of practice within the Agency and
noted that VTrans has many of the components necessary for a
sound asset management program. Identified several opportunities
to strengthen asset management capabilities and methods. Employs
performance measures across all of VTrans’ asset classes/investment
categories, including highway, rail, bike/pedestrian, maintenance,
buildings, Central Garage, public transportation and Department of
Motor Vehicles (DMV).

2006

SAFETY: Draft Strategic
Highway Safety Plan for
Vermont

To reduce the occurrence and severity of crashes through effective,
education, enforcement, engineering, and emergency response
initiative

The Vermont Safe
Routes to School
Program (SR2S)

To enable and encourage children, including those with disabilities,
to walk and bicycle to school; to make walking and bicycling to school
safe and more appealing; and to facilitate the planning, development
and implementation of projects that will improve safety, and reduce
traffic, fuel consumption, and air pollution in the vicinity of schools.

The Road to Affordability

Initiative that makes preservation and safety of existing
transportation assets VTrans’ highest priority so that these assets do
not deteriorate to the point where they require major reconstruction
at substantial cost. The Road to Affordability realigns VTrans’
priorities to focus on a “back‐to‐basics” approach that limits project
amenities, emphasizes safety and preservation, employs an asset and
performance management approach and puts limited transportation
funds where they can do the most good.

2007

Appendix A contains a more detailed timeline displaying the specific plans and studies
that VTrans completed since 1995 as well as those completed by regional planning
commissions and the Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization (CCMPO).
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C. Responding to Federal Requirements
The LRTBP also responds to the federal Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy of
Users (SAFETEALU), passed by Congress in
2005. Federal requirements include the
development of a long‐range statewide
transportation plan that provides for the
development and implementation of a
multimodal transportation system. The
statewide long‐range transportation plan
should include strategies and procedures to
ensure the preservation and most efficient use
of the existing transportation system, a safety
element, a security element, and a discussion of
potential environmental mitigation activities.

Required Planning Factors
Under SAFETEA-LU
1. Support the economic vitality of the metropolitan area,
especially by enabling global competitiveness,
productivity, and efficiency;
2. Increase the safety of the transportation system for
motorized and nonmotorized users;
3. Increase the security of the transportation system for
motorized and nonmotorized users;
4. Increase the accessibility and mobility of people and for
freight;
5. Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy
conservation, improve the quality of life, and promote
consistency between transportation improvements and
State and local planned growth and economic
development patterns;
6. Enhance the integration and connectivity of the
transportation system, across and between modes, for
people and freight;
7. Promote efficient system management and operation,

and;
SAFETEA‐LU also requires that state
8. Emphasize the preservation of the existing
transportation agencies promote high levels of
transportation system.
involvement in the transportation planning
process. VTrans is carrying this out in part by engaging in consultation and mitigation
activities. In developing the Vermont LRTBP, VTrans met federal regulations for
consultation by collaborating with other state, regional, and local agencies responsible
for land use management, natural resources, environmental protection, conservation,
and historic preservation. VTrans also undergoes various types of environmental
consultation activities for regional and state‐wide planning processes. Appendix C
contains more information on agency mitigation and consultation activities as well as its
environmental stewardship ethics policy.

While SAFETEA‐LU continues many of the planning requirements of its predecessors
(ISTEA & TEA‐21), it also emphasizes safety, security, freight, congestion management,
financing and environmental stewardship. The eight specific planning factors that state
long‐range plans are required to address are shown in the textbox above. The federal
government set a July 1, 2007 compliance deadline for these requirements. VTrans has
fulfilled these requirements through the development of the seven LRTBP Working
Papers on specific topics and through the strategies and recommendations contained in
this Plan.
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D. VTrans Organizational Change
In addition to the numerous projects and plans that were completed since 2002, VTrans
has also initiated various internal organizational changes. In 2002, the VTrans
organization consisted of seven divisions: Project Development, Policy and Planning,
Technical Services, Maintenance and Aviation, Rail, Finance and Administration, and the
Department of Motor Vehicles. Since that time, VTrans has completed realignments to
streamline and improve its operations. For example, the “Maintenance and Aviation
Division” is now “Operations” and includes rail, public transit, aviation, maintenance
operations and intelligent transportation systems. Rail and Technical Services have
been dissolved as stand‐alone divisions. Project Development and most of the Technical
Services divisions have been consolidated into the Program Development Division.
Figure 1 displays the current VTrans organizational structure.
VTrans has continued to implement and improve its project manager system. A project
manager directs the scoping process, monitors project progress, responds to questions,
and provides specific project details, and is a project’s single point of contact for
citizens, local officials, and legislators. In addition, all members of the central office staff
(except for Division of Motor Vehicles staff) are now consolidated at the National Life
Building, thereby streamlining and improving the efficiency of the day‐to‐day
operations of the Agency.
Figure 1: Current VTrans Organizational Chart
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E. Overview of LRTBP Development Process
The Vermont LRTBP reflects the work of numerous groups and individuals who
participated throughout the plan development process. In 2006, the beginning of the
planning process, VTrans convened an Advisory Committee comprised of key
stakeholders representing other state agencies, regional planning commissions and the
Metropolitan Planning Organization, local governments, and business and
environmental groups. In preparation for the 2008 Long Range Transportation Business
Plan, VTrans commissioned a public opinion survey in 2006 of Vermont residents
regarding transportation issues. VTrans designed the survey questions to better
understand Vermonters’ preferences and priorities for transportation programs,
projects, and services. In many cases, responses are compared to results from a similar
survey conducted in 2000 to help understand changing attitudes.
In combination with input from the survey and discussions with other state agencies,
the Advisory Committee’s ideas and issues provided the impetus for development of
background papers and policies during the planning process. In addition, a VTrans
Internal Working Group helped guide the day‐to‐day plan development process. With
its members drawn from the Policy and Planning Division, the working group helped
ensure the Plan developed with a multi‐modal perspective. VTrans also convened an
expanded group of officials from across all Agency divisions and stakeholders from
across Vermont to help develop strategies for implementing the LRTBP and achieving
its goals and objectives.
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Figure 2: LRTBP Development Process
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To support LRTBP development, VTrans staff and a consultant team made a statewide
assessment of transportation issues and needs. This outreach effort included interviews
with Vermont “Big Thinkers” and national experts who offered innovative ideas and
knowledgeable insights about Vermont’s transportation system. With this foundation,
an analysis was conducted of potential transportation futures, referred to as “scenario
planning.” In the context of the LRTBP, scenarios involve state, national and global
events that may create obstacles to achieving VTrans’ goals and defining policies that
can help VTrans adapt to changing circumstances. This analysis involved consultation
with key stakeholders from across the state and country. Figure 2 provides an overview
of the overall Plan development process. Additional detail on the process may be found
in the Appendix.

F. LRTBP Working Papers
To help assess and distill key issues facing VTrans and the transportation system,
VTrans also developed a series of seven “working papers” to inform creation of the
LRTBP. These working papers are summarized below.
Working Paper 1: State, Regional, and National Transportation Policy Review
Working Paper 1 summarizes modal policy plans related to aviation, highways, rail,
public transit, and pedestrians and cyclists. Policy and goals are discussed and major
issues and recommendations are summarized. Key findings include an emphasis on:
system preservation, performance measures and asset management, safety and
security, economic vitality, energy and environment, and land use planning.
Working Paper 2: State Agency Issue Review
This working paper includes a survey of Vermont state government agencies and
departments for information regarding transportation plans and policies that
should be taken into account in the update of the VTrans Long Range
Transportation Business Plan. It identifies gaps between the policies and plans of
VTrans and other state agencies.
Working Paper 3: Financial Analysis
This paper provides an overview of transportation funding in Vermont, describes
federal and state sources of revenue, explains how transportation funds are spent,
compares the costs of needs to revenue from 2006 to 2030, and identifies different
options for funding transportation. A projected major challenge facing Vermont is a
cumulative funding gap from 2006‐2030 of $3 billion to $8 billion (depending on
assumptions about inflation). Unless a different tax collection mechanism is
initiated, perhaps one based on vehicle miles traveled, the gap would be larger than
projected. Another issue is a devolution of responsibility where “donee” states
would begin to receive less (for every dollar in federal gas tax collected in Vermont,
the state receives about $1.90 in return). This could result in a significant loss of
federal funding revenues to Vermont. Future funding options include indexing
Vermont Agency of Transportation
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motor fuel tax, local option sales tax, mileage based option tax, and rural funding
strategies for federal funding.
Working Paper 4: Demographic and Employment Analysis and Projections
This working paper documents historical trends in population and employment and
provides projections for a twenty‐year planning horizon (approximately 2030). Key
findings indicate that there is slow to moderate population growth yet an aging of
the population, the population is spreading out from traditional village centers yet
employment is centralized, there is a shift to a service based economy yet there is a
job growth split with high paying technical jobs and lower paying service jobs. The
general economic outlook for Vermont through 2010 is positive.
Working Paper 5: Vision, Goals, and Plan Objectives
This working paper recommends refinements to the objectives of the 2002 Long
Range Transportation Plan. Revisions are suggested based on an updated Agency
Vision and Mission Statement, results from a public opinion survey conducted in
2006, SAFETEA‐LU planning factors, and goals presented in the aviation,
bicycle/pedestrian, highway system, public transit, and rail modal policy plans. The
objectives will provide the framework for developing specific policies, programs,
and planning strategies that will form the basis for the 2008 Long Range
Transportation Business Plan.
Working Paper 6: Scenario Development &
Working Paper 7: Summary of Scenario Planning Session
The LRTBP is based on an assessment of several different but possible future year
scenarios. A scenario consists of a combination of different assumptions about
driving factors, external to the transportation system, such as the aging of the
population, energy prices and shifts in type of energy, land use patterns, and
economic changes (manufacturing/agricultural to service / tourism / information
for example). The four scenarios are Business as Usual, Environmental Change,
Energy Crunch, and Growth. Objectives and strategies have been developed with
assistance from a broad range of stakeholders, to achieve the draft goals for each
scenario. The scenarios were prepared by VTrans’ consultants with input from the
VTrans Internal Working Group based on findings presented in Working Papers 1‐4,
interviews with national and VT “Big Thinkers”, and focus groups held throughout
the state. These working papers summarize the relevant findings and driving factors
identified through these efforts, and describes the scenarios.
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G. What’s in the Plan?
The rest of this document describes:
The current status of Vermont’s transportation system
The transportation and global challenges facing Vermont and their implications
for transportation investment and management
VTrans goals and objectives
The various scenarios that may unfold in the future that affect the way we must
think about and invest in transportation
A strategic plan and recommendations for moving ahead with implementation
of the LRTBP
Financial Outlook for Vermont’s future transportation needs
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2. Vermont’s Transportation System
Vermont has a large and varied transportation system. It includes aviation facilities, rail
facilities, bicycle and pedestrian paths and trails, public transportation services, roads
and highways as well as other associated facilities and services. With oversight from the
Vermont Legislature, VTrans manages the state highway system, supports airports,
passenger rail, public transportation, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, park and ride lots
and has overall responsibility for statewide transportation planning. Figure 3 provides
an overview of the current Vermont surface transportation system.
There are also critical parts of the transportation system in Vermont for which local
governments, transit agencies, airports, railroads and the private and non‐profit sectors
are responsible. In addition, Regional Planning Commissions (RPC) and, in the
Burlington region, the Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization (CCMPO),
develop regional transportation plans and provide input to VTrans to assist in
prioritizing transportation projects in their regions.

A. Overview of Modal Policy Plans
The LRTBP is built in part upon the findings and recommendations of Vermont’s modal
policy plans. Since the publication of the 2002 Plan, VTrans has updated all of its modal
policy plans and has completed other planning initiatives related to corridor planning,
access management, and safety. The overarching change since 2002 is the development
and continuing refinements to a performance based approach to programming,
planning, and asset management. To support this effort, all of the updated modal policy
plans identify performance measures related to their stated goals and policies. The
following summarizes each of the modal policy plans and their key findings.
Vermont Airport System and Policy Plan (2006)
Updated in 2006, the Vermont Airport System and Policy Plan includes an evaluation of
the current statewide airport system, as well as goals and policy recommendations to
help achieve the stated vision. The goals of the plan include preservation, safety and
security, accessibility, use of new technologies, land use compatibility and the support
of economic vitality. To achieve these goals, adequate and stable funding sources as well
as timely and sound infrastructure investments are needed. The plan also identifies
future needs for the airport system that include strategic runway extensions and
accommodations for larger aircraft.
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Figure 3: Overview of Vermont’s Surface Transportation System
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The plan’s recommendations should be carried out continuously as needed throughout
the 20‐year planning period. The systemwide recommendations include updating and
maintaining the following three existing VTrans studies and systems:
1. Airport Information Management System (AIMS)
Airport IQ system (web‐based platform) to monitor performance and update
performance measures
2. Airport Pavement Management System (APMS)
Maintain and monitor State‐owned airports throughout and beyond 20‐year
planning period
3. Economic Impact Analysis
Every 5 to 7 years, update the 2003 study that summarizes the significant
economic value that aviation activity brings to the state
Vermont State Rail and Policy Plan (2006)
The State Rail and Policy Plan (SR&PP) consolidates the Rail Policy Plan and the State
Rail Plan Update into a single document that identifies industry trends, provides a vision
statement and supporting goals, and provides an overview of the state’s rail system and
its condition. The plan highlights the need to upgrade infrastructure on priority routes
and outlines the changing demand for rail service in Vermont. The performance
measures will be used to measure the success of projects. The SR&PP also includes a
project prioritization screening process, identifies funding and financing options, and
discusses implementation of the plan. The plan also included a funding prioritization
screening tool to assist VTrans with the prioritization of projects as part of the annual
budgeting process.
The SR&PP recommends performance measures and targets related to goals within
three categories: system effectiveness, system condition and system initiatives.
Performance measures provide a basis for evaluating the success of the investments in
the rail system and should be measured on a regular basis.
Vermont Bicycle and Pedestrian Policy Plan (2006)
The 2006 Bicycle and Pedestrian Policy Plan update seeks to enhance Vermont’s
bicycling and walking systems through education, planning, funding, proper
maintenance and development of links with other transportation modes. The plan’s
policy statement includes the following three major elements:
VTrans‐funded projects should accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists
wherever reasonably feasible
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New projects, road reconstruction projects, and capacity improvements will
maintain or improve existing access and conditions for pedestrians and
bicyclists
Education and encouragement programs will incorporate pedestrian and bicycle
issues, as appropriate
These policy statements are current actions carried out in those sections of VTrans that
initiate and implement roadway design/operations projects and maintenance. They also
will be carried out within the research program, data collection activities, the
Department of Motor Vehicles, the Rail Section, Public Transit Section, regional
maintenance activities, and other programs. The progress and effects of the systems are
to be reviewed and assessed using performance categories such as usage, safety,
facilities, training and assistance, education and encouragement, and economic benefits.
Long term recommended actions in the plan also include the importance of
coordination between VTrans, Regional Planning Commissions and the MPO to develop
consistent methodologies for data collection and inventories. A major theme
emphasized by the public in the development of the plan was the need to provide more
and better paved shoulders on Vermont roads. The plan’s long term actions element
includes determining the value of using Bicycle Level of Service and other indices to
gauge roadway bicycle suitability.
Public Transportation Policy Plan (2007 update)
Adopted in 2000 and updated in 2006, the Public Transportation Policy Plan provides
policy guidance based on the following goals:
Basic mobility for persons who are dependent on public transportation
Access to employment
Congestion mitigation to preserve air quality and the sustainability of the
highway network
Advancement of economic development activities including service for workers
and visitors that support the travel and tourism
The updated plan recommends that continued funding of new services be evaluated
relative to the above goals using performance measures. It recommends a series of
performance measures based on ‘boardings per hour’ and ‘cost per passenger’ for each
class of service. Other recommendations include:
Protect current services and funding levels and yet recognize effective transit
systems through the funding allocation process
Expand services and funding levels to meet baseline mobility needs to ensure
all residents have a similar access to transit
Expand transit services as tool to support tourism and economic development
throughout the state
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Coordination with rail, aviation, and intercity bus programs and focus on
regional transit connections
Highway System Policy Plan (2004)
The 2004 Highway System Policy Plan (HSPP) examines Vermont’s aging roadway
infrastructure; limited funding resources for transportation; increased emphasis on
highway operations and management; recognition of transportation/land use
relationships; and balancing quality of life, mobility, environmental, and economic
development concerns. While the plan identifies several items as part of an action plan,
the major recommendations that cover the entire highway network include:
Move towards a performance‐based planning and programming process
Support Corridor Management Planning
Focus on highway system preservation and preventative maintenance
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Figure 4: Location and Functional Class of Vermont Airports
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B. Modal Descriptions
1. Aviation
Vermont’s public use airport system, as shown in Figure 4, consists of 17 airports of
varying sizes: 10 state‐owned airports, five privately‐owned airports, and two
municipally‐owned airports. Thirteen of the 17 airports are part of the FAA’s National
Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS), which identifies airports that are significant
to the national air transportation system. It should be noted that two airports,
Burlington International Airport and Rutland State Airport, have commercial service
and the rest are general aviation airports.
According to the 2007 Vermont Airport System and Policy Plan (VASPP), Vermont’s
airport system serves the State well overall, with 93% of the population within a 60‐
minute drive to a commercial service airport. However, only 44% of the population is
within a 30‐minute drive of an airport with a 5,000‐foot long runway with precision
instrument approach. Thus, improved accessibility is needed to better meet the
business, recreational, safety and personal needs of Vermonters. Enabling key airports
to safely accommodate larger aircraft through strategic runway extensions and
improved approaches would provide for those needs and an opportunity for increased
economic activity in Vermont.
The VASPP classified Vermont’s airports based on their intended role in serving
Vermont and Vermonters: National, Regional, Local and Specialty. Figure 4 includes
classification information for each airport. VTrans forecasts that Vermont’s airport
activity will generally grow during the next 20 years. For general aviation, operations
are expected to grow about 14% between 2005 and 2025. For commercial services,
operations are expected to grow about 32% between 2005 and 2025.
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Figure 5: Vermont’s Existing Rail System
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2. Rail
As shown in Figure 5, the 748‐mile Vermont railroad system, of which 578 miles are
active, is an integral part of the regional, national and international rail transportation
networks. Of this total, about 427 miles are owned by the State. Most railroad activity in
Vermont is freight traffic, although passenger service is an important component of rail
operations. In 2006, 10 railroad companies operated or had trackage rights in Vermont,
and all are privately owned and operated with the exception of Amtrak.
According to the Vermont State Rail Policy Plan (2006), the history of investment by
VTrans and the state has demonstrated a commitment to supporting and encouraging
the stability and growth of the freight and passenger rail services within Vermont. While
the tonnage of rail freight service within the state declined by 21% between 1992 and
2002, rail freight tonnage that originated within Vermont increased by 78% during that
same period, due mainly to the presence of freight hauling business generated by
mineral processor Omya, Inc. in Rutland County. Furthermore, VTrans forecasts that rail
freight tonnage will increase by 44‐55% between 2006 and 2020. However, two key
issues remain as challenges to increasing rail freight service in Vermont: the need to
upgrade key rail bridges to the industry standard 286,000 pound capacity and the need
to raise tunnel and other structure heights to allow for double‐stack container train
service between Montreal and major markets south of Vermont.
Regarding intercity passenger rail, which is operated by Amtrak through a contract with
the State of Vermont, ridership has increased substantially in recent years. The State
currently supports Amtrak‐operated service on two passenger lines: the Ethan Allen
Express that operates between Rutland and New York City and the Vermonter, which
operates between St. Albans and Washington, DC. In 2007 the Ethan Allen Express
ridership increased by a modest 2.8% year over year, while the Vermonter ridership
increased by 16.6% over 2006. That trend continues into 2008 with increases of 5.8%
and 14% YTD respectively. A demonstration project utilizing new innovative passenger
rail equipment is currently under consideration to implemented on the Vermonter
route which will reduce the train consist size and increase the frequency to two daily
trains in each direction.
The Vermont State Rail Policy Plan recommended track upgrades, clearance
improvements, and passenger rail enhancements prioritized by route. The Plan also
includes an initiative to improve transload facilities that make it possible to transfer
freight between trucks and rail at the Rutland, Burlington, and Saint Albans railyards.
Specific improvements include upgrades to bridges and other track infrastructure that
are likely to see 286,000‐pound railcar traffic, and increases to overhead clearances
(such as at the Bellows Falls tunnel). The Plan concludes that upgrades to infrastructure
will lead to more economic opportunity, that an evaluation of benefits and costs should
be performed to prioritize upgrade projects, and that the development of rail initiatives
and prioritization should take place at a high level within VTrans.
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Figure 6: Vermont’s Public Transportation Service Locations*

*Note that various routes that appear to connect on this map may not connect. In addition, the map does not depict
various demand response services are available throughout the state. Greyhound’s Rutland‐White River Jct. route
has been discontinued as of 2008.
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3. Public Transportation
Vermont has 12 regional public transportation providers who serve many important
community needs, such as individual mobility (including Medicaid transportation),
access to employment, and economic development—including tourism. According to the
2007 Vermont Public Transportation Policy Plan, the services each provider offers are
unique, based on their location and demographics. Most providers offer demand
response service and operate some form of fixed route service. Some, located near ski
resorts, also run seasonal services that support the state’s tourism industry. Due to the
predominantly rural nature and low‐density development of Vermont, a mixture of
fixed and flexible routes and demand responsive services are needed to successfully
serve local mobility needs.
Commuter bus service (town‐to‐town service during peak commuting hours) has grown
significantly over the last several years in Vermont. Six public transportation providers
operate 12 commuter bus services in Vermont. Between FY 2005 and FY 2008, the
number of commuters on those routes doubled from 135,000 to 270,000. These figures
do not include CCTA’s Link Commuter Routes, which carry over 100,000 more
commuters annually and have experienced a 20% increase in ridership since the
beginning of 2008. With the increased cost of fuel early in 2008, many commuter routes
saw increases of 30% in mid‐2008 compared with the same period in mid‐2007.
“Go‐Vermont” is public transit’s most recent initiative, proposed by Governor Douglas in
January 2008, which is designed to address rising demand for alternative
transportation, particularly for daily commuters who are facing higher fuel costs. Go‐
Vermont, through the provision of web‐based public transit and alternative
transportation information, on‐line ride‐matching service, car‐pooling incentives and
statewide and easy to join van‐pool services, is intended to meet the travel and
commuting needs of Vermont’s rural, highly dispersed and car‐dependent population.
Go‐Vermont aims to fill a gap in alternative transportation that bus routes simply
cannot meet.
Greyhound Lines provides intercity bus service in Vermont. The company provides
services that link Vermont to the major cities of New England as well as Montreal, New
York City and the rest of Greyhound’s North American network. Other daily services
connect rural communities and colleges with larger cities within Maine, Massachusetts,
New York, New Hampshire and Vermont. Greyhound Lines also provides connecting
services with Canada.
According to the 2006 LRTBP public opinion survey, public transit captures only a small
percentage of travel demand in the state. However, responses to the survey indicate that
improvements to public transit service, both bus and rail, offer the greatest potential to
reduce use of the personal automobile. Survey respondents felt that public
transportation is the third highest priority for allocation of funds (tied with safety and
security and following bridge maintenance and summer maintenance. Survey
respondents reported that 12% had used public transit bus service, 11% had used
passenger train service, 11% had used intercity bus lines (11%), and 4% had used
special transportation services for senior citizens and the disabled.
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The Public Transportation Policy Plan concludes that public transit needs long‐term
capital planning and new funding sources. The Plan also stresses the importance of
public transit for human services and recommends the expansion of volunteer drivers
and encouraging location of senior housing, continuing care communities, etc., where
transit currently exists.
4. Bicycle and Pedestrian
VTrans is recognized as a national leader in bicycle and pedestrian planning. According
to the Vermont Bicycle and Pedestrian Policy Plan (2008), Vermont contains over 50
miles of bike lanes, 350 miles of signed bicycle routes, over 100 miles of shared use
paths and rail trails, 500 miles of hiking trails, hundreds of miles of sidewalks and an
extensive network of mountain biking trails.
Vermont’s scenic beauty fosters an environment where walking and bicycling are
important activities. Results of the recent long range transportation plan survey
revealed that Vermonters spend almost as much time walking as driving each day (61.9
minutes and 70.4 minutes per day, respectively). About 40% of Vermonters used bike
paths, trails, or shared use paths in the last year. On average, Vermonters used bike
paths, trails, and shared use paths 37.6 times in the last year. Bicycling and walking are
also key parts of Vermont’s tourism industry, with an estimated 11,000‐plus people
visiting the state to participate in bicycle touring activities, according to the Scenic
Byways Program.
The 2006 Bicycle and Pedestrian Policy Plan update sought to enhance Vermont’s
bicycling and walking systems through education, planning, funding, proper
maintenance and the development of links with other transportation modes. The Plan
recommends that VTrans‐funded projects should accommodate pedestrian and
bicyclists wherever reasonably feasible; that new projects, road reconstruction projects,
and capacity improvements maintain or improve existing access and conditions for
pedestrians and bicyclists; and that education and encouragement programs will
incorporate pedestrian and bicycle issues, as appropriate.
5. Park-and-Ride Facilities
VTrans operates 26 Park‐and‐Ride facilities across the state, as shown in the map in
Figure 7. These lots are considered to be an effective method for reducing traffic
congestion and decreasing the use of fossil fuels while minimizing air pollution
emissions, providing connectivity between Park‐and‐Ride Facilities and inter‐regional
public transit routes and saving valuable urban land for more aesthetically appealing
and productive uses. In addition, Park‐and‐Ride projects are a popular choice with
Vermont’s residents and businesses, and VTrans plans to continue developing facilities
in cooperation with municipalities and regional organizations as funding and resources
allow. According to the 2006 LRTBP public opinion survey, 22% of respondents used
park and ride lots at least once in the last year, compared to 15% in 2000. VTrans has
plans to improve several Park‐and‐Ride facilities during the fiscal year 2009.
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Figure 7: Vermont’s Park and Ride Facility Locations
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Figure 8: Vermont’s State Highway System
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6. Highway
Roads and highways form the basic
circulation system for moving from
home to business and other
destinations. About 98% of
Vermonters use private vehicles to
meet daily transportation needs. In
addition, trucking is Vermont’s
primary means of freight
transportation. Thus, the highway
system is a critical transportation
mode in Vermont.

Vermont’s State Highway System (SHS)
Total System Length ‐ 2,704 Miles
Includes:
National Highway System – 703 miles (includes
Interstates)

According to the 2004 Vermont
Highway System Policy Plan (HSPP),
the state contains over 14,000 miles
of public roads, of which 19%, or
2,704 miles, belong to the state‐
owned highway system (SHS); the
remainder of the highway system is
owned by cities and towns. Figure 8
provides an overview of the SHS across the state.

Interstate – 320 miles
Bridges – 2,370
Culverts – 40,000+
Signs – 64,000+
Traffic Signals – 235
Roadway Lights – 1,000+
Guardrail – 1,000+ miles

The HSPP also found that:
Approximately one‐third of state highways have pavement that is in “very poor”
or “poor” condition (as of 2003)
The majority of bridges in the state highway system are at an age (over 50 years
old) at which they require substantial maintenance, rehabilitation, or
replacement
The 2002 survey for the Long Range Transportation Plan indicated that the
majority of Vermonters do not consider traffic to be a major problem, although
2020 projections show that congestion will be spreading beyond the Burlington
area1
Vermont fatalities rates remain below the national average (Vermont’s fatality
rate per 100 million AMVT was 1.13 compared to the national rate of 1.41)
The HSPP recommends that major emphasis be placed on the safety and preservation of
Vermont’s roads and highways that include performance‐based planning and
programming processes.

1 In 2002, 43% of the Vermont adults surveyed reported that they had experienced traffic congestion while
traveling in Vermont on the last six months. In the 2006 survey update, this proportion increased to 50%.
Although congestion is still not a major problem across the state, the increase is noteworthy because it
suggests that congestion is spreading.
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7. Intelligent Transportation Systems
VTrans and other agencies are currently using
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), which apply
the use of information technology to surface
transportation needs, to improve the safety and
efficiency of the transportation system. VTrans is one
of the state DOTs across the country implementing the
511 service that allows travelers to access traffic and
weather information through the internet and phone.
Vermont, along with New Hampshire and Maine, has undertaken a major regional ITS
project ‐ the Tri‐State Advanced Traveler Information System ‐ TRIO. VTrans uses
mobile variable message signs (VMS) that are integrated with weather and road
condition reporting systems to ensure the dissemination of timely and accurate
information to motorists. The ConnectVermont project aims to continue to provide
traveler information and travel itinerary planning via the Vermont Travel Planner on
VacationVacation.com as well as continuing to improve the ITS infrastructure along
Vermont highways. One project is incorporating Fiber Optic cabling in the rights‐of‐way
as a delivery mechanism for the ITS functions and applications. The goal is to tie all of
the ITS devices, such as road weather information stations, weight in motions stations,
variable message signs, cameras, low power FM radio stations, and emergency
communications, as well as new US DOT Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (vehicle to
vehicle, road to vehicle, and town/city to vehicle communication) together on one Fiber
Optic backbone. A secondary benefit will be to enhance broadband and cellular
connectivity around the state. In response to increased speeds and crashes, VTrans is
undertaking a project to implement an ITS corridor along I‐89 from Sharon, VT to
Colchester to highlight real‐time severe weather and road conditions with variable
message signs along the corridor to warn travelers and reduce speeds through affected
areas. ConnectVermont is also undertaking a Kiosk Re‐engineering Project that aims to
redesign the state's electronic travel information kiosks by implementing a web‐based
traveler information portal that will allow kiosks statewide to be continually up‐to‐date
and enable rapid deployment of new kiosks in an unprecedented number of locations.
The project also involves presenting data feeds of travel alerts from Vermont's 511
System on both the kiosks and the Vermont Travel Planner.
The Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization (CCMPO) has developed an
architecture to provide a framework for coordinated ITS deployment and assure that
local ITS projects are eligible for federal funding. Examples of current ITS projects in
Chittenden County include demand‐responsive public transportation services, the
dissemination of information to travelers through the Internet/Vermont 511, signs,
kiosks, radio, television, and telephone numbers, and traffic management such as
signals, monitoring systems, and other technologies that are currently operated at the
municipal level.
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C. Corridor Management Planning
As recommended in the Highway System Policy Plan, VTrans has implemented its
Corridor Management Planning Program. Corridor Management Planning is a
collaborative, comprehensive and proactive approach to addressing transportation
problems. There is growing realization that we can not build ourselves out of
congestion. New facilities and major capacity improvements to our roadways are
becoming increasingly difficult due to financial constraints, environmental and
community challenges as well as jurisdictional issues that affect transportation
problems and solutions. Due to these and other challenges, more creative and
collaborative approaches to solving and preventing transportation problems are
needed.
The Corridor Management approach offers the opportunity for state and regional
agencies, municipalities and communities to collectively plot a future strategy for a
corridor. This approach makes the best possible use of available resources, takes
advantage of synergies to produce the best outcomes, and has a greater chance of
becoming a reality – than would otherwise be the case if each community acted on its
own. It also helps to alleviate adversarial situations with communities when projects
move from the planning to implementation stage.
VTrans undertakes one to two Corridor Management Planning efforts each year, in
collaboration with municipalities and Regional Planning Commissions. Communities are
expected to contribute part of the funding for the Plans, as well as participate through
their select boards and planning commissions. In addition, VTrans provides staff
support to other corridor study initiatives.
In 2005, VTrans developed the Vermont Corridor Management Handbook to provide
planners and consultants with resources (e.g., analysis methods and implementation
mechanisms) and a multi‐step process for developing Corridor Management Plans.
Corridor planning efforts result in concrete goals and objectives as well as
recommended land use and transportation strategies that comprehensively address
present and future transportation needs.
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3. Challenges and Opportunities
A. Vermont’s Transportation Challenges
Vermont’s transportation system will be different in 2030. Technology will likely
improve the way that vehicles and people interact with the transportation system and
each other. Nevertheless, the global economy, energy constraints and climate change
will result in unpredictable changes and stresses on the transportation system. Our
ability to meet these challenges, or at least respond as effectively as possible, depends
on the way we work together to change the way we do things, manage the
transportation system, better integrate land use, transportation and economic activities,
and fund a sustainable transportation system.
There are at least seven key challenges facing Vermont’s transportation system:

Figure 9: Vermont’s Transportation Challenges
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A.1. Aging Infrastructure
Vermont’s transportation infrastructure is aging and
Challenges  Aging Infrastructure:
steadily declining into a state of disrepair. The state
Rapidly aging transportation
built most of the transportation system in two
infrastructure across the state
concentrated periods of construction activity. The first
requiring significant maintenance and
was during the 1920 and 30s when the modern
rehabilitation
highway system was first constructed – and in
Prioritizing preservation &
maintenance projects while
Vermont particularly after the catastrophic floods of
addressing new infrastructure needs
1927 that resulted in the replacement of hundreds of
bridges during the ensuing decade. The second was
during the 1950s and 60s when the Interstate system was built and the state highway
system was expanded to connect to it.
We are now 80 years after the first major construction period. The infrastructure built
during that period is reaching the end of its useful life and, for the most part, needs
replacement. At the same time, the infrastructure built in the 1950s and 60s is starting
to require major rehabilitation work in order to extend and maximize its useful life. For
example, according to the 2004 Highway System Policy Plan (HSPP):
About one‐third of state highways have pavement that is in “very poor” or
“poor” condition (as of 2003)
The majority of bridges in the state highway system are at an age (over 50 years
old) at which they require substantial maintenance, rehabilitation, or
replacement
To address these and related challenges, VTrans will need to continue and enhance the
use of asset management principles to prioritize maintenance, rehabilitation and
reconstruction projects across the state.
A.2. Changing Demographics and Economy
As in the rest of the country, Vermont is experiencing demographic shifts that have
important implications for transportation investment and
Challenges  Changing Demographics
the state’s economy. Vermont’s population trend over time
and Economy:
is best characterized as “slow and steady” growth when
Doubling of elderly population by
compared with the U.S. as a whole. Within the New
2030
England context, Vermont is growing at a relatively greater
Growth in special needs population
rate than other states. The counties in northwest Vermont
that require assistance with daily
are growing more quickly than other areas of the state.
living activities (6,000 in 2015)
Population change in the state has been equally affected by
Continuing loss of manufacturing jobs
natural factors (birth and death rates) and by migration.
and growth of the service economy
Assuming these factors continue to affect growth similarly
to current trends, Vermont’s population will increase by
about 17% between 2000 and 2030 (or from
approximately 608,000 to 712,000 people). Birth and death rates are likely to remain
stable, but changes in national and global migration patterns could affect this forecast and
should be considered in different planning scenarios.
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Figure 10: Project Change in Vermont’s Population & Age Distribution, 2005-2030
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Another important demographic analysis features “dependents” in the population,
namely the segment of the population that is composed of people who are either too
young or too old to work in the traditional sense. If current trends continue, by 2030,
almost 174,000 people in the state will be over the age of 65. This age group’s share of
the total population will increase from 13% in 2000 to 24% in 2030. This trend has
significant ramifications for health care services, transportation, and housing. The
younger age cohort (under 18) will grow over time in absolute numbers, although it is
currently decreasing slightly. This cohort’s proportion of the Vermont population is
projected to decrease and plateau by 2030.
Another major trend is the steady loss of traditional manufacturing jobs and other
changing economic factors. Information technology, along with major trade agreements,
has encouraged outsourcing of many types of jobs, particularly manufacturing, to other
countries. Between 1990 and 2008, Vermont’s manufacturing employment declined
from 16.8% of the workforce to 11.8%, a drop of about 30%.2 This shift in the economy
2Source: Current Employment Statistics (CES) program, produced by the Vermont Department of Labor,

Labor Market Information, in cooperation with the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
http://www.vtlmi.info/CES.cfm.
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is affecting states and localities in differing ways, some of which become apparent in
changing transportation patterns. As in most
states, job growth in Vermont is in the service
Challenges  Land Use
economy, including tourism, retail and information
Increased commuting and time
services.
spent driving to/from work.

A.3. Land Use

People are more dispersed but jobs
remain more centrally located.

Planning and decision‐making
The state’s largest growth centers exist in the
authority for land use and
Champlain Valley, the Connecticut River Valley,
transportation planning is disjointed
and poorly coordinated.
central Vermont, Rutland County, and southern
Vermont on either side of the state (Brattleboro in
the east and Bennington in the west). However, over the last 50 years, Vermont’s
population dispersed away from the traditional growth centers of 10,000 or more to
smaller suburban and exurban communities.

As Vermont’s population has become more geographically dispersed, commuting has
increased between towns and counties. The vast majority (more than 75%) of Vermont
towns experienced a net exporting of workers during the day in both 1990 and 2000.
This suggests that, even though people are living in dispersed patterns, jobs remain
more centrally located. Further, Vermonters are spending more time driving to and
from work. The amount of time spent commuting to and from jobs in Vermont grew
20% between 1990 and 2000. Commuters in rural areas travel an average of 24 minutes
to work, with their urban counterparts commuting an average of only 18 minutes.
A.4. Funding
Vermont, like most states, is facing the challenge of
revenue not keeping pace with the demand to
maintain and improve transportation infrastructure.
Current transportation user fees and taxing systems
are not generating enough revenues to meet
demands. Cumulative transportation revenue
shortfalls for Vermont could be as high as $8 billion
over the next 20 years (depending on the rate of
inflation).

Challenges  Funding:
Revenue not keeping pace with
demand for transportation
infrastructure improvements.
Focus on funding preservation and
maintenance only under The Road to
Affordability
Increasing per gallon charge on fuel
tax, motor vehicle registration fees,
and sales tax increasingly unpopular
and difficult to implement.
Federal earmarks likely to decline
over time.

Vermont is also faced with the challenge of
preserving its existing and deteriorating
infrastructure. VTrans’ Road to Affordability initiative
Ability to leverage federally‐enabled
innovative financing mechanisms.
is intended to make expenditures for critical
preservation and maintenance projects the state’s
highest transportation priorities, thereby helping extend the life and improve the
performance of Vermont’s existing transportation network. This initiative may require
making trade‐offs between these critical preservation investments and new
transportation infrastructure in various parts of the state, at least until the state’s
overall transportation network is at an acceptable condition and level of performance.
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During state fiscal year (SFY) 2006, Vermont’s transportation expenditures were $321
million, or 7.5% of the state’s total budget of about $4.2 billion. Vermont’s
transportation infrastructure improvements depend largely on the continued
availability of funds from both state and federal sources. The most recent federal
transportation reauthorization legislation, SAFETEA‐LU, authorized $244.1 billion in
funding for surface transportation projects nationally through 2009. However, there is
a strong possibility that the federal government may face Highway Trust Fund (HTF)
shortfalls in the near future, which could have significant impacts on the timing and
content of the next federal surface transportation authorization bill (currently due in
late 2009). Because of Vermont’s significant dependence on federal transportation
funding, VTrans should carefully monitor and track federal transportation revenue
streams and issues.
Compounding this situation is the soaring costs of construction for transportation
projects. Figure 11 shows the rise in the Produce Price Index (PPI) nationally for
highway and street construction activities nationally since 1998. The steepest rises in
overall costs have occurred since 2002, driven in large part by escalating material
prices. Regular transfers of revenues from the transportation fund to the state’s general
fund for both transportation‐related and unrelated purposes over the past two decades
has exacerbated this situation.
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Figure 11: Producer Price Index (PPI) for Highway & Street Construction Activities in the U.S., 1998-2008
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In late 2007, it was estimated that to just maintain the state’s existing infrastructure in
serviceable condition would require spending $415 million a year for the next 30 years.
However, the current level of spending on transportation infrastructure preservation is
about $211 million, meaning there is a spending “gap” of about $203 million. Over the
20‐year period from 2005 to 2025, it is estimated that the shortfall would total a
cumulative $4.2 billion if needs grow at 2% inflation rate, and $8.7 billion if needs grow
at 5% inflation rate.3

3 Based on VT LRTBP, Working Paper 3 – Financial Analysis (2007), Table 12.
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A.5. Energy Constraints, Environmental Impacts and Climate Change
The impact of higher energy costs on the costs and means of transportation have been
well chronicled in recent years. If higher fuel price levels are sustained, they are likely to
lead to a variety of changes over time in transportation
Challenges  Energy Constraints and
demand, but changes will vary region by region. A
Environmental Impacts of
critical aspect of the higher petroleum costs is their
Transportation Systems
contribution to the steep rise in the costs of building,
Changing transportation demand
maintaining and operating transportation systems. The
due to increasing fuel prices.
cost of operating public transit vehicles, construction
Rising costs of construction and
maintenance of transportation
vehicles, and airplanes has all been substantially
systems due to higher fuel prices.
affected by fuel costs. Shortly before petroleum costs
Need to support environmental
skyrocketed, the cost of steel and concrete also spiked,
stewardship while seeking ways to
making new road and rail facilities much more costly.
streamline environmental
permitting process.
In addition, the cost of bituminous concrete, which is
Need to adapt planning, investment
composed of petroleum and used almost exclusively in
and operational practices to address
Vermont for roadway paving, has increased an average
impacts of climate change over time.
of 50% since mid‐2005.
Responses to the 2006 LRTBP Survey support the concept of protecting and enhancing
the quality of the natural environment. Respondents were asked to rank eight issues
generally considered important when thinking about the state’s transportation system.
Environmental protection is the second most important issue. As awareness and
concern about energy constraints have come to the fore, a variety of related
environmental quality concerns related to transportation system development and use
have also grown in prominence among the public and decision‐makers. VTrans
recognizes that environmental quality ‐ clean water and air, scenic beauty, ecological
diversity and protection of the state’s historic character ‐ are what Vermonters desire
and are considered integral parts of the state’s economic well‐being. VTrans has
implemented an Agency‐wide environmental stewardship ethic, which is guided by
principles and practices that apply to all of the agency’s business activities. Through its
stewardship actions and policies, VTrans seeks to be a positive force in supporting the
state's environmental quality and unique sense of place, and will strive to exceed state
and federal environmental laws when practicable. The challenge for VTrans will be
balancing an ongoing environmental stewardship perspective with its responsibility to
make judgments and decisions based on numerous factors including cost, safety, and
resource availability.
A critical environmental consideration in transportation planning is climate change. It is
now generally accepted that every mode of transportation and every region in the
United States will be affected as climate change poses new and often unfamiliar
challenges to our transportation system. The past several decades of historical regional
climate patterns commonly used by transportation planners to guide their operations
and investments may no longer be a reliable guide for future plans. In particular, future
climate will include new classes (in terms of magnitude and frequency) of weather and
climate extremes, such as record rainfall and record heat waves, not experienced in
modern times as human‐induced changes are superimposed on the natural variability of
the climate.
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Figure 12: Projected GHG Emissions in Vermont, by Source, 1990-2030

Source: The Final Report and Recommendations of the Governor’s Commission on Climate Change, October 27, 2007, p.4-1

Vermont’s current greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction goals are to reduce the
state’s GHG emissions by 25% from 1990 levels by 2012; 50% by 2028; and, if practical,
75% by 2050.4 As transportation makes up 44 percent of Vermont’s GHG emissions,
climate change is an issue requiring action by VTrans and other organizations and
agencies that influence our transportation choices. Figure 12 depicts current projections
of various sources contributions to total GHG emissions through 2030. Gasoline‐
powered transportation activities are projected to continue comprising a major share of
GHG emissions in the state. The decisions that VTrans and other transportation
organizations make today, particularly those related to the redesign and retrofitting of
existing transportation infrastructure or the location and design of new infrastructure,
will affect how well the system adapts to climate change far into the future.
A.6. Freight Movement & Trade Globalization
Vermont is well‐positioned to continue making positive contributions to the regional,
national, and international economies. These will depend, however, to a certain degree
on the state’s ability to maintain and improve the transportation infrastructure, thus
facilitating the efficient movements of goods and services.
In 1997, about 23 million tons of freight moved on Vermont’s transportation
infrastructure. About 90 percent of this tonnage is moved by truck, while rail carried
about seven percent. These two modes basically carry the freight into, out of, within,

4 Governor’s Executive Order 07‐05, December 5, 2005, and Vermont Legislature Act No. 168 (S.259), 2006
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Steady growth in amount and value
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and through the state. Freight moving through
Vermont from and to out of state locations represents
35 percent of all tons moved. This typically includes
freight moving to/from Quebec, New Hampshire, and
Massachusetts. In addition, Vermont receives
significantly more freight than it ships (7.1 versus 2.9
million tons annually). Within Vermont, the freight
flow patterns closely follow the economic and
population centers. Chittenden County is by far the
largest receiver of freight, while Chittenden and
Rutland counties are the largest shippers of freight.

In the next two decades, as shown in Figure 13, Vermont is expected to experience a
near doubling of tons of freight moved on its transportation system, from 24 million
tons in the late 1990s to 45 million tons in 2020. The dollar value of these freight
movements will more than triple from $21 billion to $66 billion. As Figure 13 shows,
trucks (highway) will continue to carry the vast majority of this freight into the future.
As a share of freight moving in Vermont, international trade‐related freight is forecast to
steadily increase in both tonnage and value during this period. By 2020, international
trade is expected to account for more than half the value of all freight moved in the
State.
At the same time, the evolution of a global, “just in time” economy has put pressure on
the transportation industry to develop new equipment and operating procedures for
moving freight as quickly and efficiently as possible, and on governments to provide the
means for it to be moved freely.
The result has been many rapid advances in vehicles, rolling stock and other
transportation technologies – a trend that is expected to continue. Truck trailers are
getting longer, requiring turning radii not easily accommodated by much of the roadway
system in Vermont. The national standards for rail are for taller, wider and heavier
carloads than can be accommodated on much of the states’ system – a limiting factor to
Vermont railroads for shipping, receiving and accepting interline traffic. In order to
guarantee next‐day delivery, courier companies require suitably designed, equipped
and operated airports.
During the next 25 years, these transportation concepts will continue to develop and
evolve into global "integrated supply chains," which combine and merge formerly
separate transportation functions and modes into one seamless intermodal system.
Transportation partnerships, combining modes (highways, rail, air, and water),
warehousing, transfer terminals, computer and telecommunications systems will
become more common and many will expand services to other countries and
continents. For Vermont to participate successfully in this global, “just in time”
economy, these issues and needs will have to be considered and ‐ where investment is
compelling and makes economic sense ‐ met.
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Figure 13: Forecast of Freight Movements in Vermont through 2020, in Tons and by Value
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Source: USDOT, Freight Analysis Framework, State Profile – Vermont,
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/state_info/vermont/profile_vt.htm

A.7. Security Needs and Issues
The federal government now emphasizes “security” as a stand‐alone transportation
planning requirement under SAFETEA‐LU. The concern for security was highlighted by
making it a separate planning consideration for both state and metropolitan plans.
Federal highway funds can be used to finance many planned activities, but grants from
Homeland Security also are anticipated sources of support.
The Vermont Department of Public Safety (DPS) Homeland Security Unit is responsible
for providing coordination and support to all local and state response organizations to
ensure that the state is adequately prepared for any type of incident. Every year VTrans
joins forces with DPS and other organizations to practice responses to security issues
and potential disasters. VTrans is a member of the state government’s Emergency
Operations team that employs two trained staff on‐call 24/7 to respond to Vermont
Emergency Management’s call to action. VTrans has addressed safety with the
installation of fencing at various airports. The new Transportation Security
Vermont Agency of Transportation
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Administration (TSA) office at the Rutland Airport was renovated. DMV received an
annual Border Enforcement grant from the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration. DMV’s Commercial Vehicle Enforcement officers inspected nearly 1,800
commercial motor vehicles and 19 illegal foreign nationals were apprehended. DMV
implemented provisions of the federal Patriot Act related to the licensing of commercial
vehicle drivers transporting hazardous materials (Hazmat), requiring stricter security
measures and background checks for over 1,900 Vermont licensed truck drivers. The
DMV Investigations Unit, in coordination with the Department of Homeland Security
and Immigration & Customs Enforcement, conducted 88 foreign applicant
investigations in FY2006, identifying 10 people who were in the country illegally.
While VTrans continues to take measures to enhance the security of the state’s
transportation system, security is not a common theme in the VTrans policy plans or
regional transportation plans, with the Airport Policy Plan as an exception. To enhance
the security of the state’s airports, highways, rail system and public transit services,
VTrans will need to incorporate security planning into all future policy plans and other
planning efforts.
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B. Vermont’s Transportation Opportunities
Although the challenges facing the transportation system are significant, Vermont is
positioned to respond to them. Our basic transportation infrastructure is in place and in
serviceable condition; we have a solid foundation for maintaining and enhancing the
system. Under The Road to Affordability initiative, an asset management approach is
being employed to facilitate the repair of bridges, pavements and culverts. Many of our
urban and rural areas offer public transit services. We have the transportation
infrastructure and the geographic position to connect to the international economy.
Major highways, railroads and airports enable products from our businesses, farms and
forests to be distributed worldwide. We also now have a National University
Transportation Center at UVM, through which VTrans, regional planning bodies and the
University collaborate to research critical transportation issues.
In the context of the LRTBP, six key opportunities present themselves:
Leveraging The Road To Affordability Framework to Make CostEffective
Transportation Investment Decisions  Vermont has an aging transportation
infrastructure that demands greater and more costly attention than in the past.
The Road to Affordability strategy puts VTrans on a path that will enable the use
of key tools, primarily asset management, for preserving the state’s existing
transportation assets so that they do not deteriorate to the point that they
require major reconstruction and become a financial drain on the entire system.
By striving to obtain maximum efficiency from the existing transportation
system, and making additional capacity investment in the infrastructure when
warranted, VTrans moves toward achieving the highest degree of mobility and
safety for all system users.
Building a Sustainable Multimodal Transportation Network  As VTrans
works to address the state’s mobility needs, it does so in the face of various
critical challenges – demographic change, energy constraints, environmental
fragility and others. To manage and operate the transportation system
effectively into the future, VTrans will need to invest strategically to develop a
transportation network that is affordable (for both the state and individuals),
efficiently operated, offers modal choices and linked to the state’s economic
well‐being. At the same time, investments will need to support minimizing
consumption of non‐renewable resources, including fossil fuels and land, and
protect our natural environment and resources.
Building and Maintaining Vermont’s Infrastructure to be Compatible with
Regional, National and International Standards and Services  The world
economy is being dominated by regions that intersect and span political
boundaries as well as leverage cultural and political ties. Vermont, as part of the
New England and North American economic spheres, has an opportunity to
manage and invest in the transportation system to support sustainable
economic growth and development. To do so will require harmonization of
regulations, compatibility of infrastructure and integration of business relations
across the New England states and eastern Canadian Provinces. Participating in
Vermont Agency of Transportation
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initiatives such as the Northeast CanAm Connections Trade Corridor Study is an
important step toward seamless multimodal mobility options across the entire
region.
Enhancing Environmental Quality, Facilitating Energy Conservation and
Addressing Climate Change – Transportation investment is not only a means
of providing mobility and access. The types of strategies and projects VTrans
pursues can facilitate protecting and improving the quality of our environment
and conserving increasingly scarce energy resources. Opportunities available to
VTrans include emphasizing roadway and vehicle operation improvements
through better signal timing and removing congestion “hot spots” across the
state. Also, continued investment in “intelligent transportation systems” (ITS)
for traveler information and accident/incident management hold substantial
promise for increased efficiency of operations. By managing transportation
demand through investments in alternative modes for people and goods
movement, telecommuting, pricing incentives, and integrated transportation‐
land use strategies, VTrans can further support environmental quality and
energy conservation in Vermont. By working with other Vermont agencies,
VTrans can play an integral role to improving and enforcing environmental
standards. VTrans currently collaborates with the Agency of Natural Resources
to facilitate the formation of wilderness corridors within their Wildlife Action
Plan. VTrans also contributes to efforts to improve water quality through its
storm water management process related to road design, construction, culvert
engineering and permitting. In addition, VTrans and other transportation
decision makers have an opportunity now to prepare for projected climate
changes. It is important that climate change considerations are incorporated
into transportation plans, facility designs, maintenance practices, operations
and emergency response plans. In addition, climate change considerations will
need to become a fundamental part of land use planning, since one of the most
effective strategies for reducing the risks of climate change is to avoid placing
people and infrastructure in vulnerable locations.
Integrating Land Use and Transportation Planning – Increasing coordination
of land use and transportation planning and investment presents many
opportunities for Vermont, including economic vitality, environmental
sustainability and improved mobility and accessibility. The ability to work more
with local economic developers and planners may also provide an opportunity
to facilitate transportation projects.
There are many challenges to integrating land use and transportation planning.
In Vermont, as in most states, municipalities make land use planning, zoning and
permitting decisions. These decisions frequently have important impacts on
transportation infrastructure in or near the community. Although VTrans is
often consulted only tangentially in these local planning and “decision”
processes, the responsibility for addressing transportation infrastructure needs
associated with these local decisions frequently fall to VTrans. The creation of a
practical and successful nexus between local land use planning and decision‐
Vermont Agency of Transportation
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making will be critical to successfully coordinate land use and transportation
planning.
Also typical is that transportation problems – and solutions for those problems ‐
are not considered until the accumulative effect of the land use decisions and
multiple developments are very apparent in the form of serious safety and/or
mobility problems. The second is moving transportation “needs” planning – at
the local, regional and state level – like other utility needs analysis planning –
from a typically “reactive basis” (analyzing problems and seeking solutions after
the problem is already very apparent) to a “proactive basis” (anticipating and
addressing problems before they occur). VTrans currently undertakes
mitigation and consultation activities within land management that promotes
environmental stewardship and helps to integrate land use and transportation
planning decisions.
Evolving to Corridor Management Planning – Corridor planning has become
an area of focus in VTrans and is an executive‐level priority. By using a corridor
approach to management and planning, many benefits can occur. This
comprehensive method can save money and resources through increased
coordination between localities and agencies, more thorough planning efforts
and better tracking of deficiencies. Corridor management also encourages the
coordination of land use and transportation planning. Corridor management
may also take advantage of ITS, which further improves the efficiency of the
transportation network.
Through the experience gained in carefully evaluating possible future scenarios we may
face as a state, we can also make the LRTBP strategies flexible enough to respond
effectively to a variety of situations as they emerge. In this way, Vermont can seize the
opportunity to be a leader in making cost‐effective transportation investments. Our
transportation system can be so effective and reliable that our economy and natural
environment continue to provide a nationally‐recognized quality of life for our people.
We can lead in developing practices allowing us to respond to environmental
degradation and lessen the impacts of climate change and energy constraints. The
challenges are great, but we have started to meet them.
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4. Vermont Agency of Transportation Vision, Goals and
Objectives
To respond to the challenges and opportunities articulated in the LRTBP, VTrans developed
a series of goals and objectives that support pursuit of the VTrans vision and mission.
Underlying all of this is the Road to Affordability theme, which focuses VTrans on two broad
operating principles: preserving Vermont’s transportation assets and realigning
transportation investment priorities.
This section summarizes the LRTBP Vision, Mission, Goals and Objectives. The specific
strategies VTrans will pursue to implement the objectives and achieve the goals are
described in Section 6.

A. Guiding Principle – The Road to Affordability
Vermont has an aging transportation infrastructure that demands greater and more costly
attention than in the past. As a result, bridge, culvert and road repair are competing with
new roadway construction projects for limited funds. Given this reality, Vermont must first
step back and preserve its existing assets so that they do not deteriorate to the point that
they require major reconstruction and become a financial drain on the entire system. The
Road to Affordability thus encompasses a key set of strategic parameters, including:
1. Realignment of Priorities
Primary investment will focus on traveler safety and the preservation of existing
infrastructure.
Optimize financial resources by focusing attention on a practical number of large
projects, including the development of multimodal networks
Set realistic timetables for large projects and new roadway segments, and balance
funding within the Roadway Program to reflect a priority on system preservation.
2. Rethinking Project Focus
Back to Basics – Where design status allows, develop project scopes that limit the
addition of project amenities not related to preservation and environmental
protection. (Example: under‐grounding of utilities, streetscapes)
Innovative Finance ‐ Any proposed new roadway‐segment project not presently in
the Development & Evaluation portion of the Capital Program will require an
innovative financing approach acceptable to the Agency prior to being considered
for inclusion in the capital program. Also, employ innovative finance to fund
multimodal projects.
Just‐in‐time delivery of Design, Right of Way, & Permitting – VTrans will begin these
processes only after project funding has been identified and a time line has been
established so time, money and effort is not wasted.
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Vermont Agency of Transportation
Vision & Mission
Vision
The Vermont Agency of Transportation’s (VTrans) vision is a safe, efficient
and fully integrated transportation system that promotes Vermont’s quality
of life and economic wellbeing.
Mission
VTrans’ mission is to provide for the movement of people and commerce in a
safe, reliable, costeffective and environmentally responsible manner.

B. Goals and Objectives
To help VTrans carry out its mission and move toward achieving the vision, the Agency
identified a set of broad goals. Within the context of the Road to Affordability theme, these
goals address safety, excellence, planning and preservation. Each goal is supported by a set
of more specific and measurable objectives. By using this framework, VTrans will be able to
monitor and gauge its progress toward achieving its mission and determine the need for
refining and changing implementation strategies over time.
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Goal – Safety: Make safety a critical component in the development,
implementation and maintenance of the transportation system.
Objectives:
1.

Reduce employee first reports of accidents and injury
from 208 to 175 by 2010.

2.

Reduce the number of annual major highway crashes to
350 or fewer by 2010, and achieve a rate of fatalities
occurring in vehicle crashes to a five‐year average
below 1.0 per 100 million vehicle miles traveled.

3. Enhance the safety and security of the state’s airports,
highways, rail system and public transit services.

Goal – Excellence: Cultivate and continually pursue excellence in financial
stewardship, performance accountability, and customer service.
Objectives:

Vermont Agency of Transportation

1.

Deliver projects and services on time and on budget

2.

Improve the Agency’s cash flow and utilization of funds
through timely authorizations, billings and payments.

3.

Design a comprehensive workforce development plan
for implementation during 2009.

4.

Continue to improve the service level the Agency
provides its customers.
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Goal – Planning: Optimize the future movement of people and goods through
corridor management, environmental stewardship, balanced modal alternatives, and
sustainable financing.
Objectives:
1.

Inventory and assess by 2010 the condition of all
transportation assets.

2.

For assets that are inventoried, align asset
management target performance levels with the
necessary financial resources described in the four‐
year Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan
and develop by 2008 a five‐year capital program.

3. Plan, design, construct and maintain all projects in
compliance with federal and state environmental
laws, adhere to the Agency’s environmental
stewardship policy, and collaborate with other
Vermont agencies and entities to develop effective
and efficient ways to protect or enhance the
environment.

Goal – Preservation: Protect the state’s investment in its transportation system.
Objectives:
1.

Maintain the state transportation system to the
highest practicable physical condition.

2.

Annually develop strategy that preserves the safety
of and the mobility within all transportation modes.

3. Increase utilization of alternative transportation
modes such as aviation, rail, public transit and
bike/pedestrian.
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5. Alternative Long Range Transportation Business Plan Scenarios
A. Introduction
Our world is changing rapidly around us. Various issues such as climate change, energy
constraints, and fiscal problems affect our ability to reliably predict future
transportation needs and impacts. Based on current trends, it is evident that our future
could take any number of turns. Agencies and institutions are best served by a long
range plan that incorporates the flexibility to respond to a variety of future conditions
(scenarios), any of which may come to pass but that cannot be predicted with certainty.
It is critical, therefore, that the LRTBP be crafted in a manner that allows for
adjustments and “fine‐tuning” to VTrans’ implementation strategies as different global
scenarios play out over time. To address this need, the LRTBP development process
used an approach known as “Scenario Planning” to help VTrans respond to the question
of what might happen in the future and how it could adapt accordingly.

Figure 14: Overview of the Scenario Planning Process
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As shown in Figure 14, Scenario Planning allows VTrans to develop the LRTBP in a way
that embraces future uncertainties, balances commitment with flexibility and allows the
Agency to adjust its strategies and operations dynamically to changing circumstances. In
other words, by accepting that the future contains many unknowns and by anticipating
the various ways in which those unknowns may affect our ability to meet VTrans’ goals
and objectives, Scenario Planning facilitates the Agency’s ability to make “midcourse
corrections” to its strategies and operations so that we remain on the path toward those
goals and objectives.
A “scenario” consists of a combination of different assumptions about driving factors,
external to the transportation system, such as the aging of the population, energy prices
and shifts in type of energy, land use patterns, and economic changes (for example, from
a manufacturing/agricultural economy to a service/tourism/information economy). In
the context of Vermont’s LRTBP, scenarios involve national and global events that may
create obstacles to achieving VTrans’ goals. This planning process is not about choosing
a particular future or scenario. Rather, the process is about defining policies that can
help VTrans adapt to changing circumstances.5
The Scenario Planning Session (SPS), convened in June 2007, engaged over 75
participants carefully selected by VTrans and the consultant team to represent a cross
section of Vermont’s transportation stakeholders. Prior to the SPS, participants were
sent a description of the four scenarios and other related materials in preparation for
the event. At the SPS event itself, participants were broken up into small facilitated
groups to discuss each scenario and address the following general framework question:
“What actions, plans, policies, or programs should VTrans pursue to achieve this
objective (Objectives 1‐5) given the future scenario that has been described?” The
objectives used for the discussion framework were:
1. Provide a safe and secure transportation system.
2. Preserve the condition of and manage the state’s existing transportation system
to provide capacity, safety, flexibility, and reliability in the most effective and
efficient manner.
3. Improve and connect all modes of Vermont’s transportation system to provide
Vermonters with choices.
4. Strengthen the economy, protect and enhance the quality of the natural
environment, promote energy conservation, and improve Vermonters’ quality of
life.
5. Support and reinforce Vermont’s historic settlement pattern of compact village
and urban centers separated by rural countryside.
At the conclusion of the facilitated discussions, each group reported out to the
assembled audience the two or three major themes that emerged from their groups

5 Details of the Scenario Planning process employed in the LRTBP process may be found in “Working Paper 7:

Summary of Scenario Planning Session” (published August 2007),
http://www.rsginc.com/vtplan/vermontplan/reports.htm.
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under each scenario. The enormous amount of qualitative data collected during the SPS
session was organized using the five objectives as a framework.

B. The Alternative Scenarios
Based on input from national experts, Vermont “Big Thinkers,” focus groups and VTrans
staff, the LRTBP considered four planning scenarios:
Business As Usual – Existing trends continue through the 2030 planning horizon.
The most significant characteristics are slow/moderate population growth, aging of
the population, land use decentralization, shift to a service economy, and a projected
gap between the costs of transportation needs and funding. The threat posed by
devolution of federal user tax distributions is also included in the scenario.
Additional trends a youth drain, energy vulnerability, and decline in higher
education enrollment. All of these trends suggest slow or stagnant economic growth.
Environmental Change – Air quality deteriorates and VT becomes a non‐
attainment area. In addition to negative impacts to our health and loss of Vermont’s
clean environment “brand,” this unfortunate designation leads to regulatory
requirements that affect project programming and selection. This scenario could
also be characterized by additional measures designed to reduce green house gas
emissions, which could be triggered by changes in national policies or
implementation of state programs and policies (even if national policies are not
implemented).
Energy Crunch – The global supply of oil peaks or is interrupted for other reasons.
There is a permanent and significant rise in the cost of fossil fuels. In addition, the
Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant, which provides 30% of the state’s electricity,
is decommissioned and a replacement source has not yet been secured. As a result,
electricity is more expensive and not competitive as an energy source for electric or
hybrid vehicles that use electricity from batteries charged over night. Higher cost
oil/gas and electrical costs make Vermont less attractive to new businesses and
existing businesses begin to leave for locations with lower cost, and more reliable
energy.
Growth Scenario – A new employer locates a major new manufacturing facility in
one area of the state outside of Chittenden County (e.g., in Rutland or St. Johnsbury).
There will be many jobs (by Vermont standards) available at the facility, which in
turn spurs additional services and retail growth in the surrounding region. In
addition, a major event occurs globally or nationally that causes a significant
increase in in‐migration. Migration currently accounts for about ½ of the projected
population change in Vermont. As a result, Vermont’s population grows faster and is
more diverse. The migration includes people with growing families that fuel
population growth into the next generation.
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Figure 15: The Four LRTBP Alternative Scenarios

“Business as Usual”

“Environmental Change”

“Energy Crunch”

“Growth”

While these scenarios are by no means considered exhaustive or encompassing of the
complete range of future possibilities Vermont may face, they do provide a useful
spectrum of the direction and magnitude of looming challenges to effective
transportation planning and implementation.
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C. Responding to the Scenarios
Based on this assessment, the people involved in the scenario planning process
identified a variety of general and specific recommendations for application to the
LRTBP. The following presents a high‐level synopsis of these cross‐cutting themes and
suggested recommendations:
Section 6, “Long Range Transportation Plan Implementation,” provides a process by
which VTrans may use the results of the scenario planning process to build significant
flexibility into its approach for implementing the adopted strategies. By monitoring and
considering the aspects of the various scenarios that may or may not become reality
over time, VTrans can ensure it devotes its limited resources to the most beneficial
strategies and maintains progress toward achieving the LRTBP objectives, goals and
vision.

Scenario Planning Session Theme

Suggested VTrans Response

Enhance the role & profile of VTrans

Advocate, educate & facilitate
LRTBP implementation

Improve multimodal alternatives

Include transit, bicycles, pedestrians
and rail in investment planning

Emphasize land use planning

Endorse smart growth & access
management

Develop dynamic design standards

Avoid “cookie cutter” approaches to
projects

Prioritize energy and climate change

Anticipate & prepare for the crunch

Identify alternative financing

Consider new sources for funding
transportation needs
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6. Long Range Transportation Business Plan Implementation
The results of the scenario planning process suggest that in order to move Vermont
forward and maintain its quality of life and economic competitiveness, VTrans and its
partners at the state, regional and local levels will need to make a variety of
fundamental changes over time in the way we manage, build and invest in our
transportation system. This section explains the processes used to develop the LRTBP
strategies. Seven goals were developed using VTrans internal goals and the objectives
identified in the scenario planning process. Each goal can be met through the
implementation of the strategies. Additionally, the purpose of, accountability for, and
implementation timeline is presented for each strategy.

A. LRTBP Policy Goals and Strategies
In order to address these challenges, a series of policy‐level goals and strategies have
been developed for VTrans to act upon over time. As illustrated in Figure 16, these
strategies are derived from assessing the scenario planning results, the Agency’s goals,
and public input. As shown in the following implementation framework tables, while
some strategies can be acted upon in the near‐term, most will need to be implemented
over the long‐term in conjunction with other fundamental policy changes.
The strategies are intended to help make VTrans more nimble and adaptable to our
changing world and respond to the suggestions of those involved in the Scenario
Planning Process. Some are broader policy recommendations for the state as a whole,
while others are aimed at VTrans management and operations internal policies.
Implementing these recommendations will require close cooperation and coordination
among all of Vermont’s transportation planning and operating agencies, local
governments, and the public.
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Figure 16: Inputs to LRTBP Implementation Strategies
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Tables 3 through 10 represent the seven policy goals and corresponding strategies. A
purpose is provided for each strategy to explain the reason why the strategy is needed.
There are several columns that indicate the key parties responsible for each strategy. The
“Primary” VTrans accountability column lists the main division responsible for the
implementation; whereas the “Support” column indicates the secondary VTrans division
responsible for helping the “Primary” division to implement each strategy. Also listed are
the external partners that can work with VTrans to ensure successful implementation of the
strategies. The final column gives a time frame for implementation.
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Table 3: Policy Goal 1

Accountability

VTrans

Policy Goal

1. Secure Sustainable
Funding and Finance
Sources
The LRTBP relies on more
efficient and cost-effective
use of our traditional
transportation funds. To
achieve the LRTBP goals
and objectives, however,
will require moving beyond
limited traditional sources
and seeking revenues and
financing from a more
diverse and robust set of
sustainable mechanisms
that work in Vermont’s
small state environment.

Strategies

Purpose

Implementation
Target

Primary

Support

External Partners

To minimize impacts of
A. Pursue debt financing (bonding) as a costeffective means of supplementing pay-as-you- infrastructure cost inflation on
go revenue for critical current needs.
revenue needs

Finance &
Administration

Policy & Planning

VT Legislative
Transportation
Committees

Immediate

B. Explore indexing the Motor Fuel Tax to
keep pace with the rate of inflation.

To increase the revenue
capacity of the Motor Fuel Tax

Finance &
Administration

Policy & Planning;
Department of Motor
Vehicle

VT Legislative
Transportation
Committees

Short Term (0-5 Years)

C. Explore/assess the need to increase
motor vehicle related fees and sales taxes.

To increase transportation
revenues by allocating
proportionate charges to
system users

Finance &
Administration

Department of Motor
Vehicles; Policy &
Planning

VT Legislative
Transportation
Committees

Short Term (0-5 Years)

D. Consider concessions and tolls on
Vermont’s highways.

To increase transportation
revenues by capturing
untapped value of highway
assets

Finance &
Administration

Policy & Planning

VT Legislative
Transportation
Committees

Short Term (0-5 Years)

E. Monitor studies at the national and state
levels regarding various mileage-based tax
options as an alternative to the gas tax.

To help ensure more stable
and predictable streams of
transportation revenue

Policy & Planning

Finance &
Administration

VT Legislative
Transportation
Committees;
UVM Transportation
Research Center

Ongoing

F. Publicize existing Federal tax incentives for To increase funding for public
transit and travel demand
employers to invest in employee
management strategies
transportation and consider similar State
incentives.

Operations

Finance &
Administration; Policy
& Planning

VLCT
VPTA
VAPDA

Short Term (0-5 Years)

To provide funding for
G. Explore the potential for VTrans to use
development-driven
impact fees to pay for future transportation
transportation projects and
improvements and encourage increased use
encourage better integration of
of impact fees at the local level.
transportation and
development decisions

Policy & Planning

Finance &
Administration

VT Legislative
Transportation
Committees;
State, Regional, and Local
Governments

Long Term (>5 Years)

To increase transportation
revenues by capturing
untapped value of highway
assets

Program
Development

Legal

Private Sector

Long Term (>5 Years)

To finance in-state elements
of major regional
transportation projects at the
lowest possible cost to
Vermont

Program
Development

Policy & Planning

Other State DOTs
Private sector; Canada

Short Term (0-5 Years)

H. Consider leasing of elements of all rightsof-way to appropriate lessees (e.g., fiber
optic firms, automobile service/gas stations,
data/communications firms, etc.).
I. Evaluate existing partnerships with other
states that hold potential for developing
projects or initiatives of sufficient financial
scale that may attract public-private
partnerships to Vermont and northern New
England, New York and Canada.
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Table 4: Policy Goal 2
Accountability

VTrans

Policy Goal

2. Optimize
Transportation System
Management &
Operations
It is important that
Vermont make the best
use of the facilities already
in place. There are a wide
range of emerging
technologies and
opportunities to increase
the effectiveness of overall
transportation system
management. Getting the
most out of our
transportation investments
requires monitoring the
system’s performance.

Purpose

Primary

Support

External Partners

A.
Use the priority facilities and networks
identified in modal policy plans to define a
statewide, multimodal strategic
transportation network as the principle focus
of state funding.

To prioritize limited funding
resources to programs with
the highest return rate

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations

VT Legislature
Regional Planning
Commissions and
Metropolitan Planning
Organization

Short Term (0-5 Years)

B.
Continue to work with Regional
Planning Commissions on developing a
value-added methodology for prioritization of
projects.

To maximize investments by
prioritizing projects based on
coordinated methodology

Policy & Planning

Program
Development

Regional Planning
Commissions and
Metropolitan Planning
Organization

Ongoing

To synchronize planning
C.
Place emphasis on developing longefforts to more effectively
term multimodal corridor management plans
manage the transportation
and intergovernmental corridor management
system & make more costand development agreements in cooperation
with local governments and regional planning effective investment decisions
agencies.

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations

Regional transit agencies,
State, Regional Planning
Commissions, and Local
Government

Ongoing

To improve highway traffic
D. Expand intelligent transportation systems
(ITS) to facilitate more efficient transportation safety, decrease congestion,
and maximize the efficiency of
operations, including variable message
the system
signs, real-time highway and transit
information, etc.

Operations

Program
Development

Transit Providers

Short Term (0-5 Years)

E. Facilitate the ability of the transportation
system to safely and efficiently
accommodate both freight and person
movement by collaborating with public and
private entities to understand and address
multimodal freight access needs for major
destinations & economic hubs.

To support economic
development and stability

Policy & Planning

Operations

Private sector, State
Government

Long Term (>5 Years)

F.
Consider consolidating the planning
and operations of publicly assisted transit
services throughout Vermont.

To make public transit
services as cost-effective,
stable and extensive as
possible

Operations

Policy & Planning

Transit providers
VPTA
VT Legislature

Short Term (0-5 Years)

G.
Continue funding and technical
assistance for regional transportation
planning and implementation through the
Transportation Planning Initiative (TPI).

To facilitate improved
transportation planning
practices and policies at the
regional and local levels

Policy & Planning

Finance &
Administration

Regional and local
planning commissions,
CCMPO

Ongoing

H. Continue to streamline and expedite the
project development and permitting process
through early consultation with resource
agencies, greater reliance on consultant
support services, and by exploring
alternatives such as "design-build," "designbuild-maintain" and comprehensive
management service contracts for
implementing a collection of projects.

To find more efficient and
effective means of project
delivery and the associated
resource permitting.

Program
Development

Operations, Policy & Federal & State Resource
Planning, Finance &
Agencies, USDOT
Administration
Agencies

Ongoing

Policy & Planning

Operations, Program Regional Planning Bodies,
Federal and State
Development,
Resource Agencies,
Finance &
USDOT Agencies, and
Administration,
the public.
Department of Motor
Vehicles

Ongoing

I. Continue to emphasize long-range modal To better understand evolving
and multimodal planning and the
modal and intermodal issues
development of new strategies and policies.
and conditions; to evaluate
VTrans' strategic performance;
and to fulfill federal and state
planning requirements.

Vermont Agency of Transportation
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Table 5: Policy Goal 3

Accountability

VTrans

Policy Goal

3. Provide a Safe and
Secure Transportation
System
Vermont’s transportation
network should provide the
safest possible experience
for those traveling on it,
whether by car, transit,
train, foot, bike or rail. In
addition, the system needs
to be resilient and able to
function adequately in the
context of natural and
manmade disasters and
security incidents.

Strategies

Implementation
Target

Purpose

Primary

A.
Continue to implement, monitor and
report on progress of the Vermont Strategic
Highway Safety Plan (SHSP).

To improve safety on
Vermont's highways

SHSP Core Group

B.
Develop and maintain safety plans for
all modes of transportation in a manner
relevant to each mode’s safety issues.

To improve safety within each
transportation mode over
which VTrans has jurisdiction

Operations

Policy & Planning

Transit Providers
Vermont Railway System

Short Term (0-5 Years)

C.
Assess the need to maintain security
To meet federal requirements
plans for all modes of transportation,
for security planning and to
including prevention, detection and response improve security within each
across all entities.
mode

Operations

Program
Development; Policy
& Planning

Transit Providers
Vermont Railway System
Burlington International
Airport
Greyhound Bus Lines

Short Term (0-5 Years)

Support

External Partners

Public Safety, Education,
Program
Health, and Labor
Development;
Operations; Policy & Governor's Highway Safety
Program
Planning

Ongoing

D.
Broaden connections with Vermont
Emergency Management, Department of
Public Safety, and FHWA to improve the
ability of the transportation system as a
whole to handle disasters and emergency
events of local, regional and national scale.

To ensure that the
transportation system
continues to operate during
natural and manmade
disasters/emergency events

Operations

Program
Development; Policy
& Planning

Vermont Emergency
Management

Short Term (0-5 Years)

E.
Ensure VTrans can handle emergency
events and maintain provision of its services
under the State Continuity of Operations
Plan.

To ensure continuity of state
operations during natural and
manmade emergency events

Operations

Program
Development; Policy
& Planning

State of Vermont

Short Term (0-5 Years)
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Table 6: Policy Goal 4

Accountability

VTrans

Policy Goal

4. Preserve, Manage,
and Operate the State’s
Existing Transportation
System to Provide
Capacity, Safety,
Flexibility, and
Reliability in the Most
Effective and Efficient
Manner
One of Vermont’s top
priorities is to preserve the
condition of the state’s
existing transportation
system across all modes,
including highways, rail,
transit, non-motorized and
multimodal facilities

Strategies

Purpose

Support

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations

To ensure that the
transportation system will
operate reliably regardless of
climate change impacts

Program
Development

Policy & Planning;
Operations

C.
Use lowest life-cycle cost methodology To optimize the use of limited
to determine the appropriate schedule and
preservation and maintenance
intervals for upkeep of transportation
resources
infrastructure.

Program
Development

Policy & Planning
Operations

Short Term (0-5 Years)

D.
Review and modify where appropriate
design standards and best practices to
facilitate cost-effective maintenance.

Program
Development

Operations

Ongoing

E.
Expand the use of asset management To optimize the use of limited
systems for roadway pavement, bridges, right- preservation, maintenance
of-way, public transportation facilities and
and management resources
equipment, safety features and other
infrastructure to prioritize expenditures.

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations

Short Term (0-5 Years)

F. Consider development of a “strategic
disinvestment” policy for transportation
infrastructure and services whose
maintenance, preservation and/or operating
costs significantly exceed the value of their
economic and societal benefits.

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations;
Finance &
Adminsitration

A.
Give priority to funding for maintenance
To ensure existing
and preservation of transportation
transportation facilities remain
infrastructure.
in safe and reliable operating
condition
B.
Assess design and engineering
standards necessary for transportation
infrastructure to accommodate climate
change impacts (e.g., extreme weather
conditions) and evaluate inventory of
facilities to determine vulnerabilities and
adaptation priorities.

Vermont Agency of Transportation

To optimize the use of limited
preservation and maintenance
resources

To serve as a basis for VTrans
management and decisionmaking that will help reassess
the value of state ownership
and/or operation of
transportation infrastructure
and services

External Partners

Implementation
Target

Primary

Ongoing

UVM Transportation
Research Center
VT Local Roads

VT Legislature
Regional Planning
Commissions
Metropolitan Planning
Organization
VLCT

Long Term (>5 Years)

Short Term (0-5 Years)
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Table 7: Policy Goal 5

Accountability

VTrans

Policy Goal

5. Improve and Connect
All Modes of Vermont’s
Transportation System to
Provide Vermonters with
Choices
These recommendations
are aimed at making the
transportation system in
Vermont more robust and
providing more choices for
people and freight.

Implementation
Target

Strategies

Purpose

Primary

Support

External Partners

A.
Emphasize and promote transportation
system management (TSM), Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS), and
transportation demand management (TDM)
strategies for addressing congestion and
mobility.

To improve mobility through
efficient management of the
transportation system

Operations

Policy & Planning

Regional Planning
Commissions and
Metropolitan Planning
Organization

Short Term (0-5 Years)

B.
Plan and support intermodal
transportation facilities to provide multimodal
options that reduce personal vehicle use and
reduce Vermont’s reliance on fossil fuels for
meeting transportation needs.

To increase mobility while
reducing carbon and other
emissions from the
transportation sector

Policy & Planning

Operations; Program
Development

Regional Planning
Commissions and
Metropolitan Planning
Organization

Long Term (>5 Years)

To increase opportunities for
non-motorized travel across
the state

Policy & Planning

Operations; Program
Development

Regional Planning
Commissions and
Metropolitan Planning
Organization

Short Term (0-5 Years)

D.
Conduct ongoing assessments of nonTo improve mobility and
single occupant vehicle (SOV) modes to
accessibility while decreasing
determine their economy, efficiency and
SOV trips that burden the
effectiveness relative to other transit
system
opportunities to ensure mobility and
accessibility.

Policy & Planning

Operations

VPTA
RPCs & MPO

Ongoing

C.
Accommodate non-motorized
transportation within the transportation
system.

Vermont Agency of Transportation
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Table 8: Policy Goal 6

Accountability

VTrans

Purpose

Primary

Support

External Partners

Implementation
Target

To ensure VTrans can
expeditiously and effectively
respond to climate change
impacts and requirements

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations;

ANR

Short Term (0-5 Years)

To use climate change
research to optimize
transportation investments

Policy & Planning

Operations; Program
Development

UVM Transportation
Research Center

Ongoing

To support economic
development and better
connect land use and
transportation planning

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations

ACCD, local and regional Long Term (>5 Years)
planning and economic
development organizations

D.
Coordinate with Agency of Commerce
and Community Development (ACCD) to
evaluate the impacts of local planning and
development decisions on the operations,
physical condition, capacity, safety and cost
of state transportation facilities.

To ensure that local planning
decisions do not conflict with
VTrans planning and
programming

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations

ACCD, local and regional Short Term (0-5 Years)
planning and economic
development organizations

E.
Increase the use of, and support
additional access to and development of,
alternative fuels that could reduce Vermont’s
reliance on fossil fuels.

To improve transportation fuel
options to maintain mobility
and decrease pollution and
GHG emissions

Operations

Policy & Planning;
Program
Development

Research organizations
Private sector
UVM Transportation
Research Center

Ongoing

F.
Encourage the development and use of
transportation construction and operations
technologies that reduce emission of
greenhouse gases (support work of UVM
Transportation Research Center in this
regard).

To reduce transportation
sector's contribution to GHG
emissions

Operations

Policy & Planning;
Program
Development

UVM Transportation
Research Center

Short Term (0-5 Years)

G.
Enhance coordination of policy
development between the Agency of Natural
Resources (ANR) and VTrans.

To coordinate policy efforts to
maximize policy efficacy

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations

ANR

Ongoing

Operations

Policy & Planning

Transit providers
VPTA
ACCD

Short Term (0-5 Years)

Policy & Planning

Program
Development;
Operations

ANR

Short Term (0-5 Years)

Policy Goal

Strategies
A.
Implement the June 2008 VTrans
Climate Change Action Plan.

B.
Monitor and participate in, as
appropriate, research on climate change
impacts that identify changes or
improvements necessary to maintain system
operability and statewide mobility.

6. Strengthen the
Economy, Protect and
Enhance the Quality of
the Natural
Environment, Promote
Energy Conservation,
and Improve
Vermonters’ Quality Of
Life
To help preserve and
enhance the state’s
economic vitality and
Vermonters’ quality of life,
VTrans will work with other
state agencies, the
Vermont legislature, and
the public to meet and
address economic,
environmental and energyrelated challenges and
opportunities.

C.
Integrate transportation planning and
investments with state and local economic
development strategies and plans.

H.
Promote transit services as a tool to
To expand mobility options to
support tourism and economic development. increase tourism and business
opportunities
I.
Monitor and plan for the possibility of
Vermont’s designation as a non-attainment
area for federal air quality standards,
including training staff on policy, planning
and programming issues that would result
from that designation.

Vermont Agency of Transportation

To prepare for policy changes
that may effect future
operations, management, and
projects
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Table 9: Policy Goal 7

Accountability

VTrans

Policy Goal

Strategies
A.
Support transportation improvements
and services assessed as critical to
enhancing, stimulating and connecting vital
urban and village centers.

Primary

Support

External Partners

To promote smart growth and
increase economic
development/ access to jobs

Policy & Planning

Program
Development

VAPDA
VLCT
RPCs & MPO
ACCD

Short Term (0-5 Years)

Operations

Program
Development

Buildings and General
Services

Long Term (>5 Years)

Program
Development

Operations; Policy &
Planning

VT Local Roads

Ongoing

7. Support and Reinforce
Vermont’s Historic
Settlement Pattern of
Compact Village and
B.
Work with the Department of Buildings
To make public facilities as
Urban Centers Separated and General Services to encourage and
accessible as possible
support the siting of public use state and
through multiple transportation
by Rural Countryside
Vermont will more
effectively coordinate land
use and transportation
planning to improve
mobility and livability, as
well as to facilitate
reducing growth in vehicle
miles traveled and
greenhouse gas emissions
from transportation
sources.

local government facilities and services in
multimodal access areas to the extent
possible.

C.
Design, build and maintain
transportation facilities with consideration
given to scenic, aesthetic, historic, and
environmental resources, while respecting
financial constraints and maintaining safety
and mobility.

Vermont Agency of Transportation

Implementation
Target

Purpose

modes

To preserve and protect
Vermont's resources and
heritage
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B. LRTBP Implementation – The Scenario-Strategy Relationship
Section 5 of the LRTBP discusses the results of the Scenario Planning process
undertaken as part of this effort. While we cannot know with certainty which, if any, of
the four possible future scenarios will come to pass, it is likely that elements of each will
materialize. Therefore, it is important to consider how the implementation of this
LRTBP and its strategies can be made flexible enough to allow VTrans to both react
proactively to future changes and pursue strategies that facilitate the positive aspects of
scenarios. While VTrans’ goals and objectives address key aspects of the different
scenarios, they are also intended to underscore the “Road to Affordability.” Yet the four
scenarios each contain elements that VTrans will have to strategically adapt to if any of
them begin to emerge. The following scenarios are each associated with specific
recommendations that VTrans will need to consider if trends move in the direction of
the scenario.
Business as Usual Scenario:
If Vermont’s population continues to grow older (on average), VTrans will need to make
changes to support the mobility of elders. This may mean shifting funding priorities
toward making transit for rural elders more accessible, instituting reevaluations of
driving skills for drivers license renewals, changing road signage and signals to be more
visible, and longer pedestrian times to cross intersections.
Environmental Change Scenario:
If Vermont or a geographic region within Vermont falls out of attainment with national
air quality standards due to increased air pollution or more stringent federal standards,
VTrans will have to adapt to changes in funding and priorities. For example, federal law
will require that all the funds from the federal Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
Program (CMAQ), currently used across the state primarily for transit operating
assistance, be allocated solely to the non‐attainment areas for appropriate projects and
actions. Similarly, if the federal government passes laws or adopts policies to
aggressively address climate change impacts, the transportation sector and VTrans
could be dramatically affected and will have to shift priorities accordingly.
Energy Crunch Scenario:
If this scenario begins to unfold, there is real potential for the transportation sector to
be radically transformed over the next 20‐50 years. Considering that gasoline prices
reached $4.00 per gallon as of May 2008, it seems likely that this scenario is being
realized in certain ways. To best prepare, VTrans needs to consider the impacts of an
increased need for alternative fuels and alternative fueled vehicles, alternative
transportation modes (e.g., public transit), and major price increases in non‐renewable
fuels. Part of properly addressing this scenario will be to identify alternative funding
sources that do not rely on taxing petroleum. If the energy crunch decreases demand, a
tax on vehicle miles may not be a high source of revenue.
Growth Scenario:
If growth in Vermont were to take an unexpected upturn, the burden on the state’s
infrastructure and natural resources would grow as well. VTrans would have more
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responsibility to maintain and preserve roads, bridges and other infrastructure. There
would also be more traffic congestion to alleviate and it will be more difficult to meet air
quality standards. A larger population base, however, may present revenue
opportunities for VTrans to meet the transportation needs of the state. Accompanied by
more concentrated land development, a larger population could also provide more
opportunities for increased transit usage and expansion of transit services.
As noted in Section 5, by anticipating these potential changes in the planning landscape,
VTrans will be in a position to expeditiously and cost‐effectively make any needed “mid‐
course” corrections to the LRTBP strategies so that the VTrans goals and objectives may still
be achieved. VTrans will need to monitor, report and assess strategies on a regular basis
(annually, at a minimum) in order to track its progress and determine whether and how (a)
it is achieving the LRTBP objectives and (b) the scenarios may be affecting implementation
strategies, thus requiring adjustments to those strategies.

C. Foundations of LRTBP Implementation
LRTBP implementation can build on the existing opportunities in Vermont’s planning
structure, planning organizations, partnerships and public involvement practices. Key
implementation opportunities include the following:
Public involvement and consultation  Vermont has a long history of effective
public involvement in which citizens can discuss long‐range issues and review
priorities. Public involvement and consultation are particularly important since full
implementation of the LRTBP hinges on public support.
Legislative action  Implementation of several LRTBP policies and strategies rely
on legislative leadership. Enacting new funding methods, greater investment in the
public aspects of transportation and removing institutional barriers will require
state and federal legislative changes.
Vermont’s statewide multimodal planning and management of funds  VTrans’
planning program develops multimodal, modal and topic plans in order to
implement the statewide multimodal priorities that are articulated in the LRTBP.
The Agency’s roles in managing federal funds provide the opportunity to support
and influence spending on aviation, highways, public transportation, park and ride
facilities, bicycling, walking and rail. VTrans’ modal plans also define or refine the
role of the state. The plans inventory existing conditions, identify minimum and
desired levels of service and estimate costs to achieve the desired level of service.
Cooperation between VTrans, RPCs and the MPO – Many key elements of
Vermont’s overall transportation system are managed at the local and regional
levels. Cooperative relationships between VTrans, RPC Transportation Advisory
Committees (TAC) and the Chittenden County MPO enhance the opportunity to
implement the Plan goals, policies, strategies and key initiatives in regional
decision‐making for all modes.
Federal, state and local coordination and partnerships  The LRTBP advocates
for increased planning coordination at the federal, state, regional and local levels
and identifies specific actions that can build on existing relationships. As in the past,
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Vermont can work with neighboring states to advocate for major regional corridor
and mobility initiatives (e.g., the Boston‐Montreal High Speed Rail Initiative, the
CanAm Connections Corridor Initiative) that have benefits for both Vermont and
Northern New England.
Publicprivate partnerships  Innovative partnerships between public and private
sector transportation providers may assist with
transportation project financing and forward
Strategic management
Vermont’s interests in various transportation
is adaptive and keeps an
modes. For example, improving traffic flows and
organization relevant.
the interactions between modes requires better
In these dynamic times,
understanding of shipping issues and may involve
it is more likely to
consultations among air, rail, trucking and
succeed than the
community interests. Similarly, creating more
traditional approach of
transportation‐friendly communities may involve
“if it ain’t broke, don’t
discussions among housing authorities, developers
fix it.”
and transportation agencies.
VTrans’ role in multimodal connectivity 
VTrans’ current primary operational responsibility is the state highway system, but
the Agency is also responsible for funding and managing certain bicycle/pedestrian,
public transportation, aviation, park and ride, and rail facilities. These
responsibilities provide opportunities for promoting connectivity of all modes
including connectivity between local road systems, connectivity between modes and
improved access to intermodal freight and passenger facilities.

D. Moving VTrans Forward through a Strategic Management Approach
To ensure the LRTBP goals and strategies can be effectively implemented over time, it is
recommended that VTrans adopt the following strategic management approach, which is
intended to help VTrans ensure it effectively links its day‐to‐day work to its overall goals
and vision.
“Strategic Management” Defined
Strategic management is an ‘umbrella’ encompassing strategic planning, performance
measurement and other tools. It draws an explicit link between an organization’s strategic
planning (“are we doing the right things?”) and how that organization gauges or measures
its performance (“are we doing things right?”) by asking, “are we doing the right things
right?” Strategic management and planning identifies what is important for the organization
to be doing, in what priority, and by whom. It thus connects directly to measuring the
performance of units and/or individuals. The key elements of the strategic management
framework are organizational goals, organizational mission, and performance monitoring.
Performance Monitoring & Reporting
As described previously, VTrans has established a set of key goals and objectives. The
LRTBP developed specific strategies for implementing these in the near‐term and
recommendations for policy changes to maintain progress over the long‐term. A critical
aspect of a strategic management process is for VTrans to continuously track progress and
performance against these goals and objectives and identify strategic changes on a regular
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basis. Why measure performance? Performance measurement tells VTrans and its
stakeholders what it has done to address the state’s transportation needs and how
efficiently it did its work.
In the LRTBP implementation framework, policy goals and strategies have been identified.
The goals and objectives relate to outcomes – the degree to which VTrans’ output serves its
ultimate mission or customer needs. Strategies refer to process – how we approach
achievement of the goals. Progress indicators relate to outputs – the products or services
being provided by the agency. The goals are long‐term in nature, since they speak to the
results VTrans wishes to achieve through its efforts over time. Therefore, it makes sense to
evaluate progress toward the goals, but on a timeline that relates to their long‐term nature.
The strategies and performance targets associated with objectives are more finite and time‐
definite in nature, and can therefore be tracked and monitored in a more tangible and
regular manner. These items can be essentially viewed as a “checklist” that is reviewed
regularly to ensure the priority items are being addressed and completed.
Figure 17: The Hierarchy of Performance Measure Categories
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As illustrated in Figure 17, performance monitoring and reporting may be viewed as a
hierarchical relationship among three categories: strategic, tactical and operational:
Strategic measures focus on overall agency progress toward the LRTBP objectives and
policy goals. They are organization‐wide in perspective and summary in nature. Often,
strategic measures are reported in graphical form for executives and others to quickly
and easily digest. They are usually updated on an annual or other relatively infrequent
basis and can represent a “roll‐up” of various tactical and operational measures.
Strategic measures are quite powerful if they are used by executives to ensure the
Agency’s structure and work program remains aligned to the LRTBP objectives, policy
goals and strategies. Strategic measures will also help Executives Tactical measures
relate to trends and progress towards meeting the LRTBP implementation strategies
(and possibly other special projects). They are more focused in specific areas than the
strategic measures. Tactical measures help the agency’s middle managers get a
summary view of an initiative’s progress and then drill down into the root causes of
issues and problems, including whether and how aspects of the different LRTBP
scenarios may be influencing progress.
Operational measures monitor the Agency’s business in near real‐time with the aim of
intervening quickly to fix problems or take advantage of opportunities. Typically, these
measures are organized at the lowest logical organizational unit. They are detailed in
nature, tied closely to specific organizational roles and output or production oriented.
Table 10 provides an example of how this framework may be applied to organize LRTBP
performance monitoring and reporting, in this case for Pavement Management:

Table 10: Example of Framework for Strategic, Tactical and Operational Performance Measures

Executive Level

Middle Management Level

Technical Level

Vermont Agency of Transportation

Report card showing percent of highway mileage meeting or
exceeding pavement performance targets
Map illustrating highway sections with improved, stable, and
declining pavement condition
Percent highways in Good, Fair, or Poor condition based on
pavement condition index
Customer perceptions of pavement condition expressed
through surveys
Specific measures of pavement cracking, roughness, rutting,
faulting, etc.
Pavement condition index as a function of above conditions
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As important as performance monitoring and reporting is, it is also important to establish a
system for monitoring that does not overwhelm agency resources. In other words, the
benefits of performance monitoring should not be outweighed by the burden associated
with that monitoring. Table 11, therefore, lays out a fairly straightforward framework for
performance monitoring and reporting in the context of strategic, tactical and operational
performance measures:

Table 11: Proposed VTrans LRTBP Performance Monitoring Framework

Monitoring Task

Frequency

Who

Track implementation tasks under
each strategy
(Operational)

Monthly or Quarterly (as
appropriate)

Program Managers & Staff

Assess progress on each strategy
(Tactical)

Semi‐annual

Division Directors & Program
Managers

Assess progress on each goal
(Strategic)

Annual

Secretary & Division Directors

Review & revise goals, objectives and
strategies
(LRTBP Update)

Every 3‐5 Years

Secretary/Entire Agency

One specific recommendation related to performance monitoring is for VTrans to revise its
annual report to be more public‐oriented and modern in both form and content. It should
present high‐level performance information on the LRTBP progress indicators in a succinct
and easy‐to‐understand manner. In addition, the Annual Performance Report could include
updates on whether and how the Alternative Future Scenarios have emerged and how
VTrans is responding to them through mid‐course corrections to its strategies. By
publicizing this information in a publicly‐accessible manner, the key task of gaining public
buy‐in to the fundamental changes necessary to achieve VTrans’ goals will be significantly
easier.
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E. Next Steps
In order to begin implementation of the LRTBP, address the preceding challenges and
further the various initiatives already underway, VTrans will need to undertake several
near‐term (within one to three years) steps to ensure the Agency and state transportation
system move smoothly onto the path toward meeting VTrans’ goals and objectives:
Adopt the LRTBP as the official transportation policy of the State of Vermont and as the
state’s priorities for legislative and regulatory action
Review funding prioritization structures and refinements as needed to ensure
alignment of VTrans funding priorities with LRTBP strategies
In the annual budget proposal to the Legislature, report on the progress indicators
described in the LRTBP for refining LRTBP strategies to ensure continued progress
toward VTrans’ goals
Develop a biennial assessment of the emergence of aspects of alternative LRTBP
scenarios and the extent to which LRTBP strategies may need to be adjusted to ensure
continued progress toward VTrans’ goals
Continue building and refining VTrans’ Asset Management System to provide a set of
standard performance measures and information. This can be combined with the
LRTBP progress indicators to provide a comprehensive picture of the state of the
transportation system on a continuous basis
Per VTrans’ public involvement plans, revisit and update the LRTBP no later than every
five years to account for changing circumstances, demands and resources. This will
ensure VTrans’ organization and resources are appropriately aligned with its vision and
mission.
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7. Financial Outlook
A significant hurdle to meeting transportation needs in Vermont will be finding the
resources to pay for them. As discussed in Section 3, Vermont, like other states, is facing
the challenge of revenue not keeping pace with the demand to maintain and improve
transportation infrastructure. Cumulative transportation revenue shortfalls for
Vermont are projected to be in the billions over the next 20 years (depending on the
rate of inflation and other factors). Section 6 provides recommendations for securing
financial resources. This section takes a closer look at projected funding gaps and what
they may mean to VTrans’ ability to meet the LRTBP goals and objectives over time.

A. Recent Transportation Funding History
Between state fiscal years 2005 and 2008, Vermont’s transportation spending rose from
about $356 million per year to about $441 million. A key factor allowing this rise in
spending was increased dollars from the federal government under SAFETEA‐LU, which
authorized $244.1 billion6 in funding for surface transportation projects through 2009.
Despite the increased federal assistance, Vermont still faces challenges in preserving its
existing infrastructure that has deteriorated over the years. Vermont’s ‘Road to
Affordability’ program hopes to address this issue by reprioritizing projects that will
enable it to free up money so that it could be used for preservation and maintenance.
Federal and state taxes and fees fund the bulk of Vermont’s publicly‐owned
transportation system. Federal funds, collected primarily through the federal motor fuel
tax, are apportioned to the states on a formula basis through the federal SAFETEA‐LU
law. Federal funds have been a crucial part of Vermont’s transportation funds,
contributing about 45% of transportation revenues in recent years, and have played a
major role in supporting Vermont’s transportation system. In addition to federal funds,
state funds are generated primarily through taxes on the sale of motor fuels and by fees
and taxes on the sale and use of motor vehicles. In 2007, Federal funds contributed
about 47% of Vermont’s transportation funding needs. State funds contributed 46%,
with the remaining 7% coming from local and other sources and Central Garage Internal
Service. Other revenue sources include Congressional earmarks for “high priority
projects” in Vermont, totaling about $138 million.
Figure 18 provides a snapshot of funding sources and uses for FY 2007, the latest year
for which official VTrans figures are available.

6 SAFETEA‐LU: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/safetea‐lu_summary.pdf
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Figure 18: Sources and Uses of VTrans Funds, Fiscal Year 2007

VTrans FY 2007 Expenditures
Uses of Funds
$388 Million

VTrans FY2007 Expenditures
Sources of Funds
$388 Million
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Source: Vermont Agency of Transportation, May 2008

B. System Performance Relationship to Investment Level
In the context of the LRTBP, there are two principal scenarios that we can consider
related to transportation revenue levels over time: The “Forecast Revenue” Scenario
and the “Sustain Current Performance” Scenario. The text below describes from a broad
perspective how funding levels over time may affect the performance and reliability of
Vermont’s transportation system. It should be noted that this text is based on analyses
conducted in 2007 using assumptions considered valid at that time. Analyses conducted
by and for VTrans since then, however, generally continue to support the finding that a
substantial gap between forecast “current law” revenues and funding needed to
maintain and operate the transportation system will exist and continue to grow in
coming years.
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“Forecast Revenue” Scenario
The base scenario, Forecast Revenue,
Forecast Base Revenue
represents the level of funding that the LRTBP
2025 Vermont Transportation System Performance
process has projected to be available through
2025. It is estimated that $8.3 billion will be
FAIR
available from all sources (federal and state)
for preserving, managing and operating the
POOR
GOOD
state transportation system.7 With this
scenario, it is likely that conditions on the
state transportation system will deteriorate
$8.3
$8
.3 Billion Funding Level
and that congestion and delay in key highway
corridors would increase. Various bridges statewide will require load restrictions,
increased maintenance or other special management measures to ensure safe
conditions. It is also likely that it will be very difficult to expand public transit services.
Sustain Current Performance

“Sustain Current Performance” Scenario

2025 Vermont Transportation System Performance

FAIR
The Sustain Current Performance Scenario
represents the estimated funding needed to
POOR
GOOD
sustain the transportation system at the
current performance levels, with no further
deterioration of the system. The level of
$12.5 – $16.9 Billion Funding Level
investment necessary to maintain today’s
level of performance is estimated at between $12.5 billion and $16.9 billion, or from
$4.2 billion to $8.7 billion beyond currently forecast revenues through 2025. In other
words, simply to maintain today’s conditions on the Vermont transportation system will
require an additional multi‐billion dollar infusion of revenue over the next 20 years.
Modernizing and improving the system to keep pace with economic opportunities and
provide more mobility choices will require additional funding well above the level that
simply sustains current performance.

7VTrans' consultant conducted the LRTBP financial analysis in 2007 using figures current at that time. It was
assumed that the revenues available to Vermont for transportation purposes through 2025 would be
comprised of federal funds, earmark revenues and State Transportation Fund revenues. Therefore, the
consultant derived the revenue forecast from multiple sources of information: the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) 10‐year forecast for Highway Trust Fund revenues; estimates of future Congressional earmarks;
estimates of future Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funds for public transit; and projections of
Vermont's State Transportation Fund revenues. In addition, for each category of revenue and each five‐
period between 2006 and 2025, the consultant applied a series of growth factors developed in collaboration
with VTrans. The overall sum of figures for each period and category comprises the forecast of
transportation revenues available to Vermont through 2025. (LRTBP Working Paper 3, “Financial Analysis,”
Feb. 2007, provides details of this analysis.)
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C. The Funding Gap
The extensive effort that helped create the LRTBP makes clear that a range of strategies
is needed to maintain, operate and improve Vermont’s transportation system in order
to support the state’s economic growth and enhance residents’ quality of life. However,
under existing revenue and financing conditions, funding allocations will fall far short of
being able to implement those strategies. Some of the key factors that have precipitated
the relatively stagnant growth in Vermont’s transportation revenue include:
The cost of transportation projects increasing much higher than inflation in
recent years
Declining motor vehicle purchase and use taxes due to trend toward buying
smaller cars that use less fuel, as a result of improved vehicle fuel efficiency, and
also due to non‐taxed propulsion systems.
Fuel tax revenue not keep pace with inflation
Transferring of transportation revenues to the state’s general fund operations.
From SFY 2002 to 2006, a total of $250 million, or an average of $50 million
annually, has been transferred from the Transportation Fund to fund other state
operations8

The Transportation Fund is also not growing fast enough to meet the increased costs of
the transportation base needs ‐ such as fuel, materials, salaries, and benefits, etc. ‐ that
together are growing at a rate of 5.6 percent annually.9 The base needs growth (5.6%) is
substantially higher than the Transportation Fund growth (2%), resulting in less funds
actually being available for projects.
Current estimates suggest that between now and 2025, an additional $4.2 billion to $8.7
billion will be necessary just to sustain existing transportation service levels in
Vermont. If we wish to modernize and expand facilities and services in our
transportation system, such as bridges, rail and public transit, the funding gap is likely
to be much larger, creating additional pressure on state funds.

8 VTrans: SAFETEA‐LU, http://www.aot.state.vt.us/presentations/SAFETEALU/Slide18.htm
9 VT LRTBP Working Paper 3, “Financial Analysis,” Feb. 2007, pg. 17.
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Figure 19: Estimated 2025 Funding Gap by Investment Scenario

TOTAL INVESTMENT

Forecast Revenue

Revenue Needed to Sustain
Current Performance
(Low Inflation Assumed)

($ Billion)

$8.300B

$12.500B

Revenue Needed to Sustain
Current Performance
(High Inflation Assumed)
$17.000B

$8,700

$4,200

$8,300

$8,300

$8,300

Unfunded Gap
Forecast Revenue

Note: VTrans' consultant conducted the LRTBP financial analysis in 2007 using figures current at that time. It
was assumed that the revenues available to Vermont for transportation purposes through 2025 would be
comprised of federal funds, earmark revenues and State Transportation Fund revenues. Therefore, the
consultant derived the revenue forecast from multiple sources of information: the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) 10‐year forecast for Highway Trust Fund revenues; estimates of future Congressional earmarks;
estimates of future Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funds for public transit; and projections of Vermont's
State Transportation Fund revenues. In addition, for each category of revenue and each five‐period between
2006 and 2025, the consultant applied a series of growth factors developed in collaboration with VTrans. The
overall sum of figures for each period and category comprises the forecast of transportation revenues available
to Vermont through 2025. (Source: LRTBP Working Paper 3, “Financial Analysis,” Feb. 2007.)

As with all long‐range forecasts, the level of funding available for VTrans may vary
significantly from the $8.3 billion figure used in this Plan. Many factors, including
changes to federal funding streams, will affect the actual funding level. For example, the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, passed by Congress in
February 2009, allocated $125 million in highway and bridge money and $5.6 million in
public transportation funding to Vermont. It is possible that additional federal funds
may be directed to Vermont under this and/or other initiatives associated with federal
economic stimulus efforts. In addition, some experts believe that Congress will
significantly increase funding levels in the next federal surface transportation bill (due
as early as 2009), which could reduce Vermont's future funding gap. Because it is
extremely difficult to predict these and other future federal funding streams, all funding
figures used in this Plan should be considered approximate and appropriate for
planning purposes only.
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D. Addressing the Funding Challenges
Faced with the challenge of preserving its existing and deteriorating infrastructure, as
well as funding strategic enhancements to transportation system across the state,
VTrans will need to determine the probability of current funding patterns continuing
and the implications of future changes to those patterns. This is where tough choices
must be made. We know that transportation investments create economic benefits for
residents and businesses in the state. We also know that thoughtful transportation
investments can enhance our residents’ quality of life and improve Vermont’s economic
competitiveness. The state’s challenge is to now identify and implement long‐term
strategies to increase the resources available in the transportation system, and to use
available resources as cost‐effectively as possible in the near‐term.
VTrans has already recognized the emerging gap in funding availability and has begun
to modify its activities, including pursuing “The Road to Affordability” initiative and
implementing Asset Management techniques. Discussion between the administration
and Legislature regarding raising significant additional revenue through bonding is
anticipated to bear fruit as quickly as fiscal year 2010, and as much as $130 million in
federal economic recovery funds – better known as economic “stimulus funds” – are
also expected in time for use in calendar year 2009 and 2010. Federal stimulus funding
combined with local bonding is expected to give VTrans an immediate jump start to
bending the funding‐deficit curve.
In addition to these efforts, pursuing the strategies outlined in this document will
further set VTrans on a course that allows its limited resources to be directed toward
activities and investments with the greatest return on investment. As that return is
realized in the form of a more efficient and cost‐effective transportation system,
Vermont can move toward making the long‐term, large‐scale transportation
investments it will need to maintain the state’s economic vitality and quality of life in
coming years.
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Appendix A
Summary of Transportation Plans and Studies
Table A‐1 identifies the plans and studies that VTrans completed in the last ten years as
well as long range plans completed by regional planning commissions and the
Chittenden County MPO (CCMPO). Since the publication of the 2002 plan, VTrans has
updated all of its modal policy plans and has completed other planning initiatives
related to corridor planning, access management, and safety.
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TableA-1: Timeline of Recent Vermont Transportation Reports and Initiatives/Programs

Year

Statewide Plans

Regional Transportation Plans

1997

State Design Standards
Project Development Process

1998

Vermont Statewide Intercity Bus Study
Vermont Airport System Policy Plan (ASPP)
Community Summer Outreach Forums

2000

Vermont Airport Capital Facilities Program (ACFP)
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources Strategic Plan
2001-2005

2001

Transportation Planning Initiative Manual
Vermont Freight Study
East-West Highway Study
Vermont Rail Capital Investment Policy Plan (RCIPP)
Local Transportation Facilities Guidebook for
Municipally Managed Projects

Lamoille County Regional Plan 2002-2007

2002

Long-Range Transportation Plan Update
Vermont Asset Management Vision and Work Plan
Development of an Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) Strategic Plan for the State of Vermont
Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility Planning and
Design Manual

Bennington County Regional Transportation
Plan

2003

Traffic Calming Study and Approval Process for State
Highways
The Economic Impact of Vermont’s Public-Use Airports
Boston to Montreal High Speed Rail Feasibility Study
Phase 1
Legislative Report: Asset Management at Agency of
Transportation: Performance Measures (AM)

Central Vermont Regional Transportation
Plan
Northwest Regional Long-Range
Transportation Plan
Two-Rivers Ottauquechee Regional
Transportation Plan

2004

Vermont Access Management Public Outreach
Workbook
Highway System Policy Plan (HSPP)

Plan for the Northwest Region

2005

Vermont Corridor Management Handbook
State Rail Plan Update
Vermont Twenty Year Electric Plan
Vermont Statewide Intelligent Transportation Systems
Plan Update

Southern Windsor County Regional
Transportation Plan
Northeast Kingdom Regional Transportation
Plan
2025 Chittenden County Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

2006

Strategic Highway Safety Plan
Vermont Rail Policy Plan (RPP)
Vermont Public Transportation Policy Plan (PTPP)
Vermont Byways Program

Addison County Long Range Regional
Transportation Plan (update in progress)
Lamoille County Regional Transportation
Plan
Rutland Regional Transportation Plan
Windham Regional Transportation Plan

2007

Vermont Airport System Policy Plan (APP)

2008

Vermont Climate Change Action Plan
Vermont Bicycle and Pedestrian Policy Plan (BPP)
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A variety of initiatives and programs have also been implemented since the 1995 and
2002 Long Range Transportation Plans. Table A‐2 presents a timeline of those
initiatives and programs.
Table A-2 Summary of Recent Initiatives and Programs

Year

Initiatives and
Programs

Description and Goals

2000

Phase I of Safety
Management
System

Developed mission statement, goals, and performance measures

2002

VTrans Asset
Management Vision
and Work Plan

Documented the current state of practice within the Agency and noted that
VTrans has many of the components necessary for a sound asset
management program. Identified several opportunities to strengthen asset
management capabilities and methods.

2006

SAFETY: Draft
Strategic Highway
Safety Plan for
Vermont10
The Vermont Safe
Routes to School
Program (SR2S)

To reduce the occurrence and severity of crashes through effective, education,
enforcement, engineering, and emergency response initiative

To enable and encourage children, including those with disabilities, to walk and
bicycle to school; to make walking and bicycling to school safe and more
appealing; and to facilitate the planning, development and implementation of
projects that will improve safety, and reduce traffic, fuel consumption, and air
pollution in the vicinity of schools.11

10 “Strategic Highway Safety Plan for Vermont, Draft Version 1”; not dated. See

http://highwaysafety.vermont.gov/Draftplan.htm

11 Fact Sheet on Highway Provisions Safe Routes to School Program, Federal Highway Administration,

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/safetealu/factsheets/saferoutes.htm
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In addition to initiatives and programs above, VTrans has implemented other initiatives
and programs implemented in the areas of environmental stewardship, smart growth,
and wildlife corridors:
Environmental Stewardship
-

Watershed planning – numerous basin specific watershed plans and
TMDLs12

-

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4)

-

Lake Champlain Basin Program – Opportunities for Action

-

Clean and Clear Initiative

-

Stormwater and Erosion Control Program and Regulation

-

River Management Program and Planning

-

The Vermont Wetlands Program

-

The Governor’s Commission on Climate Change ‐ evaluating options for
reduction of green house gases (www.vtclimate.us). Vermont’s largest
source of green house gases is vehicle exhaust, which bears on
transportation fuel consumption and vehicle miles traveled.

-

The Air Pollution Control Division ‐ manages the state’s adoption of the
California Low Emission Vehicle program which impacts on transportation
policy through requiring vehicles to reduce green house gas emissions.

-

Vermont’s Comprehensive Energy Plan ‐ updated by the Department of
Public Service (DPS) with a target completion date of October 2007. The
Plan will recommend strategies and policies that bear on transportation fuel
consumption. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and the role of transportation in
Vermont as a contributor will be a portion of the plan.

-

Initiatives to promote alternative fuels in vehicles such as the bio‐diesel
project in coordination with the Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund, and the
Clean Cities program – supported by the DPS

-

Comprehensive Environmental and Resource Management Program (CERMP)
– defines the environmental footprint of Vermont state government and was
created by the Department of Buildings and General Services on 28 April
2004.

-

The Climate Neutral Working Group (CNWG Executive Order 14‐03) ‐ to
direct state government agencies and departments to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions from state government buildings and operations by

12 A TMDL or Total Maximum Daily Load is the calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that a water

body can receive and still meet Vermont Water Quality Standards. In a broader sense, a TMDL is a plan that
identifies the pollutant reductions a water body needs to meet Vermont's Water Quality Standards and
develops a means to implement those reductions. See
http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/waterq/planning/htm/pl%5Ftmdl.htm for more information.
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purchasing fuel efficient vehicles and develop programs to encourage state
employees to use transportation alternatives through the use of incentives.
Smart Growth
-

The Downtown Development Act – reflects the principles and policies of
Smart Growth and is supported by Governor Douglas.

-

“Downtown Transportation and Related Capital Improvements” funding
application guidelines – provided by the Department of Housing and
Community Development

-

Guidelines for development of and around new interstate highway
interchanges – provided by the Department of Housing and Community
Development

-

The Vermont Department of Health physical activity plan ‐ released in April
2006 promoting community efforts to increase physical activity (biking and
walking) through changes to the built environment and conducted a survey
of the availability of sidewalks and other pedestrian amenities in Vermont’s
towns and villages.

Transit for Human Services
-

The Elders and Persons with Disabilities Transportation Program ‐ VTrans is
charged with administering the plan

-

A Public Policy Plan for Human Service Transportation (Draft) – VTrans
currently drafting

Wildlife Corridors
-

The Department of Fish and Wildlife has produced several documents
stressing the importance of properly designed culverts for fish and road
crossings for land wildlife.

Other Information
-

On August 22, 2006, 350 Vermonters gathered for a summit on energy and
transportation issues at a conference convened by the Vermont Council on
Rural Development. Two of the working groups at this conference called for
the creation of a transportation efficiency utility that would mirror the work
of Efficiency Vermont in the transportation field and invest in mechanisms
to reduce vehicles miles traveled (Local Power: Energy & Economic
Development in Rural Vermont, Final Report).

-

The new University Transportation Center at UVM has opened with $16
million in funding and a mission to promote sustainable transportation
systems and advanced technologies for northern rural climates. The UTC
recently requested proposals for signature projects and received 35 by the
deadline of September 31. Several of the proposals will directly look at
technologies and policies that research, test and demonstrate sustainable
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transportation policies, programs and models in Vermont and nationally
(www.uvm.edu/~transctr).
-

The Vermont AARP has been coordinating an in‐depth look at quality of life
measures including transportation for seniors in Burlington, Vermont. The
project is part of a nation‐wide livable communities demonstration and
research effort by the AARP.
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Appendix C
Environmental Mitigation and Consultation Processes
VTrans has conducted environmental mitigation and consultation since the inception of
federal and state environmental and resource regulatory laws. The concept of integrated
cooperation is long established at VTrans. Environmental mitigation and consultation occur
at both the planning and project level. SAFETEA‐LU environmental mitigation and
consultation federal requirements have been fulfilled in the development of the LRTBP.
Appendix C demonstrates how resource agencies play a key role in helping shape
transportation plans, programs and decisions. VTrans works together with these agencies
to effectively integrate environmental considerations at all stages of transportation decision
making.
Planning Level
While all of VTrans’ state‐level planning projects involve consultative components, these
activities are especially important in the development of the Long Range Transportation
Business Plan, which was developed in consultation, as appropriate, with State and Local
agencies that are responsible for environmental protection, conservation, historic
preservation, natural resources, and land use management. These activities range from
individual meetings and communications with resource agencies and experts to broad
outreach activities through Regional Planning Commissions/MPO, as well as participation in
the study advisory committee and specific planning events. In addition, while developing
this plan, VTrans consulted with State and Federal regulatory agencies responsible for
wildlife and land management regarding the Agency’s environmental mitigation activities in
the planning and project development process. The following list documents the primary
specific consultative activities that were conducted to address the consultative
requirements outlined in SAFETEA‐LU.
List of primary correspondence and consultations associated with the SAFETEALU
Consultation and Environmental Mitigation requirements for the development of the
LRTBP
Date

Description

12/8/05
In anticipation of developing the SOW and content of the LRTBP, interested
State agencies were invited to a meeting with VTrans to discuss what state level plans they
have that should be reviewed and considered in developing the LRTBP, as well as what
would be the best means to coordinate with them during the development of the plan. The
answer to the second question was to include an Agency representative on a Study Advisory
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Committee. Participants at the meeting included: Peg Elmer, Housing and Community
Development; Thomas Murray, Department of Economic Development; Bruce Hyde,
Tourism and Marketing; Riley Allen, Department of Public Service; John Sayles and Dennis
Malloy, Agency of Natural Resources.
9/21/06
VTrans presented the plan overview and requested input on driving factors
affecting transportation at the monthly Transportation Planning Initiative (TPI) meeting of
the RPC/MPO transportation planners.
October/06
VTrans Planning Coordinators presented the Plan overview and requested
input on driving factors affecting transportation to the RPC/MPO Transportation Advisory
Committee (TAC) meetings throughout the state.
11/6/06
LRTBP Project Managers held the first of many coordination meetings with
VTrans’ Environmental Services Engineer and its Environmental Policy Manager to discuss
how to meet the consultation and environmental mitigation requirements.
12/8/06
Working Paper 2 was completed. It summarized how Vermont state
government agencies and departments were surveyed for information regarding
transportation plans and policies that should be taken into account in the update of the
VTrans Long Range Transportation Business Plan. State agencies and departments were
requested to identify major policy areas, in their jurisdictions, that need to be taken into
account in the planning leading up to the LRTBP. Specifically, they were asked for reports,
written policies and policy statements that address issues of which VTrans needs to be
mindful in its planning work for the LRTBP. This work was reviewed by an internal working
group as well as VTrans’ Environmental Services Engineer and its Environmental Policy
Manager.
12/20/06
LRTBP Project Managers met with the Interagency Wildlife Crossing
Steering Committee. Chris Jolly, FHWA, was invited to discuss SAFETEA‐LU and how it
applies to Wildlife Crossings. Mr. Jolly briefly discussed in requirements of SAFETEA‐LU
regarding consultation with resource agencies and environmental mitigation. The result of
the meeting was a discussion of how this group, Fish and Wildlife and other initiatives this
Interagency Committee is involved with should be involved in the Long Range Plan
development.
2/21/07
LRTBP Project Managers, along with FHWA’s Planning and Programming
Engineer and VTrans’ Environmental Policy Manager attended the bi‐monthly
Environmental Coordination Meeting with the Army Corps of Engineers to inform them of
the LRTBP process and consultation and environmental mitigation requirements and to
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inquire about any plans the ACOE may have that we could review. They explained that they
had no plans and just reviewed projects.
1/12/07
Consultation began between the CCMPO and LRTBP Project Managers on
how both entities were to address the consultation and environmental mitigation
component of their plans.
1/17/07
Received guidance memos from Vermont’s FHWA office on how to address
this component of the plan.
3/21/07
LRTBP Project Managers and other program managers from VTrans held the
first of a series of communications and meetings to coordinate the development of Vermont
Department of Public Service’s Comprehensive Energy Plan including its Policies
Concerning "Increasing the Efficiency of Vermont's Transportation Networks." This
coordination also served to enlighten how that plans development could help in the
development of the LRTBP. Forwarded VTrans’ modal system plans to Public Service
Department’s planners.
4/26/07
Vermont Department of Public Service forwarded their hazard mitigation
plan extracts to VTrans.
6/5/07
The LRTBP held the Scenario Planning Session discussed throughout the
LRTBP document and in Working Paper # 7 of the technical appendix.
11/6/07
About 25 select and limited number of professional participated in
developing implementation strategies for the LRTBP in a half day Scenario Planning
Session.
12/17&18/07 Representatives from VTrans, ANR, Commerce and Community Affairs, the
RPCs, and other VT planning and conservation‐related organizations met, along with their
counterparts from Maine and NH, at the Northeast Summit on Transportation and
Conservation Planning in Concord, NH. The summit's overall purpose was to better
understand how planning for transportation, land use, and conservation occurs at the state
regional and local levels, and begin to identify how planners can work together to
everyone’s benefit. The event was sponsored by the Henry P. Kendall Foundation and
organized by Defenders of Wildlife’s Habitat and Highways Campaign.
11/13/08
LRTBP Project Manager presented an overview of the draft LRTBP to the
Vermont Aviation Advisory Council for review and comment.
Vermont Agency of Transportation
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5/1/08
VTrans received EPA, ACOE, Fish & Wildlife, and the Forrest Service contact
information from the Vermont FHWA office as well as guidance from FHWA that they had
sent to those federal resource agencies regarding the SAFETEA‐LU consultation and
environmental mitigation requirements.
9/3/08
The first draft of the consultation and environmental mitigation section of
the LRTBP was forwarded to the VTrans Environmental Section for review; initial
comments received three weeks later.
10/9/08
A draft of the LRTBP consultation and environmental mitigation section that
documents VTrans’ environmental mitigation and environmental procedures for VTrans’
project development process was forwarded to the US EPA, ACOE, Fish & Wildlife, and the
Forrest Service as well as to the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources for their review and
requested comments. Replies and comments/edits were received from the USACOE (on
10/9/07) and the EPA on 11/10/08.
Environmental Mitigation Activities in the Planning and Project Development Process
The following information describes VTrans’ Project Development process, focusing on
policies, practices and strategies that VTrans employs to restore and maintain
environmental functions. This section of the LRTBP as well as VTrans’ Project Development
process itself was developed in consultation with Federal and State wildlife and regulatory
agencies. Additional information on this subject can be found in Working Paper 2: State
Agency Policy Review in the Technical Appendix.
Assessments of a project’s potential to impact natural and cultural resources and efforts to
avoid, minimize and mitigate such impacts, are conducted for all Agency projects including
highways, railroads, airports and associated infrastructure and operations. Environmental
coordination is conducted at the earliest stages of a project’s identification and definition,
and avoidance, minimization and environmental mitigation are standard practices in the
project development process as described below.
The vast majority of VTrans projects processed under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) qualify as Categorical Exclusion (CE) actions. Very few projects require
processing of an Environmental Assessment (EA) or an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS). The typical project development process is graphically depicted at:
http://www.aot.state.vt.us/progdev/images/projdev.gif . The process complies with the
Federal Highway Administration Technical Advisory T6640.8A “Guidance for Preparing and
Processing Environmental and Section 4(f) Documents” (1987) and includes identification
of natural and cultural resources, early consultation with resource regulatory agencies, and
evaluation of alternatives and design options that attempt to avoid, minimize and mitigate
resource impacts.
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VTrans standard practices involve concerted effort to consult with and gather input from
interested parties throughout the project development process. Consultation ranges from
involved property owners to local town officials, regional planning organizations and state
and federal agencies. VTrans and the Vermont Center for Geographic Information maintain
GIS databases of known natural and cultural resources which are updated with information
gathered from each project’s resource data gathering activities.
In 2004, VTrans established an Environmental Stewardship Ethic Policy documenting its
commitment to environmental principles and practices for protection of the state’s natural
and cultural character. A copy of the policy follows:
FFECTIVE DATE: 10/07/2004
APPROVED BY: Patricia A. McDonald, Secretary of Transportation
PURPOSE/COMMENT: To establish the Environmental Stewardship Ethic Policy for VTrans
VTrans Environmental Policy: VTrans recognizes that environmental quality ‐ clean water
and air, scenic beauty, ecological diversity and protection of the state’s historic character ‐
are what Vermonters desire and are considered integral parts of the state’s economic well‐
being. VTrans will fulfill its environmental responsibility through an Agency‐wide
environmental stewardship ethic. This ethic will be guided by principles and practices that
will apply to all of the agency’s business activities. An annual work plan will be developed
each year and a yearly report will outline the success of specific agency environmental
initiatives. The Agency will aim to be a positive force in supporting the state's
environmental quality and unique sense of place, and will strive to exceed state and federal
environmental laws when practicable, while subject to the Agency’s responsibility to make
judgments and decisions based on numerous factors including cost, safety, and resource
availability.
VTrans Environmental Principles: VTrans and its employees, consultants, and
contractors should when practicable consider these basic environmental principles:
• Protect and/or improve water and air quality
• Protect and/or enhance wildlife habitat
• Preserve and/or enhance cultural and scenic resources
• Support healthy communities and sustainable growth
• Encourage design that compliments the visual quality of the surrounding
environment including the historic and scenic character
• Increase transportation choices including non‐motorized options
• Minimize agency‐generated waste by reducing, reusing, or recycling materials and
find substitutes for hazardous materials whenever possible
• Reduce the use of non‐renewable energy resources by promoting building and
vehicle energy efficiency, and considering the use of alternative fuels in Agency
operations
VTrans Environmental Practices: The following practices are on‐going and help define
how employees will execute the Agency’s environmental stewardship ethic and follow its
environmental principles:
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1. Plan, design, construct and maintain VTrans‐sponsored projects in compliance with
federal and state environmental laws.
2. Work collaboratively with national, regional and local stakeholders including,
federal and state regulatory agencies, regional planning entities, municipal officials,
interest groups, and the general public.
3. Encourage the agency environmental stewardship ethic through continual VTrans
staff education and training regarding state and federal environmental law and
policy, as well as environmental research and technical advances.
4. Provide opportunities for continual staff feedback and input regarding how to best
implement an agency environmental stewardship ethic.
5. Consider the initial costs of transportation investment alternatives as well as future
costs over life of the investment.
6. Encourage the development of all transportation modes and an integrated seamless
transportation system.
Conduct public outreach and education, including local governments and agency consulting
engineers and contractors, regarding VTrans’ environmental policy and initiatives
The following ten sections demonstrate how environmental mitigation and consultation
activities are fully integrated into Vtrans’ project development process and constitute the
Agency’s way of conducting business.
1. Consultation and Environmental Mitigation:
The purpose of this section is to present the vast amount of activities, consultations and
communications that are continuously and routinely undertaken by the Vermont Agency of
Transportation (VTrans) in the course of doing business as well as part of its project
development process. These are not special activities, but ones fully integrated into the
Agency’s way of life. The State of Vermont’s specific resource requirements in the form of
law, rule or regulation are also listed to demonstrate the extensive array of requirements,
above and beyond the Federal requirements that must be met during the development of a
project.
2. Ongoing Consultation Activities:
VTrans continually conducts routine consultation with federal, state and local resource
agencies and other parties in the planning, scoping and implementation of projects. There
are also regular ongoing meetings with resource agencies in the form of working groups
and committees/task forces to establish better communications and agree on solutions to
environmental issues, rules, regulations and laws. In addition there are individual
assessments, agreements and system wide agreements to address resource impacts on an
ad hoc basis as needed.

3. A List of regular coordination meetings and agreements:
ANR/VTrans Wildlife and Transportation Steering Committee
Vermont Agency of Transportation
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Interagency Wildlife Crossing Steering Committee
US COE Resource Coordination Meeting – Bi‐monthly meeting for the US COE to
coordinate with ANR, EPA, Fish & Wildlife, and others as appropriate regarding new
projects.
ANR/VTrans Transportation and Air Quality Memorandum of Understanding
Air Quality and Transportation Working Group and Work Plan – Clean Air Act planning
and compliance; diesel initiatives; DMV air quality inspection program
Low Emission Vehicle Program (LEV)
E‐Vermont
Governor’s Commission on Climate Change and Climate Change Action Plan
New England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers Climate Action Plan
Climate Neutral Working Group and Bi‐annual Report
VT’s Comprehensive Energy Plan
Vermont Clean Cities Program
Watershed Planning ‐numerous basin specific watershed plans and TMDLs[ja2]
MS4 Water Quality Planning [ja3]
Lake Champlain Basin Program – Opportunities for Action
Clean and Clear Initiative
Stormwater and Erosion Control Program and Regulation[ja4]
River Management Program and Planning [ja5]
The Vermont Wetlands Program

4. A List of agreements established for consultation or environmental mitigation:
State Hazard Mitigation Plan
Aquatic Organism Passage Guidance
Environmental Implications of Increasing Chloride Levels in Lake Champlain and Other
Vermont Waters
Wildlife Linkage Area Assessment
The Vermont Outdoor Recreation Plan for 2005 thru 2009
2002 Vermont Stormwater Management Manual
Draft Airport Tree Removal Policy
VTrans Project Post‐Construction (Operational) Stormwater Protocol
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5. A List of Ad Hoc meetings /consultation:
Transportation and Conservation Planning Summit – November, 2007
Coordination Meeting ‐ FAA‐WS‐State Agency (Wildlife/Transportation)
Gov's Blue Ribbon Commission Climate Change Technical Working Group
The Vermont Archaeological Sensitivity Model (VTASM)
6. Specialized VTrans personnel to assist in consultation and environmental
mitigation:
The Environmental Section of VTrans Program Development Division employs natural and
cultural resource professionals and specialists that provide expertise, in‐house technical
assistance, and liaison with State and Federal resource agencies in the project development
process regarding resources, regulations and permitting. The organization chart below
illustrates the number and type of positions in this section.

In addition to the Environmental Section the Construction Section employs a Construction
Environmental Engineer and Assistant CEE who work with construction contractors,
VTrans resident engineers and VTrans Maintenance District forces to ensure compliance
with state and federal resource regulations and permit requirements.
Vermont Agency of Transportation
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7. Environmental Resource Coordination during Project Development:
The Project Development Process incorporates consultation and coordination with all
potentially involved resource regulatory agencies. Other interested parties are consulted as
appropriate. All potential resource impacts are identified and strategies to avoid, minimize
or mitigate impacts are developed. Specific resource consultation and environmental
mitigation related activities conducted by this section during the Project Development
Process are identified in the following section, “Project Development and Environmental
Resource Coordination.” This section has been adapted from Chapter 2 of the
Environmental Operations Manual that can be found at the following link:
http://www.aot.state.vt.us/TechServices/Documents/EnvirOpsManual/FullEnviroOpsMan
ual.pdf

Project Development and Environmental Resource Coordination
This section describes VTrans’ environmental resource review and regulatory coordination
procedures that are a required element of the project development process. All of the major
steps in project development are addressed, from project selection through construction, to
give the reader a basic understanding of the entire process. The Project Development
Process Flow Chart (attached separately) shows the overall process for VTrans projects. For
more information on project development, refer to the Project Development Process manual
published by VTrans in 1998. Tables 2‐4 through 2‐8, at the end of this chapter, summarize
the environmental steps in project development.
Project development includes five major phases:
•
Project Selection: This is the phase when a concept becomes an official project and is
added to the Capitol Program.
•
Authorization to Proceed: During this phase, a project on the capitol Program is
approved for development.
•
Project Definition: This is the critical stage of development, when the Purpose and Need
Statement is prepared, alternatives are developed, and alternative is selected,
conceptual plans are prepared, and NEPA documentation is prepared.
•
Project Design: Project Design is when detailed design work takes place, including
preliminary, semi‐finial, and final plans. Most permit applications are obtained during
this phase.
•
Construction: This phase includes actual construction and related alternatives.
It is important to note that this chapter describes the project development process and
environmental procedures that a project may have to go through. Some projects are more
straightforward and may skip some of the design steps, while others may be more
complicated or controversial and involve more steps than indicated here. Early
coordination with regulatory agencies and other interested parties is the key to
determining appropriate procedures for a given project. The principles will remain the
same on most projects.
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PROJECT SELECTION

Selection procedures depend on the type of project under consideration. State system,
Town Highway bridge, maintenance, enhancement, interstate bridge, paving, rail, airport,
public transit, rail crossing, and bicycle/pedestrian categories each have their own
procedures for selecting and prioritizing projects. Typically there is an evaluation of need
and input from local and regional interests and VTrans districts. Selected projects are added
to the Capital Program and the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). The
Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization selects its own projects and
develops a Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), which is incorporated into the
VTrans list.
1.2

AUTHORIZATION TO PROCEED

Authorization procedures also depend on the type of project. State system projects are
submitted to the Director of Project Development for assignment to a Program Manager. If
funding is available and the project is part of the approved STIP or TIP, the Programming
Section contacts FHWA to request authorization. For other kinds of projects, the Program
Manager typically notifies the Programming Section to request authorization from FHWA to
proceed.
1.3

PROJECT DEFINITION

The Project Definition Phase is when the purpose and need are defined, an alternative is
selected, conceptual design is prepared, and NEPA documentation is prepared. The major
tasks and environmental sub‐tasks in this phase are described below.
1.3.1 Purpose and Need
The purpose and need for a project must be clearly demonstrated before a project may go
forward. The documentation takes the form of a Purpose and Need Statement (P&N), which
is the basis for the Project Definition Phase. The intention of the P&N is to state, define and
justify the problem; in other words, it is a problem statement. FHWA has a seven‐page
memorandum on the subject of purpose and need for NEPA environmental documents.
VTrans Scoping Reports are not true NEPA documents, but there are similarities. The FHWA
memorandum emphasizes the following:
"Without a well‐defined... purpose and need, it will be difficult to determine
which alternatives are reasonable, prudent and practicable, and it may be
impossible to dismiss the no‐build alternative."
Development of the P&N involves collecting existing transportation and environmental
resource data, conducting a site visit, holding a Local Concerns Meeting, and preparing the
actual Purpose and Need Statement. The environmental procedures required during these
tasks are described below and are listed in Table 2‐4 at the end of this chapter.
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1.3.1.1 Collect Existing Data
VTrans environmental specialists normally get involved when the Project Manager contacts
the Technical Services Division Environmental Section and requests existing resource data.
It is important to begin collecting environmental and cultural resource information as early
in the project development process as possible. Examples of maps and data that may be
available and provide useful information in a preliminary evaluation of resource constraints
include:
Video logs
Air photos
Floodplain maps
USGS quadrangle sheets
National Wetlands Inventory/Vermont Significant Wetlands Inventory maps
Historical resource maps and records
Rare species maps and listings
Public lands maps
Land use plans
Soils maps
GIS data layers
Sources for obtaining these maps and data are listed in Chapter 3.
1.3.1.2 Site Visit
The site visit is a formal step in project development wherein the Project Manager invites
local representatives and technical specialists to view and discuss the site. The site visit
allows all involved to collect site data, ensure logical endpoints, note areas for off‐alignment
consideration, and gain an understanding of the physical context of the project area.
Individuals that might be involved in the site visit include representatives of the Town or
Municipality, the Agency's environmental resource specialists and appropriate district
administrator(s), and an individual representing the interests of the project's main function,
e.g., structures, congestion, maintenance, etc. This can be an opportunity for environmental
and cultural resource specialists to get a preliminary, “windshield” overview of the site and
alert others to some of the key issues. It is not mandatory that the resource review begin at
this point or that resource specialists participate in the site visit, although it is important
that resource specialists begin their resource review, visit the site, and notify others of the
key environmental issues as early in the process as possible.
Environmental resources and sensitive sites to note during a site visit include, but are not
necessarily limited to:
•
•

Historic structures
Archeologically sensitive land
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Wetlands
Water bodies
Agricultural lands
Streams posted as spawning waters
Deer yards or potential deer yards
Wildlife habitats
Parks or other Section 4(f) or 6(f) properties
1.3.1.3 Resource Identification

This step involves formal resource identification and mapping, either by resource
specialists in the Environmental Section or by consultants. The timing of the resource team
review is flexible, and depends on factors such as seasonal constraints, cost, the importance
of the resources, or the likelihood of impacts. It is helpful if the resource identification and
mapping is completed before the Local Concerns Meeting, so that resources may be shown
on presentation plans and discussed at that meeting, especially if there are sensitive
resources in the area. However, this step can also occur after the Purpose and Need
Statement is finalized, at the beginning of project scoping.
Formal resource mapping usually does not commence until a survey of the project area has
been performed and the Project Manager sends a request to plot resources to the
Environmental Section. A CADD base resource file will be created by the Environmental
Section that includes survey information, project name and number, names of rivers,
direction of flow, north arrow, scale bar, and resource check‐off box. Areas of sensitivity to
be identified and plotted on the base map may include some or all of the resources listed in
Table 2‐1.
The Transportation Biologist or consultant will conduct research and make a site visit of the
project area (typically to the limits of the survey on the base map) for critical habitats,
endangered and threatened species, floodplains, floodways, groundwater resources, surface
waters, high water indicators, important farmland soils, or the presence of wetlands.
Wetlands will be either formally flagged and surveyed, or sketched onto the base resource
plan. Wetlands may be sketched if wetland boundaries are well defined (such as the edge of
an abrupt fill slope) and easily transferred to base mapping. The biologist prepares a
written wetland report that gives a brief description of the locations, characteristics, ANR
classifications, and functions of the wetlands. The report may include photographs, Army
Corps transect forms, and other documentation. The wetland report is included in the
appendix of the scoping report. (Information on other environmental resources is usually
documented in the Resource Information section of the Scoping Report, rather than in a
separate report.) See Chapter 3 for more detail on resource identification procedures.
Table 21. Resource Identification Checklist
Wetlands
Water bodies
Water quality
Groundwater resources
Historic sites and districts
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Archeologically sensitive areas
Section 4(f) properties
Section 6(f) properties (Land and Water Conservation Fund)
Agricultural lands or soils
Fish and wildlife habitats
Endangered and threatened species or habitats
Floodplains and floodways
Hazardous waste sites
Community character/aesthetic/scenic resources
Social features and demographic data
Economic growth and development potential
Town and regional plans
The Transportation Archeology Officer/Specialist or consultant will conduct an initial
background search to determine if the project area is sensitive for archeological resources.
The background search will include investigating the database at the Division for Historic
Preservation for areas of archeological significance. Using this information, the archeologist
will complete a predictive model concerning the archeological sensitivity of the project area.
The archeologist will conduct a site visit, preferably including soil probes, to obtain site‐
specific information and to facilitate determining whether additional study is needed. An
“Archeological Initial Resource Identification Report” will be prepared describing the scope
of the investigation, methods used, and findings, including locations of sensitive areas
drawn on base plans. Areas that are archeologically sensitive will then be digitized and
depicted on the base resource file. All work must be conducted in accordance with the
Agency's current guidelines and policies. The Project Manager will obtain as‐built plans for
existing bridges or roadways, if possible, to help establish areas of prior construction
activity.
The Transportation Historic Preservation Officer/Specialist or consultant will review the
database in the Division for Historic Preservation for all buildings, structures, sites, or
districts that are or may be eligible for the National or State Register of Historic Places. In
addition, the historian performs field reconnaissance to gather site‐specific information
necessary to address issues related to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966 and Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966. In some cases,
archival research is required. The Project Manager will obtain this information in memo
form. Buildings, structures, sites, historic districts, and Section 4(f) property shall be
identified on the base resource file.
All environmental resource information is incorporated into the base resource map and a
CADD resource reference file is generated. The format must follow standard VTrans line
styles and labels, as shown on the sample plan in Figure 2‐1. Alternatives can now be
developed that attempt to avoid or minimize impacts to resources to the greatest extent
possible.
Community character, scenic resources, and the potential for visual and aesthetic impacts
must be considered. Social features are the attributes of the general population served by
the transportation facility. Demographic data includes population and growth projections.
Neighborhoods and other sensitive areas need to be identified. Church, school, and
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emergency service facility locations shall be determined and their relationship with the
transportation facility or service discussed. These concerns must be considered in project
development.
Economic growth and development are often dependent upon transportation facilities. The
local economy (i.e., tourism, farms, manufacturing, retail, etc.) must be considered, as well
as tax revenues, employment opportunities, accessibility, and public expenditures. Impacts
on existing highway‐related businesses and established business districts must be
considered.
Town and Regional plans shall be reviewed for economic information and to determine how
the project fits in with their transportation plan. These plans are usually available from the
regional planning commission (see Appendix A) or the town. The Project Manager may have
to coordinate with the Agency of Housing & Community Affairs to obtain the plans. The
regional planning coordinator of VTrans Planning Division should be consulted on issues
related to local and regional planning.
All information gathered above will be documented and summarized in the Categorical
Exclusion.
1.3.1.4 Early Resource Agency Coordination
Coordination with resource agencies, such as the Agency of Natural Resources (ANR),
Division for Historic Preservation (DHP), Department of Agriculture (DA), and the Corps of
Engineers (COE) is an important part of the development of a Purpose and Need Statement.
The number and timing of resource coordination meetings depends on the importance of
the resources and the magnitude of the expected impacts. Some projects have essentially no
resource impacts, and little or no agency coordination may be necessary. Other projects
may have substantial impacts, and it may be necessary to meet or correspond with agencies
numerous times during project development. If there are resource impacts, it is imperative
that agencies have an opportunity for input before the preferred alternative is selected.
Figure 21, Sample Resource Identification Plan, is in a separate file and may be
viewed in the main document on the following URL:
http://www.aot.state.vt.us/TechServices/Documents/EnvirOpsManual/FullEnviroOpsMan
ual.pdf
As soon as the information is available, the Project Manager provides these agencies with a
general description of the project site and purpose and need, as well as information about
known resources, local and regional concerns, site contextual (regional, landscape, visual,
etc.) information, and potential impacts. The Project Manager also requests their comments
regarding the project and potential resource concerns and solutions.
Formal resource delineations or assessments, such as wetland delineations, completed by
the resource team or consultants are distributed to the agencies for their review and
approval. These resource assessments are typically distributed, if they have been
completed, with plans sent out for the Site Visit, Local Concerns Meeting, COE coordination
meeting, or other meeting, rather than a separate mailing.
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Resource agencies are also invited to the Local Concerns Meeting and asked to present,
either in writing before the meeting, or in person at the meeting, the agency's preliminary
comments regarding whether resources are present in the problem area and their extent
and potential significance. The resource agencies shall also be given the minimum three‐
week notification. It is anticipated that these agencies will only attend meetings when
important resources are known to occur at the site.
If there are known to be important resource issues associated with the project, it is
advisable to hold a pre‐design meeting with the resource agencies. This may be either at the
site or at the bimonthly COE coordination meetings at VTrans. Representatives from ANR,
COE, EPA, USFWS, DHP, or other agencies may be invited, depending on resource issues.
Resource agencies are also asked to comment on the draft Purpose and Need Statement. It is
the Project Manager’s responsibility to coordinate the distribution of the Purpose and Need
Statement and comments subsequently received.
1.3.1.5 Local Concerns Meeting
The purpose of the Local Concerns Meeting is to introduce local and regional officials and
affected parties to the transportation problem, initiate a dialogue with them, gather
information and concerns, and solicit input from the RPC, municipal officials,
regulatory/resource agencies, and special interest groups, including abutting property
owners. The resource agencies shall be given the minimum three‐week notification. This
meeting is not intended to develop solutions; specific proposals are not discussed at this
meeting. Input is gathered from State and Federal agencies, including the District
Transportation Administrator (DTA) and VTrans Planning Coordinator.
As noted above, it is helpful if the resource identification and mapping is completed before
this meeting, so that resources may be shown on presentation plans and discussed at that
meeting, especially if there are sensitive resources in the area.
Resource agencies shall be invited to the Local Concerns Meeting and asked to present,
either in writing before the meeting, or in person at the meeting, the agency's preliminary
comments regarding whether resources are present in the problem area and their extent
and potential significance.
At the meeting, environmental issues are identified, if known, and public response sought as
appropriate. However, formal inter‐agency discussion and resolution of regulatory issues
occurs at other steps in the Project Development Process.
1.3.1.6 Prepare Purpose and Need Statement
From information obtained at the Local Concerns Meeting, the Project Manager writes a
"Purpose and Need Statement" that is consistent with the requirements of the state and
local community. The P&N should be written to state the problems of the transportation
facility (need) and the goal for that facility (purpose). A Purpose and Need Statement does
not describe the author's recommended solution. The reader should be presented with
sufficient material to understand the needs and purpose of the project and then logically
reach the same conclusion as reached during the Project Definition Phase.
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The P&N is very important to justifying and defining a project. The statement needs to be
able to be proven by facts, statistics, or even by photographs. If all aspects of the statement
cannot be proven, either the statement is poorly written and thus weak, or the project is not
needed, at least in the form originally thought. A P&N must conclusively illustrate that
corrective effort is justifiable and worth the expenditure of public funds. The assumption for
this is that there is proof of local and regional support for something to be done to correct
deficiencies.
The Purpose and Need Statement is sent to the VTrans Director of Project Development,
FHWA, the RPC, and the municipality for a two‐week review period. The Project Manager
also sends a copy of the Purpose and Need Statement to resource agencies and the VTrans
Planning Coordinator for concurrence. If the parties do not concur, the Project Manager will
need to determine if the Purpose and Need Statement requires modification. If the Purpose
and Need Statement is rewritten, it will be resubmitted for review and concurrence.
For more information on the P&N, and a sample P&N, see Appendix D of the VTrans Project
Development Process manual.
1.3.2 Project Scoping
Project scoping is the process of developing and evaluating alternatives and selecting an
alternative for conceptual design. The environmental procedures required during this
phase are listed in Table 2‐5 at the end of this chapter.
1.3.2.1 Resource Team Review
Resource identification is described above under Purpose and Need. If the VTrans resource
team review is not completed during that phase, it must be completed during the scoping
process.
1.3.2.2 Impact Assessment and Evaluation Matrix
The feasible and practicable alternatives are investigated and considered, including a "no‐
build" option. Alternatives may include preservation (maintenance) and rehabilitation. All
reasonable alternatives are developed to comparable levels and presented in an evaluation
matrix. The purpose of the evaluation matrix is to present information about the
alternatives in a manner that facilitates comparison and helps ensure that the impacts of
each alternative are considered consistently.
The evaluation matrix lists the resource impacts and permitting requirements of each
alternative. The level of detail provided in the matrix should be commensurate with the
importance of the resources and the scope of the project. The matrix should detail the
temporary, permanent and indirect impacts of each alternative on each resource. For
example, an alignment may involve filling in a certain amount of wetland to construct a
temporary bridge, restoring those wetlands after removal of the bridge, and filling
additional wetland for the permanent structure, while another alternative may permanently
fragment wetland habitat. All of these impacts should be individually noted in the
evaluation matrix. See the example (Table 2‐2) on the following page.
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In some cases a simple evaluation matrix may suffice, with impacts listed as “yes” or “no”,
for example, rather than quantified. This may be appropriate for feasibility studies or
planning studies; when the resource data is not mapped in detail; when the project is only
developed to a schematic level; or when the differences in resource impacts are clear‐cut.
An example of such a matrix, based on the sample provided in VTrans’ Project Development
Process Manual, is provided in Table 2‐3.
1.3.2.3 Resource Agency Coordination
Resource agencies should be familiar with the project from prior correspondence and
meetings regarding the Purpose and Need Statement, Local Concerns Meeting, pre‐design
meeting, resource assessments, or other activities. Any formal resource delineations or
assessments which have not previously been provided to the resource agencies should be
reviewed at this time.
Comments from resource agencies regarding their views on the various alternatives are
required at this time. The agencies are invited to the Alternatives Presentation Meeting
(described below) and are sent plans for review showing alternatives, resource constraints,
an evaluation matrix, and any other useful information (such as wetland descriptions).
Written comments should be requested of the resource agencies in the event they will be
unable to attend the Alternatives Presentation Meeting.
The agencies are often given further opportunities to comment, such as COE coordination
meetings. Representatives from ANR, COE, EPA, USFWS, DHP, and other agencies are invited
to these meetings. If impacts are substantial or the project is controversial, it is helpful to
hold meetings at the site, so all parties can review the alternatives and site constraints first‐
hand. It may not be necessary to meet with agencies if resource impacts are negligible.
If resources under their jurisdiction will be affected, regulatory agencies will be notified
when other meetings are scheduled, such as 502 Public Hearings, or Act 250 Hearings
(discussed below). It may be necessary at times for resource agency staff to participate in
these proceedings, to enable the public to understand why a particular solution to a
problem may not be permitted.
In addition to these meeting opportunities for regulatory agencies, project correspondence
related to environmental issues should be distributed to any other concerned agencies. It is
imperative that agencies be well informed of any project changes that take place during the
"Project Design" phase of the development process.
1.3.2.4 Alternatives Presentation Meeting
The Project Manager will set up a meeting with local officials, the RPC, FHWA, and
environmental resource agencies to present the alternatives. Alternatives presentation
plans should show all resource constraints. The evaluation matrix and other useful resource
information, such as wetland descriptions, will be handed out at the meeting so that the
participants will have information regarding the type and amount of impacts for each
alternative. The Project Manager generally gives at least three weeks written notice of the
meeting. Comments from resource agencies regarding the various alternatives are required
at this time, as described above.
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Minutes of the Alternatives Presentation Meeting must be recorded and distributed to
involved agencies. This is necessary to ensure that there are no misunderstandings
concerning acceptance of a selected alternative. The minutes should be sent to all attendees,
local officials, the RPC, and resource agencies that have project jurisdiction or interest. The
recipients of the minutes have two weeks from the postmarked date to correct any errors or
contest any findings. The minutes will also be included in the Scoping Report.
1.3.2.5 Preferred Alternative and LEDPA
Ideally there will be agreement among VTrans, the public, and the resource agencies as to
the preferred alternative. If there is no consensus on a preferred alternative, the Project
Manager must attempt to resolve underlying conflicts. Failing this, the Project Manager
must develop new alternatives and an evaluation matrix, and schedule new resource agency
and Alternatives Presentation Meetings. This process will continue until consensus on an
alternative is achieved or the project is terminated.
Table 23
Sample Detailed Evaluation Matrix, is in a separate Microsoft Excel file and may be
viewed in the main document on the following URL:
http://www.aot.state.vt.us/TechServices/Documents/EnvirOpsManual/FullEnviroOpsMan
ual.pdf

Table 23 Sample Simplified Evaluation Matrix

Alternative A
DO
NOTHING
COST

Alternative B
REHAB.

Alternative C
OFF ALIGNMENT

Roadway

$0.00

$177,000

$353,000

Structure

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Temporary Structure

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Traffic & Safety

$0.00

$15,000

$31,000

TOTAL ($)

$0.00

$192,000

$384,000

ENGINEERING Typical Section
(meters)

.5 ‐ 3.5 ‐ 3.5‐ .5

1‐4‐4‐1

1‐4‐4‐1

Alignment Change

No

No

Yes

Bicycle Access

No Change

Enhanced

Enhanced

Hydraulic

No Change

Improved

Improved

Utility

No Change

N/A

N/A
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Agricultural

No

No

Yes. (0.25 ha)

Archaeological

No

No

Yes (College
Field)

Historic Structures,
Sites & Districts

No

No

Yes (College
Gate)

Hazardous Materials

No

No

No

Floodplain

No

No

No

Fish & Wildlife

No

No

No

Rare, Threatened &
Endangered Species

No

No

No

Public Lands ‐ Sec 4(f) No

No

No

LWCF ‐ Section 6(f)

No

No

No

Noise

No Change

No Change

No Change

Wetlands

No

No

No

LOCAL &

Concerns

Not Met

Satisfied

Satisfied

REGIONAL

Community Character No Change

Enhanced

Lessened

ISSUES

Economic Impacts

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Conformance to
Regional
Transportation Plan

No

Yes

Partially

Satisfies Purpose &
Need Statement

No

Yes

Yes

ACT 250

No

No

No

401 Water Quality

No

No

No

404 COE Permit

No

No

No

Stream Alteration

No

No

No

Conditional Use
Determination

No

No

No

Stormwater Discharge No

Yes

Yes

Lakes & Ponds

No

No

No

T & E Species

No

No

No

SHPO

No

Yes

Yes

PERMITS

OTHER

Road Closure
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If a Section 404 permit is needed, the COE must select the Least Environmentally Damaging
Practicable Alternative (LEDPA). The LEDPA selection involves determining first, which
alternatives are practicable (in terms of logistics, technical aspects, and cost); and second;
which are environmentally less damaging. The full range of NEPA alternatives and impacts
are considered, and the determination is made with consideration of input from the public,
FHWA, and other resource agencies.
1.3.2.6 Scoping Report
The Scoping Report can be completed and made ready for review following public, local,
regional, and resource agency acceptance of an alternative. The Scoping Report documents
the existing conditions, Purpose and Need of the project, resources identified, alternatives
considered, resource impacts, public involvement outcome, and the solution finally
recommended.
Existing resource constraints are usually identified in a separate chapter or section titled
“Resource Information”. The resources considered are those identified above in “Resource
Identification” The methods used in identification and the key characteristics and
importance of the resources are briefly described. Implications for project design may be
noted, but there is no discussion of impacts in this section. Reference is made to any
separate resource identification reports prepared for the project, usually included in the
appendix. There are typically separate reports for wetlands, archeologically sensitive land,
historical resources, and occasionally other resources.
Resource impacts of each alternative are described in the Alternatives section and are
summarized in the evaluation matrix. The description usually includes a brief summary of
the quantity (acreage or volume) and quality (functions or importance of resources) of each
impact, as previously illustrated.
The first review of the Scoping Report is done by the Program Manager. Following this "in‐
house" review, corrections are made and comments are addressed.
The Project Definition Team (PDT) is a VTrans committee of division representatives. The
PDT reviews projects that have estimated construction costs of over $1,500,000 or that
have shown a “significant cost increase” in the latest construction estimate, or that the
Project Manager chooses to bring before the PDT.
For projects requiring PDT action, the Project Manager shall notify the PDT chair, who has
the responsibility of scheduling a meeting of the PDT to discuss the Scoping Report. If the
PDT recommends approval of the Scoping Report, it will be forwarded to the Project
Development Division Director and the Secretary of Transportation. If the Scoping Report is
voted down by the PDT, or is disapproved by the Secretary of Transportation, the Project
Manager needs to investigate further alternatives and go through the Alternatives
Presentation Meeting portion again.
If PDT review is not required, the Project Manager may, at his/her own discretion,
distribute the Scoping Report to VTrans staff, local and regional officials, resource agencies,
or others for a two‐week review. The Scoping Report must be approved by the Project
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Development Division Director and the Secretary of Transportation, who has ultimate
approval authority.
1.3.3 NEPA Classification
Following approval of the Scoping Report, the level of NEPA documentation necessary for
the project is determined. If impacts are not likely to be “significant” under NEPA,
documentation for a Categorical Exclusion will be prepared. If the magnitude of impacts is
uncertain, an Environmental Assessment (EA) will be prepared. If the impacts are likely to
be significant, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be required. The NEPA process
is summarized in Chapter 4. Detailed guidance for preparing CEs, EAs, and EISs may be
found in FHWA’s Technical Advisory T6640.8A, Guidance for Preparing and Processing
Environmental and Section 4(f) Documents (1987).
Federal regulations in 23 CFR Part 771 include the criteria for the classification of projects
under NEPA. Most VTrans projects have modest impacts and meet the criteria for
Categorical Exclusions CE’s per 23 CFR 771.117 and are documented in accordance with the
Programmatic Agreement for preparing Categorical Exclusions described under NEPA in
Chapter 4. If there is any question as to the level of NEPA documentation required, the
FHWA makes the determination. The processes described in the remainder of this chapter
are typical for projects involving Categorical Exclusion.
1.3.4 Conceptual Design
When an alternative has been approved, work can begin on developing Conceptual plans.
Conceptual design development is the first design effort and last stage of the Project
Definition phase. This stage includes developing typical sections, calculating rough
earthwork, making a field review (when appropriate), adjusting line and grade, and
obtaining approval of the line and grade. Conceptual design is needed for projects which
will require acquisition of lands or rights to construct the project. Maintenance projects,
interstate improvements (bridge or roadway), paving projects, rail/highway crossing
projects, and the like usually do not need to go through this phase of project development.
However, the Project Manager may have reason to develop a conceptual design for any
project. The environmental procedures required during conceptual design are summarized
in Table 2‐6 at the end of this chapter.
1.3.4.1 Resource Mitigation Design
After the approximate extent of resource impacts has been determined, coordination with
resource agencies is needed to determine whether mitigation will be required. At this stage,
mitigation design is usually confined to developing a proposed concept for mitigation,
finding a suitable location, coordinating with resource agencies regarding the appropriate
level of mitigation, and drawing up schematic plans. Most mitigation design occurs during
the Project Design phase described below.
Wetland mitigation design should be consistent with the requirements of the ANR and COE.
The Cooperative Memorandum between the Vermont Agency of Transportation and the
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Agency of Natural Resources Regarding Wetland Mitigation… (see Appendix C) has
guidelines for planning wetland mitigation and an appendix listing submittal requirements
for each design stage. The COE has published a Checklist for Review of Mitigation Plan,
available at http://www.nae.usace.army.mil/reg/index.htm or 978‐318‐8335. This
document lists all of the elements the COE expects in a mitigation plan, invasive species
control, monitoring requirements, and assessment guidelines. Mitigation for impacts on
historic resources could be in the form of adaptive reuse of structures. Other types of
mitigation may be considered based on project needs.
1.3.4.2 Resource Team Plan Review
The resource team (Technical Services Division environmental and cultural resource
specialists or consultants) will review the conceptual plans, prior to the formal submittal, to
ensure that the resources have been adequately identified and considered in the project
design.
1.3.4.3 Act 250 Jurisdiction
The project construction area that is considered disturbed land under Act 250 is calculated
after the construction limits are determined (during or after the Conceptual plan stage). If
the total affected area exceeds 10 acres (4.0 hectares), an Act 250 permit may be required.
(See Chapter 4 for more information on jurisdiction of transportation projects.) The total
affected area is the area that is actually expected to be disturbed by construction. This
includes the land within the plotted construction limits (toe of slope) plus whatever
additional ground may be temporarily disturbed during construction. The Project
Development Process manual specifies a ten‐foot wide construction zone outside the plotted
construction limits, and for most circumstances this is a reasonable estimate. However, the
actual disturbed ground may vary depending on the context. For example, where
construction is adjacent to mature landscaping or a sensitive resource area, the contractor
may be limited to disturbing to the toe of slope. Disturbed ground usually does not include
all land within the ROW. If there is any question as to whether the project is subject to Act
250, a formal Jurisdictional Opinion should be requested from the District Environmental
Commission. If the project is subject to Act 250, the Environmental Section should be
notified as soon as possible to begin preparing the application. Ideally, the application will
be submitted as soon as possible after impacts are determined.
1.3.4.4 Resource Agency Review of Impacts
The resources within the project area should have been identified and mapped earlier in the
Purpose and Need or Project Scoping phases. The impacts of the various alternatives were
estimated during the Project Scoping phase. The Conceptual plans show an accurate
determination of the impacts of the preferred alternative. If resource agencies have not
reviewed and commented on project impacts, the Conceptual plans should be sent to the
various resource agencies for their review and comment. The preferred alternative should
be familiar to them in light of their participation in the alternatives analysis phase of project
development.
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1.3.5 502/Informational Hearing
Under 19 V.S.A. § 502, a public hearing shall be held for the purpose of receiving suggestions
and recommendations from the public prior to the Agency's initiating proceedings for the
acquisition of any lands or rights. A Public Informational Hearing may be held on projects
which do not require acquisition of lands or rights, and for off‐system projects such as Town
Highway bridge projects.
Depending on review comments received, revisions to the plans may be necessary before
going to a hearing. If substantial revisions are made, such as revisions to the project
footprint, all concerned parties, including the resource team, should review the project
before scheduling a hearing.
If a hearing results in recommendations which will involve plan revisions, the Project
Manager should identify any additional impact(s) these changes may have on
environmental resources within the project area and notify the Environmental Section of
said impacts. Any resulting changes in impacts must be quantified for use in appropriate
permit applications.
1.3.6 NEPA Documentation (CE) Approval
The Categorical Exclusion (CE) forms and supporting documentation are sent with a cover
letter to the FHWA for approval. The CE serves as an umbrella addressing other executive
orders, laws, and regulations in addition to NEPA. The CE process, including the
Programmatic Agreement CE (PACE), is described in more detail in Chapter 4.
1.3.6.1 CE Documentation
The draft CE or PACE is prepared by the Environmental Section or consultants and is
submitted to the Environmental Specialist Supervisor and the Project Manager for review.
After the review is complete and the final document is prepared, VTrans submits the CE or
PACE to FHWA. The submission includes the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cover letter to FHWA
“Programmatic Categorical Exclusion Criteria” (checklist, for programmatics only)
Environmental Analysis Sheet
Wetlands Findings (report or memo usually)
Section 106 documents (see below)
Relevant correspondence regarding rare species occurrence or other issues

The first three of these items must follow the standard format included with the CE or PACE
in Appendix C.
1.3.6.2 Section 106
If Section 106 resources (historic properties or districts that are on or eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places, or archeologically sensitive sites) are within the project
area, a determination of effect on those resources needs to be done. Under the
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Programmatic Agreement among the Federal Highway Administration, the Vermont Agency of
Transportation, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the Vermont State Historic
Preservation Officer Regarding Implementation of the FederalAid Highway Program in
Vermont, VTrans staff are responsible for making those determinations. If there is any
question regarding a determination, a request for concurrence is sent to the Division for
Historic Preservation. Three determinations are possible:
•

No Effect (or “No Historic Properties Affected” under the Agreement) means there are
no Section 106 resources present, or the project will not affect them. VTrans staff may
consult with SHPO regarding application of the criteria. VTrans will also notify FHWA
and any interested party of the finding and will forward copies of supporting
documentation to SHPO for inspection by the public. No further review under Section
106 is required for this finding of No Historic Properties Affected.

•

No Adverse Effect means there will be an effect but it will not be adverse. The VTrans
Historic Preservation Coordinator will specify conditions, if necessary, that must be
imposed to secure that finding. VTrans shall notify FHWA and any interested party that
this finding of no adverse effect has been made and shall forward copies of supporting
documentation to SHPO for inspection by the public. No further review under Section
106 is required for a finding of no adverse effect.

•

Adverse Effect means the resource will be adversely affected and mitigation will be
necessary. Prior to any finding of adverse effect, VTrans may consult with SHPO
regarding application of the criteria and appropriateness of mitigation. The Agreement
allows “Standard Mitigation Measures” under certain circumstances. Those measures
are incorporated into a formal written finding of adverse effect. VTrans shall notify
FHWA, SHPO, consulting agencies and interested parties that this finding of adverse
effect has been made and shall forward copies of supporting documentation to SHPO.
No further review under Section 106 is required. If VTrans determines that the
Standard Mitigation Measures are not applicable, VTrans will consult with SHPO, FHWA,
and consulting agencies on the special provisions adopted to avoid, minimize, or
mitigate the adverse effect, and draft a Memorandum of Agreements (MOA) to reflect
the agreement. This MOA and supporting documentation will be forwarded to SHPO,
FHWA, and the federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP).

See Chapter 4 for more information on Section 106 procedures.
1.3.6.3 Section 4(f)
Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act states that, “It is hereby declared to be
the national policy that special effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the
countryside and public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and
historic sites” (see Chapter 4). Section 4(f) applies to all historic sites but only to publicly
owned parks, recreational areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges. In addition, Section
4(f) applies only to Department of Transportation actions and only if the land or historic
site is considered “significant”. Section 4(f) does not apply to restoration, rehabilitation, or
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maintenance projects if there is not an adverse effect determination under Section 106 (see
Chapter 4).
If any Section 4(f) resources are to be used or acquired for project purposes, the Project
Manager will ask the Environmental Section to prepare a Section 4(f) document, which may
take the form of an individual, programmatic, or nationwide evaluation.
An individual Section 4(f) evaluation should address the following: project description,
project purpose and need, description of proposed actions, 4(f) resource, alternatives,
impacts, mitigation measures, and coordination activities.
There are three types of involvement with 4(f) resources which are covered by
programmatic or nationwide 4(f) evaluations, and one by a negative declaration:
1. Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for FHWA Projects that Necessitate
the Use of Historic Bridges (7/5/1983)
2. Final Nationwide Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for FederallyAided Highway
projects with Minor Involvements with Public Parks, Recreation Lands, and Wildlife and
Waterfowl Refuges (12/23/86)
3. Final Nationwide Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for FederallyAided Highway
projects with Minor Involvements with Historic Sites (12/23/86)
4. Negative Declaration/Section 4(f) Statement for Independent Bikeway or Walkway
Construction Projects (5/23/77)
See Chapter 4 for more detail on Section 4(f) evaluations.
1.3.7 Act 250 Application Submittal (Part 1)
If the project is subject to Act 250 jurisdiction, (see the Act 250 Jurisdiction section above or
Chapter 4) an application must be prepared and submitted, along with Conceptual plans, to
the appropriate District Environmental Commission. Information required for the permit
application is discussed in Chapter 4. The Commission may set up a hearing to gather
testimony from interested parties, including Agency personnel. One or more hearings may
be required. The Commission may issue a permit or a Draft Permit and Findings of Fact.
These documents should be reviewed by the Technical Services Division Environmental
Section and the Project Manager to determine if any changes to the plans are in order (such
as to satisfy the conditions of the permit). Part 2 of the Act 250 application process is the
submittal of Semi‐Final Plans to the District Environmental Commission (see Section 2.4.2.1
below).
1.4

PROJECT DESIGN

The Project Design phase normally follows receipt of NEPA approval from FHWA (or from
VTrans, if the NEPA document is a programmatic CE), and FHWA's authorization to proceed
with "preliminary engineering for contract plan preparation." Project Design includes most
permit applications, Part 2 of the Act 250 submittal, and a CE re‐evaluation, if needed. The
environmental procedures required during this phase are summarized in Table 2‐7 at the
end of this chapter.
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Preliminary Plan Development

During development of Preliminary Plans, the Project Manager will supervise design of such
features as width and depth transitions, curbs, guard rails, cut‐to‐fill transitions, drives,
intersecting highway approaches, drainage and erosion control, traffic signs, pavement
markings, street lighting, signalization, and detours. Cross sections will be templated,
construction limits and notes will be placed on the layouts, and quantities will be computed
for all anticipated construction items. Most permit applications are prepared during or soon
after preliminary design plans are completed and approved.
1.4.1.1 Contaminated Soils
Geotechnical investigations should be requested within all excavation areas where potential
contaminated soils were identified during the Project Definition Phase. The Project Manager
submits a geotechnical investigation request to the Materials and Research Section. If the
boring logs indicate the presence of contaminated soils, the Project Manager shall provide
this information to the Agency's Hazardous Materials and Waste Coordinator to determine
what, if any, action is necessary. The Project Manager shall also provide this information to
the Right‐of‐Way Section as soon as possible. The most common kinds of involvement with
hazardous materials are addressed in VTrans’ standard specification Section 215,
Excavation and Disposal of Contaminated Soils, and ANR’s Agency Guidelines for Procedures
Contaminated Soil and Debris (1996).
1.4.1.2 Permit Applications
The most common permits or sign‐offs that are obtained during the development of
Preliminary Plans are listed below. See Chapter 4 for more information on these and other
programs. The various permitting agencies will have been exposed to the project during the
Project Definition phase and will have given their informal concurrence that the proposed
project is permittable. However, most of these agencies need to review Preliminary Plans
before issuing a permit or signing off on the project.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conditional Use Determination (CUD)
Stream Alteration Permit (SAP) (Title 19 (coordination)
Section 401 Water Quality Certificate (WQC)
Endangered and Threatened Species Permit
Stormwater Discharge Permit
Shoreland Encroachment/Lakes & Ponds Permit
Section 404 (COE) Permit
1.4.2 SemiFinal Plan Development

Semi‐Final Plans are developed for any project that requires the acquisition of land and/or
rights. Semi‐Final Design activities include incorporating any changes in design details as a
result of meeting with property owners or in response to comments received from
permitting agencies. Part 2 of the Act 250 submittal and the CE Re‐evaluation may occur
during this stage, if necessary.
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1.4.2.1 Act 250 Submittal (Part 2)
If the project involves an Act 250 application, a set of plans must be submitted to the
District Environmental Commission to obtain the land use permit. The cover letter and the
attached plans should address any outstanding issues, design changes, or preliminary
findings of fact made by the Commission.
1.4.2.2 Act 250 Permit Issuance
Once the District Environmental Commission issues the land use permit, the Technical
Services Division shall forward one copy of this permit to the Project Manager and one copy
to the Contract Administration Section. The Environmental Section permit specialist and the
Project Manager shall review the conditions of this permit. If necessary, the Project Manager
shall request that the Technical Services Division file a motion to alter or an appeal. If the
conditions of the permit are acceptable, the Project Manager shall make any necessary
changes to the plans and shall discuss these changes with any affected Agency sections and
property owners. Any changes to the plans which would affect a property owner must be
authorized by the Chief of Right of Way.
1.4.2.3 Reevaluation of the CE
Prior to requesting authorization to acquire right‐of‐way, the Technical Services Division
shall establish whether or not the CE designation remains valid. If either of the following
conditions is met, the Project Manager shall request that the Technical Services Division
submit a written CE Re‐evaluation to the FHWA:
•
•

Time: More than three (3) years has elapsed since the original CE determination.
Design Changes: The project scope, construction limits, impacts, or proposed mitigation
have changed.

The re‐evaluation request is a letter to FHWA describing changes in the project, assessing
the significance of the changes in terms of impacts, and requesting FHWA concurrence.
1.4.3 Final Plan Development
The Final Design phase includes development of most of the structural design, traffic signal,
and landscaping details; acquisition of land and/or rights; development of utility or railroad
agreements; and special provisions. This phase of design culminates in the completion of
the contract plans, specifications and estimate and the advertisement of the project for
receipt of bids.
Prior to requesting authorization to advertise the project for the receipt of bids, the Project
Manager, in consultation with the Technical Services Division, shall establish whether or not
the CE designation remains valid. Further details regarding the reevaluation criteria may be
found in Chapter 4. If more than three (3) years has elapsed since the original CE
determination, or the project scope, construction limits, impacts, or proposed mitigation
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have changed substantially, then the Project Manager shall request that the Technical
Services Division submit a written CE Re‐evaluation to the FHWA.
1.5

CONSTRUCTION

The environmental procedures required during and after construction are summarized in
Table 2‐8 at the end of this chapter.
1.5.1 Material Supply and Disposal
In 1991, VTrans and the Environmental Board signed the State of Vermont Environmental
Board and Agency of Transportation Material Supply and Disposal Area Memorandum of
Understanding. This MOU provides guidelines for VTrans waste and borrow activities
during construction in accordance with Act 250 requirements. VTrans also has general
material supply and disposal guidelines in Section 105.25 of VTrans’s 2001 Standard
Specifications. This specification requires that the contractor give written notice to the DHP
of all material supply and disposal areas at least three weeks prior to utilization of the
areas; note that notice should go to the Archeology Officer rather than DHP. The
Environmental Section’s procedures for VTrans material supply and disposal activities are
defined in two documents prepared by VTrans in 2001: Archaeological & Natural Resource
Review of Waste, Borrow & Staging Area(s) and Waste, Borrow, and/or Staging Area(s) for
Archaeology Only. These documents and the MOU are included in Appendix C.
1.5.2 General Permit 39001 for Stormwater Runoff from Construction Sites
Most projects will require a "General Permit 3‐9001 for Stormwater Runoff from
Construction Sites." This permit is for EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES), which is administered by the Vermont ANR. The purpose of the permit is
erosion control during construction. This permit is required for any project which will
disturb an area over five acres. The permit is obtained by Construction and acknowledges
that an erosion control plan has been developed and will be implemented. See Chapter 4 for
more information. The turnaround time from application to issuance is typically ten days.
Plans are not required to be submitted with this permit. Municipal projects are exempt from
this permit.
1.5.3 Mitigation
Many projects receive permits from resource agencies contingent upon a certain amount of
work to be performed as mitigation for a loss of existing resources required to construct the
project. Mitigation work will be shown in the Contract Plans and other Contract documents.
The Project Manager will develop a listing of specific mitigation and permit requirements
and provide this listing to the Resident Engineer. The Resident Engineer must be fully
knowledgeable relative to the concerns of the resource agencies and to what areas of the
proposed construction are included as mitigation. The Project Manager is the key person to
inform the Resident Engineer relative to these matters. Occasionally construction items
used to perform mitigation are modified from the standard specifications due to concerns in
allowing the contractor to work in environmentally sensitive areas.
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For large, complicated, or controversial mitigation projects, technical specialists may be
consulted to provide input. The technical specialists may be from Environmental Section,
the consulting firm, or appropriate resource agencies, such as the Army Corps (Ruth Ladd is
currently the regional mitigation specialist), ANR, or Natural Resources Conservation
Service. This ensures that the best technical expertise is focused on the project. It also helps
gain consensus on key project decisions.
1.5.3.1 PreConstruction Conference
Required mitigation should be discussed at a pre‐construction conference to ensure the
contractor is fully aware of all environmental mitigation issues. This conference is attended
by the contractor, Project Manager, resident engineer, and a representative from Technical
Services or the consultant. The contractor's sequence of construction, type of equipment for
performing various tasks, and methods of construction are presented. The pre‐construction
conference also gives interested parties the opportunity to express their concerns relative
to their specific interests. Many contractors are somewhat flexible to reasonable
modifications to their proposed sequence or construction methods.
1.5.3.2 Project Inspections During Construction
Representatives from resource agencies quite often visit the project site during
construction to inspect the progress of the work. Generally, these visits are satisfactory and
many of the representatives do not choose to attend the final inspection.
Any resource agency that has a concern relative to any aspect of the construction on a
project can have an on‐site meeting be required as part of the permit, and that requirement
can be incorporated into the project Special Provisions. This is quite common when
construction is required close to or in sensitive wetlands, archeological, or historic
resources. It is critical that the requested resource agency specialist be available for
scheduled meetings along with the Agency's resource specialist so that decisions can be
made at this meeting, limiting the contractor’s basis for claims of project delays.
1.5.3.3 Final Inspection
After notice from the Contractor of presumed completion of the mitigation site, the
Construction Section, in coordination with the Project Manager and Technical Services, will
schedule a date for a final inspection of the project. If the inspection finds all work
completed, the Contractor will be informed in writing of the acceptance of work, as of the
final inspection date. If the work is not complete, or unsatisfactory, the Contractor will be
given instructions for corrective action. The corrective action must be completed to the
satisfaction of the Resident Engineer and the Project Manager before the project will be
accepted. Resource agencies or other interested parties may be invited to the final
inspection.
1.5.3.4 PostConstruction Monitoring
After the mitigation work has been constructed, a schedule of post‐construction monitoring
may be undertaken. This typically lasts for two to five years following construction, and
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involves at least annual visits to the site to monitor progress and identify problems.
Monitoring may involve formal data collection such as vegetation plots, photographs at
photo stations, water measurements, or other methods. Typically, a brief report is prepared
and distributed to resource agencies following annual monitoring. The monitoring schedule,
methods, and reporting procedures should be determined earlier in project development, as
part of mitigation planning.
1.6

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROCEDURES IN PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

The key environmental steps in project development are summarized in Tables 2‐4 through
2‐8 on the following pages. This list may not be comprehensive, but is intended to include
the major steps that typical projects follow. It may be used as reference to ensure that a
project is meeting all of the required procedures. Of course, not all projects follow exactly
the same procedures, and all project development procedures are subject to change.

Table 24 Environmental Procedures During the Purpose and Need Phase
Collect Existing Data and Maps
Site Visit – Overview of Site
Resource Team Review and Mapping
•

Formal Resource Identification (Optional at This Phase)

•

Biologist

•

Archeologist

•

Historian

•

Other Resource Data

•

Socio‐Economic Data

•

Local and Regional Plans

Resource Agency Coordination
•

Send Resource Identification Plans, Project Information

•

Pre‐Design Site Meeting (Optional)

•

Invite to Local Concerns, Other Meetings

•

Request Purpose and Need Comments

Local Concerns Meeting
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Purpose and Need Statement
•

Submit to Agencies for Comment

Table 25 Environmental Procedures During Project Scoping

Resource Team Review (If Not Previously Completed)
Impact Assessment (Direct and Indirect Impacts)
Evaluation Matrix
Resource Agency Coordination
•

Invite to Alternatives Presentation Meeting

•

Send Plans and Matrix

•

Request Comments

•

COE Coordination Meeting or Site Meeting

•

Notify of Alternatives Acceptance, 502 Hearing, Act 250 Hearing

Alternatives Presentation Meeting
•

Invite Agencies

•

Show Resources on Plans

•

Hand Out Evaluation Matrix, Other Materials as Appropriate

Preferred Alternative/LEDPA Selection
Scoping Report
•

Resource Information Section

•

Alternatives Section (Impact Information)
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(if necessary)

Following Scoping:
NEPA Classification: CE, EA, or EIS
Table 26 Environmental Procedures During and After Conceptual Design

Conceptual Design
•

Resource Team Plan Review

•

Act 250 Jurisdiction Determination

•

Resource Team Review of Impacts

502/Informational Hearing (After Conceptual Design)
NEPA Documentation (Begin Preparing During Conceptual Design)
CE Procedures:
•

FHWA Cover Letter

•

Programmatic Checklist (if Applicable)

•

Environmental Analysis Sheet

•

Section 106 Documentation

•

Section 4(f) Documentation, if necessary

•

Wetlands Findings

•

Rare Species Documentation

•

Other Documentation

Act 250 Submittal (Part 1) (Begin Preparing During Conceptual Design)
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•

Review Draft Permit and Findings of Fact
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Table 27 Environmental Procedures During Project Design (Preliminary through Final
Plans)
Preliminary Plans
•

Resolve Hazardous Waste Issues, if Any

Permit Applications
•

Conditional Use Determination

•

Stream Alteration Permit (Title 19 coordination)

•

Section 401

•

Endangered and Threatened Species Permit

•

Stormwater Discharge Permit

•

Shoreland Encroachment/Lakes & Ponds

•

Section 404

Semi‐Final Plans
•

Act 250 (Part 2 – Plan Submittal)

•

Review Act 250 Permit in Light of Design Changes

•

CE Re‐evaluation (Over 3 Years since Approval or Design Changes)

•

CE Re‐evaluation (Over 3 Years since Approval or Design Changes)

Final Plans
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Table 28 Environmental Procedures During and After Construction
Material Supply and Disposal Area Review
General Permit 3‐9001 For Stormwater Runoff From Construction Sites
Mitigation
•

Pre‐Construction Conference

•

Project Inspections during Construction

•

Final Inspection

•

Post‐Construction Monitoring
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Appendix D
Public Involvement Process

Transportation is important for creating economic vitality, quality of life, and sustainable
communities in Vermont. To develop an inclusive, well thought out plan, the Vermont
Agency of Transportation reached out to a broad range of Vermonters, other State agencies,
and various organizations through a variety of engagement processes during the
development of the Long Range Transportation Business Plan (LRTBP).
The LRTBP process included many activities to engage the public and other interested
parties and to gather input to guide the development of the plan. The public involvement
process included two rounds of public meetings and an open public comment period. All
public meetings are listed at the end of Appendix D. For the duration of the planning
process, a public website was maintained, containing links to Plan documents, working
papers, and updates, as well as information on how to get involved
(http://vtplan.rsginc.com/). A public opinion survey was conducted in the early planning
process to help develop the Plan. Focus groups and interviews were conducted to gather
opinions about transportation and to assist in the development of the goals and strategies. A
unique component to the LRTBP process was the scenario planning session that included
over 75 participants.
VTrans reached out to Vermonters during the initial phases of LRTBP development. In
anticipation of developing the Scope of Work and content of the LRTBP, interested State
agencies were invited to a meeting with VTrans in December 2005 to discuss what state
level plans they had that should be reviewed and considered by VTrans in developing the
LRTBP, as well as what would be the best means of coordination during the development of
the Plan. The answer to the second question was to include agency representatives on a
Study Advisory Committee. Participants at the meeting included: Peg Elmer, Housing and
Community Development; Thomas Murray, Department of Economic Development; Bruce
Hyde, Tourism and Marketing; Riley Allen, Department of Public Service; John Sayles and
Dennis Malloy, Agency of Natural Resources.
In September 2006, VTrans presented a LRTBP overview and requested input on important
factors affecting transportation to the Transportation Planning Initiative (TPI) consisting of
RPC/MPO transportation planners. The following month, in October, VTrans presented the
LRTBP overview and requested input on important factors affecting transportation to the
RPC/MPO TAC meetings throughout the state. In April 2007, VTrans planning coordinators
Scott Bascom and Aimee Pope delivered a PowerPoint presentation to the TPI to discuss
what had been done to date on the LRTBP and what the next steps were to be.
Vermont Agency of Transportation
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VTrans conducted the statewide public opinion survey in the early planning stages of the
LRTBP. The purpose of the survey was to gauge how Vermonter’s travel habits are changing
and to provide current information about their attitudes, perspectives, and priorities for the
future of transportation spending and infrastructure planning. Survey results were obtained
through a random telephone survey of 1,243 Vermont residents over the age of 18.
Individuals were selected to participate in the survey using a list of randomly generated
phone numbers purchased from a supplier of samples for telephone surveys.
Interviews and focus groups were conducted between January and March 2007. Fifty‐two
Vermonters participated in the interviews and focus groups that took place in several
regions across the state. These interviews were transcribed and coded for themes using a
qualitative software program. VTrans’ consultant wrote a report entitled, “Voices of
Vermonters: Vermont’s Transportation Future,,” based on the results. These findings helped
develop the scenarios and objectives for the Scenario Planning Session.
In June 2007, a group of over 75 people, carefully selected to represent a cross‐section of
state transportation stakeholders, gathered at the Capital Plaza Hotel in Montpelier to
participate in an all‐day Scenario Planning Session. Working Paper 7 provides a summary
and analysis of the discussions and results of the Session. Four possible future scenarios
were extensively developed throughout the workshop. The session also set the foundation
for the goals and strategies identified in the LRTBP.
VTrans held a series of public meetings across the state during Fall 2007 to present and
obtain comments on the Working Papers and draft LRTBP. In October and November 2008,
five public meetings were held around the state to present the draft plan. Public
presentations were also made at this time to the Central Vermont Regional Planning
Commission (CVRCC) and Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization (CCMPO)
TAC, the CCMPO Board, a CVRCC committee meeting, and the Vermont Aviation Advisory
Council.
VTrans provided an executive summary of the Plan at public meetings. A PowerPoint
presentation with visualization techniques to describe the LRTBP was given and
discussions were facilitated. Notes were carefully taken at these sessions and compiled with
the written comments received through email and mail. These comments are presented and
addressed in the next section. Overall, many positive comments about the plan were made
by the public and other stakeholders. These comments were often given “off the record”
following public meetings and presentations.
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The final version of the LRTBP will be available for download on the VTrans website
(http://www.aot.state.vt.us/). It will also be available in CD or hardcopy by contacting the
agency, or through any of the Regional Planning Commissions or the Chittenden County
Metropolitan Planning Organization.

Compiled Public Comment on the
Draft Vermont Long Range Transportation Business Plan

Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation
Comments:
Explicitly reference that Ped/Bike plan as part of your intentions for Chittenden
County and as an objective for broader adoption throughout the state.
More dedicated bike lanes designed into known commuter arterial routes, and/or
dedicated off‐road bike paths that serve as connectors between arterial routes. I
bike‐commute to Burlington 2x week in the three hospitable seasons, and I
personally think using and improving the existing road system with dedicated bike
lanes much more practical than trying to cut new off‐road bike paths where no ROW
currently exists (but short strategic linkages made by off‐road paths can be an
important part of bike routes)
Wider roads when re‐paving is done, with dedicated painted shoulder lines. Nine‐
foot wide painted lanes on Town roads to give cyclists those precious extra inches
and slow down traffic by "virtual" necking down road width, which benefits walkers
as well.
Do we have a plan or are we moving in a direction to make improvements to VT
road network to better accommodate bicycling?
How where does bike/ped fit into the LRTBP?
National standards recommend 4 feet minimum passing distance for biking on
roads; if only 1.2% of roads have bike lanes then 98% of roads can not
accommodate bicyclists.
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Do we have a measurable way to gauge progress toward accommodation for
bicyclists?

How these comments are addressed:
The LRTBP is a strategic planning and management level document and the details of
specific projects are included. For the comments that are at the program or project level,
please refer to the appropriate modal policy plan (e.g. the Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle
Policy Plan). The modal plans have information on standards and regulations, as does the
Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities Design Manual. These pedestrian and Bicycle comments will
be forwarded to the program manager.
In Section 6 of the LRTBP, Goal 5 refers to improving and connecting all modes of Vermont’s
transportation system. A main strategy under this goal is to “Accommodate non‐motorized
transportation within the transportation system.” Although there are no specific
performance measures for non‐motorized transport in the LRTBP, there are both short
term (0‐5 years) and long term (more than 5 year) implementation targets for improving
and accommodating non‐motorized transportation and supporting intermodal
transportation facilities. Primary accountability for these strategies is VTrans’ Department
of Policy and Planning. Internal support will come from both Operations and Program
Development, and external‐agency support will be provided by the state’s regional planning
commissions and the metropolitan planning organization.
The September 2008 Chittenden County MPO Regional Bicycle‐Pedestrian Plan Update has
been listed in Table A‐1 in Appendix A.

Transit, Rail, and Commuter Options
Comments:
The State has to do more to address issues around commuting in all parts of the state, to
give commuters real alternatives to single‐occupant vehicle travel.
More transit options and better, smarter networks of bus routes to reach more riders!
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Introduce an "outer loop" circulator bus to Burlington so people can get around and
across, not just into and out of the city and introduce a "satellite loop" that circulates in
both directions around the towns surrounding Burlington
Introduce commuter routes using smaller sized, fuel efficient busses (they could even be
10‐15 seat vans!) that originate at satellite collector P&R lots on known congested
commuter routes provide satellite parking facilities at limits of urbanized areas, to limit
car travel into cities
Look at smaller scaled examples (Caribbean Islands come to mind) with similar
population size, geographic challenges, and land area to cover and see how they do it.
Many rural and town busses are large Club Vans, privately owned and operated, with
known, predictable schedules, somehow organized and very efficiently run! We have a
private bus service for DOGS in Chittenden County (Gulliver's Doggie Daycare shuttle);
why can we have several for people??
Make rail travel a goal (Chicago, Florida, etc.). If that plan is going to improve
connectivity, then the state should insist that Amtrak provide same day connections to
major cities. There is no way to go beyond DC from VT by train and not stay overnight
somewhere.

How these comments are addressed:
Public transit is addressed several times in the LRTBP at a strategic level. The Public
Transportation Policy Plan is discussed in Section 2.A.4. The Public Transportation Policy
Plan’s goals include providing mobility for transit dependent populations and access to
employment though public transit. Recommendations in this plan include the expansion of
services and funding, the coordination of rail, aviation, and intercity bus programs, and a
focus on regional transit connections. In section 2.B.4, a description of Vermont’s current
public transportation service is described and the results of the 2006 LRTBP public opinion
survey regarding public transit are summarized.
In Section 6 of the LRTBP, there are several strategies and goals that address public transit.
For Goal 2, strategies include consolidating the planning and operations of publically
assisted transit services. For Goal 5, strategies include planning and supporting intermodal
transportation facilities to provide multimodal options and conducting assessments of
single occupancy vehicle (SOV) modes that burden the system more than transit modes. In
Goal 6 of the LRTBP, there is also a strategy aimed at promoting public transit.
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Project or operating suggestions will be referred to the transit or rail program managers.
For the suggestions specific to Chittenden County, these comments will be referred to the
Chittenden County Transportation Authority.

Freight Travel
Comments:
The Plan needs to recommend how to reduce the amount of freight truck travel.
Plan needs to recommend how to get additional freight tons onto rail and barge and out
of trucks
Did we address allowing heavier trucks on our roads as New Hampshire has?
Reference to CanAm Connections Trade Corridor Study needs to be clarified or
eliminated. It is slipped in without public knowledge of the plan. Clarify that this is an
example of coordination of transportation issues on a regional basis.

How these comments are addressed:
Improving rail freight travel is an important component of the LRTBP. Under Goal 2,
Strategy E is to help accommodate freight movement by collaborating with public and
private entities to address multimodal freight access needs. Under Goal 2, there is also a
strategy focused on helping develop multimodal corridor management plans. The
multimodal corridor approach includes rail and freight travel. The Vermont State Rail and
Policy Plan (2006), which includes improvements to rail networks within Vermont, is
briefly summarized in Section 2 of the Plan. In addition, VTrans has recently announced that
it will undertake the development of a major freight policy plan over the next few years.
Section 3.A.6 of the LRTBP discusses the challenges posed by freight movement in the state.
Part of this challenge will be to maintain and improve the transportation infrastructure,
thus facilitating the efficient movements of goods and services. Transportation
partnerships, combining modes (highways, rail, air, and water), warehousing, transfer
terminals, computer and telecommunications systems will need to become more common.
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In Section 3.B, one of the opportunities for Vermont will be to build and maintain
infrastructure to be compatible with regional, national, and international service standards.
The Northeast CanAm Connections Trade Corridor Study is cited as an example of a future
initiative that could help develop seamless multimodal mobility options across the entire
region.
These rail and freight comments will be forwarded to VTrans management.

Goals & Strategies
Comments:
Restructure Goals with SAFETEA‐LU goals
Stronger Verbs in strategies and goals—too vague
Performance measures and goals aren’t sufficiently detailed to measure progress; how
can you measure progress with weak goals?
Where are performance measures and accountability?
Are the strategies in priority order?
What guarantee do we have that this won’t just sit on a shelf?
Did we consider strategic abandonment of transportation facilities?
Does the legislature have to approve the strategies?
Policy Goal 2, Strategy F, page 58 – I hope that all stakeholders – including bus riders,
regional E&D transportation groups, transit boards of directors, town officials – will be
fully consulted with regarding the potential to consolidate public transportation
services statewide.
Consider new strategies under Policy Goal 7, page 63: The Transportation Enhancement
program is vitally important since beautification, streetscaping and other improvements
are a key component of local economic development efforts to revitalize villages and
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downtowns. State transportation planning efforts and funding decisions shall be made
in accordance with state policies in 19 V.S.A. § 10b(b) and the State Planning Goals in 24
V.S.A. § 4302.

How these comments are addressed:
The goals were developed from the entire LRTBP process, including the scenario planning
sessions. The SAFETEA‐LU required planning factors (Section 1.C) are fully addressed
within the LRTBP and are also imbedded within each of the seven LRTBP goals.
The wording of the goals and strategies is not meant to be specific and rigid, as this is a long
range strategic plan and not a short term or project plan. Although the strategies are
numbered for identification purposes, they have no prioritization order. Each strategy has a
division assigned to it that is accountable for implementing that specific strategy. The table
of goals, strategies, purpose, accountability, and implementation target dates is meant to
provide guidance to all aspects of agency work. This plan will be used by all levels of agency
management—executive, program, and operational—to guide agency decision‐making
processes.
VTrans develops plans at corridor levels and uses the VTrans‐developed Corridor
Management Handbook to help do this. As important corridors emerge, there may be some
consideration in the planning process to strategic abandonment of facilities. A new strategy
has been added to Goal 4 of the LRTBP regarding the strategic abandonment of
transportation facilities. Goal 4, Strategy F is to “Consider development of a “strategic
disinvestment” policy for transportation infrastructure and services whose maintenance,
preservation and/or operating costs significantly exceed the value of their economic and
societal benefits.”
The Vermont legislature does not approve these strategies. Legislatures will be offered an
opportunity to review and comment on the plan. The Legislature has the power to authorize
legislation to implement some of the strategies, such as financing options.
Transportation Enhancement Program is a federal program that VTrans partakes in. This
comment will be passed on the appropriate program manager.
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Funding Issues
Comments:
Does the gap include accommodations for new practices?
Is the funding chart assuming a good condition of our infrastructure?
Are the projections to maintain the infrastructure in “current performance” levels?
Figure 3, Funding Gap, should be on the front page because it is the most important
thing in the plan.
Do we anticipate new funding at 100% federal from a stimulus from Washington?
There are worries that VTrans is not ready to benefit from a potential new economic
stimulus bill under consideration in Congress.
If a gas tax is considered it should go to construction costs for bridges and roads only
and not for other costs.
More money is needed for transportation and the plan should acknowledge this.
Policy Goal 1, Strategy G ‐ I like the idea of a state or regional impact fee since the towns
in our region are too small for impact fees to work.
Policy Goal 1, Strategy B ‐ I fully support indexing the gas tax to inflation.
Consider adding a strategy under Policy Goal 1: Dollars allocated to the T‐Fund should
stay in the Fund.
How these comments are addressed:
Section 7 (Financial Outlook) Figure 19 contains the estimated funding gap between 2007
and 2025. This is the same exhibit as Figure 3 in the Executive Summary. These estimates
were developed for Working Paper 3, “Financial Analysis.” This gap does not account for
new practices; it merely plans for maintaining the current system that we already have.
Essentially, we maintain the system that we have in place currently and meet our asset
management targets (condition of infrastructure) through asset management processes.
This table is at the end of the Executive Summary and in the final section of the LRTBP to
demonstrate that with no changes to the way VTrans has conducted its business in the past
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the funding gap between needs and resources will continue to exist and most likely
continue to grow.
At the federal funding level, there is no decision yet on funding for the next reauthorization
bill. We can not predict what will come out of national legislation. We can assume that we
will continue to receive federal funding but the specifics of what those levels of funding will
be are undetermined. Although some people expressed concern that Vermont would lose
federal funds since some of these are not being matched by the state, this most likely will
not occur. Some earmarked project funds are slow to be obligated but Vermont is not going
to lose federal funding. VTrans is in consultation with the Congressional delegation and
anticipates that any stimulus funding from Congress, if approved, will not require a non‐
federal match. VTrans is working with Vermont’s Congressional delegation as well as
Regional Planning commissions and towns to prepare for the federal stimulus package.
The LRTBP strategies consider several funding options including a raise or indexed
adjustments in the gas tax. While more state and local revenue will need to be raised, it is
uncertain what these additional funds will be used for. The main thrust of the financial
analysis is that there will be funding shortages and additional revenue will be needed and
the way the Agency conducts its business will have to become more cost efficient.
While there has been discussion throughout the state to cease the transfer of transportation
revenue into the General Fund and other state funds, this is a complex issue that requires
more than VTrans’ approval. This is ultimately a Legislative decision. VTrans can provide
opinion on funding issues to the Governor, who puts forth the Governor’s Recommendation
Budget to legislature each year.

Business/Economic Development/Streamlining Efforts
Comments
The state is slow to react to the transportation needs of existing major employers
making it difficult to believe they could assist major new ones.
The focus on business should be stronger in the plan
Growth scenario – AOT can’t respond to support developers because it takes 10 years to
do a bridge (they can’t respond in the same timeframe that business does.) The AOT
couldn’t/didn’t help IBM, Omya, or others.
What about considerations for design build as a strategy?
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Can we streamline the project planning, design, and permitting processes to help
expedite projects?
Is VTrans considering design/build options to move projects quicker?

How these comments are addressed:
An element of Goal 6 in the LRTBP is the strengthen Vermont’s economy. Strategies to help
meet this goal include integrating transportation investments with state and local economic
development strategies and plans and to coordinate with the Agency of Commerce and
Community Development.
Goal 4 Strategy D states that VTrans needs to review and modify design standards to
facilitate cost‐effective maintenance.
VTrans is continuing to work with the Agency of Natural Resources and the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) to streamline
regulations and interagency agreements, including elimination of duplication of permitting.
A new strategy has been added to Goal 2. This new strategy is: Continue to pursue design‐
build, operation, maintenance, finance, and other strategies to streamline the project
development and permitting process.

Land Use
Why doesn’t land use and transportation occur already?
Challenges, page 3, Executive Summary – Land use is listed as a challenge. I believe this
would be more appropriately listed as sprawl or strip development with uncoordinated
access management as a challenge, not simply “land use” in and of itself.
How is progress measured against goal 7?

The connections between land use and transportation planning are increasing being made.
The issue is complex because land use decisions are mostly made at a local level; the state
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has little authority in most land use decisions. Land use and transportation is increasingly
being coordinated, although there are many barriers and challenges to this. In the LRTBP,
land use is presented as a challenge. Yet land use can be considered an opportunity if land
use and transportation planning become better coordinated.
For Goal 7, regarding land use and transportation coordination, progress is measured by the
level of coordinated planning between transportation and land use. These strategies include
continuing current efforts such as working with Vermont Local Roads to preserve aesthetic
and historic resources. In the next 5 years, this goal will also be supported through VTrans
planning efforts to promote smart growth by working with several external partners
including the Vermont Association of Planning and Development Agencies, the Vermont
League of Cities and Towns, and the Agency of Commerce and Community Development.

Other Issues
Comments (Note: These comments are addressed individually)
How will we tax electric cars?
Although the Plan mentions supporting the development and use of alternative fueled
vehicles, it does not discuss specifics such as how these vehicles will be taxed.
“Big Thinkers” has negative connotations
The term “Big Thinkers” is not intended to have negative connotations. A wide net was cast
throughout the state to diversify these interviews and focus groups. Interview and focus
group participants were chose from many sectors: human services, business, tourism,
transportation, and environment. These participants were from university, non‐profit, for‐
profit, and governmental organizations. There were also focus groups held around the state
by region; these regional participants were also comprised of a diverse stakeholder
background.
End state involvement of airports (due to lack of support for airports in scenario
planning)
Although the public ownership of airports may not have been supported by some
participants at the scenario planning session, there was general support of state‐run
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airports throughout the LRTBP process and it is state policy to keep all 10 State‐owned
airports open and safe.

Transportation decision‐making is paralyzed, too complicated, and everyone’s given a
project veto
Although transportation decision‐making is multi‐faceted, there are processes in place to
help managers make the best decisions. These processes include asset management, life‐
cycle analysis, cost‐benefit analysis, collaborative decision making through consultation
processes, and prioritization processes. Other tools to assist decision‐makers include
performance measures and indicators developed with various data.
Maintenance of the existing system is not the only near or long‐term focus that’s needed
for the transportation system. Other facility needs should be addressed. There seems to
be disconnection between near term realities and the long‐range plan.
The LRTBP lists a time implementation plan for each strategy. The differences between near
term realities and long‐range planning strategies were discussed throughout the entire long
range planning process. The result was the development of an immediate, ongoing, short‐
term and long‐term implementation time frame.
Does the plan assume that SOVs will be the most prevalent mode of transportation in 25
years?

The LRTBP has four different scenarios that guided goal and strategy development. Certain
scenarios suggest that energy and environmental changes may alter the transportation
system and reduce the number of single occupancy vehicle (SOV) trips in the future. The
strategies to address these scenarios can be found in many goals within the Plan.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Contact Scott Bascom

October 3, 2008

802‐828‐5748
VTRANS TO HOLD PUBLIC MEETINGS ON THE DRAFT

VERMONT LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION BUSINESS PLAN
MONTPELIER – The Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) will hold a series of public
meetings in October and November to discuss and gather public feedback on the Agency’s
Draft Long Range Transportation Business Plan (LRTBP).
The comprehensive, 25‐year transportation plan lays out strategies that will provide
increased mobility, economic efficiency, orderly economic development, safety, and
environmental quality for all transportation modes including bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, highways and roadways, public transportation, railroads, and airports.
“The Long Range Transportation Business Plan provides VTrans with a ‘roadmap’ for
investing the state’s limited resources and managing our transportation system in a highly
cost‐effective way over time,” said VTrans Secretary David Dill. “In addition, the scenario‐
based planning process that was used to develop this plan provides Vermont with an
important tool for expeditiously adapting both its transportation funding and system
management strategies to address the needs of an ever changing world.”
The Plan is built upon VTrans guiding principle, “The Road to Affordability,” which places the
preservation of Vermont’s existing transportation system as a first priority. The LRTBP
planning process included the input of a wide variety of stakeholders, including:
An Advisory Committee comprised of key stakeholders representing various state
agencies, regional planning commissions and the Metropolitan Planning Organization,
local governments, and business and environmental groups.
A public opinion survey commissioned by VTrans in 2006 that gathered input from
Vermont residents about transportation issues.
A Scenario planning session was held where participants developed policies and actions
in response to four possible scenarios that may play out in the next 25 years.
The plan’s consultant team gathered input from VTrans, national experts, Vermont “Big
Thinkers,” the public opinion survey, and focus groups.
The Plan uses both current VTrans goals and policy goals recently developed through the
LRTBP planning process to develop a set of strategies to meet the state’s current and future
transportation needs. The Plan also includes a financial analysis of Vermont’s
transportation system.
An executive summary, as well as the full draft Plan, are available for public review on the
LRTBP website: http://vtplan.rsginc.com/.
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VTrans will hold five public meetings, including one conducted through Vermont Interactive
Television, to take comments on the draft Plan. The meetings are the second round of public
meetings conducted as part of the preparation of the Plan.
The dates and locations for the meetings are:
Thursday, October 23, 2008 at 7pm in Rutland, VT
Rutland Regional Medical Center, Conference Room 4
160 Allen Street, Rutland, VT, 05701
Additional information: To coincide with the Rutland Regional Transportation
Advisory Committee. Parking is in front and behind the hospital. If you enter on the
far east side of the building, near the gift shop, the conference room is right off the
main hallway.
Tuesday, October 28, 2008 at 6pm in Lyndon, VT
Lyndon Industrial Park ‐ Charles E. Carter Business Resource Center
Industrial Parkway – off of US 5, South of Lyndonville
Thursday, November 20, 2008 from 3 pm—5:30 pm in Norwich, VT
Tracey Hall, Downstairs multi‐purpose conference room
Corner of US 5 and Main Street
Additional Information: Sponsored meeting of the Upper Valley Transportation
Management Association Along with; Southern Windsor County Regional Planning
Commission and Two Rivers‐Ottauquechee Regional Commission. Located across
from the town green. On‐street parking and parking spaces located on either side of
the building.
Tuesday, November 18, 2008 from 5 pm—6:45 pm on Vermont Interactive
Television (VIT)
Several sites around the state will host this interactive television presentation.
Please call (802) 728‐1455 or go to www.vitlink.org for location information.
Wednesday, November 19, 2008 from 5 pm—6:30 pm in South Burlington, VT
Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization, Main Conference Room
30 Kimball Avenue, Suite 206, South Burlington, Vermont
Additional Information: Office is located at 30 Kimball Ave ‐ about 3 buildings down
on the left side. The building is a grey rectangular shaped structure. Parking is
available in front and behind the building. There is a rear entrance on the lower
level to the main conference room.
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Individuals requiring special accommodation should contact Karen Akins at (802) 793‐
1481 or karenakins@onebox.com a minimum of two weeks in advance.
Written or email comment on the Plan will also be accepted until November, 30 2008 and
can be sent to either of the following contacts:
Scott Bascom, Planning Coordinator
Policy and Planning Division
Vermont Agency of Transportation
Policy & Planning Division
1 National Life Drive
Montpelier, VT 05633‐5001
Email: Scott.Bascom@state.vt.us
Tel: (802) 828‐5748
Erica Campbell
Resource Systems Group, Inc.
60 Lake Street, Suite 1E
Burlington, VT 05401
Email: Ecampbell@rsginc.com
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